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ABSTRACT
TRANSPOSED-LETTER EFFECTS IN READING
SEPTEMBER 2004
REBECCA LINN JOHNSON, B.A., GEORGETOWN COLLEGE
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Keith Rayner
Three eyetracking experiments were conducted to explore the role of letter
identity and letter position during normal silent reading. Before fixating on a target
word within each sentence, readers were provided with a parafoveal preview that
differed in the amount of useful letter identity and letter position information it
provided. Previews in all three experiments fell into one of five conditions: (1)
identical to the target word (e.g., clerk as the preview of clerk), (2) involved a
transposition of two internal letters (e.g., celrk), (3) involved a substitution of two
internal letters (e.g., cohrk), (4) involved a transposition of the two final letters (e.g.,
clekr), or (5) involved a substitution of the two final letters (e.g., clefn).
In Experiment 1, when targets were five letters in length, the identity condition
yielded shorter viewing duration times than the other conditions, including the mean of
the transposed-letter (TL) conditions and the mean of the final-manipulation conditions.
The TL conditions provided greater preview benefit than the substituted-letter (SL)
conditions at both letter manipulation positions. In Experiment 2, when parafoveal
word shape congruency was manipulated, the pattern of data replicated Experiment 1
.
The TL-internal condition, however, was more similar to the identity condition in the
v
congruent word shape condition (huose as the preview of house) than in the incongruent
condition (jduge as the preview ofjudge). In Experiment 3, when targets were seven
letters in length, the identity condition again yielded shorter viewing duration times than
the two final manipulation conditions but did not differ from the TL-internal condition.
Also, while the TL-effect was significant at the internal letter position location, it was
absent at the final letter position location.
These findings indicate that (1) TL effects do exist in normal silent reading, (2)
letter identity information can be extracted from the parafovea independent of letter
position, (3) correct letter position facilitates word recognition processes, (4) exterior
letters play an important role in visual word recognition, and (5) readers are able to
extract letter identity information independent of letter position from the first five letters
of the word to the right of fixation.
vi
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND
Introduction
One of the major issues underlying models of visual word recognition is the way
in which the letter identities and letter positions within a string of letters are encoded.
Both must play a role or we would be unable to distinguish between anagrams such as
stop, pots, tops, opts, post, and spot. But just how does each one of these play a role in
lexical access? While many researchers agree that a given letter string will activate not
only the appropriate word from the lexicon but also a number of "similar" words, the
specific way in which a model specifies the coding of letter position affects which words
are considered similar.
Many models, for example, assume a "channel-specific" (or "position-specific")
coding scheme. In such a model, letter position is coded early in lexical processing and
letters are immediately tagged to their position within the string of letters. Each letter is
then processed within its specific channel, independent of the other letters in the letter
string. Examples of such models include the Multiple Read-Out Model (Grainger &
Jacobs, 1996), the Interactive Activation Model (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981), and
the Activation Verification Model (Paap, Newsome, McDonald, & Schvaneveldt, 1982).
These models predict that the nonwords jugde, junpe, and jwcxe are all equally similar to
the word judge, because in each case, the nonword contains three correct letters in their
correct letter position. Even though the nonword jugde shares all of the same letters as
the word judge and differs only in a transposition of two internal, adjacent letters, these
models would predict that because the letters do not fall in their correct letter positions,
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this transposed-letter (TL) nonword would yield similar results as the other two
nonwords.
Yet intuitively it seems that the nonword jugde would be mistaken for the word
judge much more frequently than (and therefore be more similar to) the nonword>npe.
Indeed, this TL confusability effect (also called the TL similarity effect) has been found
in a number of experiments, thereby indicating that TL nonwords are quite similar to
their base word (Andrews, 1996; Chambers, 1979; Christianson, Johnson, & Rayner,
2004; Forster, Davis, Schoknecht, & Carter, 1987; Holmes & Ng, 1993; O'Connor &
Forster, 1981; Perea & Lupker, 2003a; Perea & Lupker, 2003b; Perea & Lupker, 2004;
Taft & van Graan, 1998).
Transposed-letter Effects in Response Time Experiments
Chambers (1979) found that in a single presentation lexical decision task, both TL
words (e.g., bale from the more frequent word able) and TL nonwords (e.g., ottal from
total) led to significant interference as observed from increased errors and response times
when compared to control words and nonwords (e.g., buff and ottid, respectively). This
indicates that the presence of a TL word (e.g., bale) activates the lexical representation of
its more frequent TL word partner (e.g., able) and the presence of a TL nonword (e.g.,
ottal) activates the lexical representation of its base word (e.g., total). This leads to
increased response time and errors. These results differed from those found when
exploring conditions in which a substitution of letters was made (SL condition). SL
words (e.g., vent from lent) and SL nonwords (e.g., lotor from motor) did not cause
significant interference in the lexical decision task. From these results, Chambers
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concluded that while the presence of letter differences (as explored through the SL
conditions) will prevent lexical access, transposed letters do not (see Figure 1).
Therefore, although letter information plays a dominant role in lexical access, the order
information about adjacent letters does not.
Using a lexical decision task, O'Connor and Forster (1981) extended these
findings. When transpositions were made on both high and low frequency words (e.g.,
mohter and bohter, respectively), participants produced more errors on high frequency
items than low frequency items (i.e., they responded that the TL nonwords were words).
In another lexical decision task, O'Connor and Forster presented participants with pairs of
letter strings in which they were to decide whether or not both were words. Letter strings
within each pair were either (1) two words semantically related to one another (e.g., deer
antelope), (2) two words not semantically related to one another (e.g., hull antelope), (3)
one word and one TL nonword whose base word was semantically related to the word
(e.g., letter envleope), (4) one word and one TL nonword whose base word was not
semantically related to the word (e.g., police envleope), or (5) one word and one nonword
(e.g., police mirpreat). They found higher error rates for items in the TL conditions (i.e.,
conditions 3 and 4) than in the nonword condition (i.e., condition 5) and higher error rates
for transpositions made in the presence of a semantically related word (i.e., condition 3)
than in the presence of an unrelated word (i.e., condition 4). O'Connor and Forster s
studies thus indicate that not only are TL nonwords highly confusable with their base
word, but contextual information and word properties such as word frequency play a role
in the strength of the TL effect.
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Andrews (1996) used both a lexical decision task and a naming task to explore the
role of word frequency on TL effects. In Experiment 1, she explored words that differed
from another word only in the transposition of two letters (e.g., silver and sliver), forming
a TL word pair. She found that these TL words yielded slower response times and more
errors when compared to control items (e.g., sister and scorer, respectively) in both tasks.
In addition, this TL interference effect was greater for high frequency words (e.g., silver
compared to its control word sister) than for low frequency words (e.g., sliver compared
to its control word scorer). Again, these data indicate that TL words activate both
members of the TL word pair, leading to longer response times (again, see Figure 1).
In Experiment 2, a masked priming naming task was used to compare primes that
were either (1) a TL word of the target word (e.g., slat to prime salt), (2) an
orthographically similar nonword, differing by only one letter to the target word (e.g.,
saft to prime salt), or (3) an unrelated word sharing the first letter as the target word (e.g.,
spin to prime salt). TL words were named more slowly and less accurately than control
words and this effect was stronger for high frequency target words than low frequency
target words (e.g., using slat to prime salt yielded more TL interference than using salt to
prime slat). These same three prime conditions were then imposed on a second set of
target words in which a transposition of two adjacent letters did not form another word
(e.g., snad, sant, and soul to prime sand, respectively). When comparing the response
times for TL words to their TL nonword controls (e.g., comparing the response time
when slat primed salt to when snad primed sand), Andrews found that TL words were
classified and named more slowly than TL nonwords and yielded more errors. She
concluded that these findings indicate that presenting either member of a TL word pair
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(e.g., either slat or salt) activates both word representations and that the coding of letter
positions must be approximate rather than absolute.
Taft and van Graan (1998) followed up Andrews' (1996) findings using a
semantic categorization task and again found TL confusability effects. Participants
categorized TL words (e.g., calm and crave, TL word forms of clam and carve,
respectively) more slowly than orthographic controls (e.g., clue and corn). Taft and van
Graan concluded that this confusability effect emerges during the accessing of the
orthographic representation of the word.
Also using a lexical decision task paradigm, Forster et al. (1987) explored form
priming of high- and low-frequency words using four prime conditions. The prime either
(1) was identical to the target (e.g., answer to prime answer), (2) involved a transposition
of two letters (e.g., anwser to prime answer), (3) involved a substitution of one letter
(e.g., antwer to prime answer), or (4) was an unrelated word (e.g., dinner to prime
answer). Forster et al. found strong priming effects in the identical, transposed, and
substituted conditions. In all three of these conditions, the prime facilitated the strong
lexical activation of the target word. Furthermore, slightly larger priming effects were
found for TL primes than for SL primes (63 ms vs. 50 ms, respectively, with the identity
condition yielding a 64 ms priming effect).
Peressotti and Grainger (1999, Experiment 3b) also used a masked priming lexical
decision task to explore whether a string of four consonants (e.g., BLCN) and TL letter
strings such as (e.g., BCLN) could successfully prime responses to French target words
(e.g., BALCON). When compared to a control condition in which no useful letter
identity or letter position information was given (e.g., TPVF), both the identity and the
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TL condition facility lexical decisions, with the strongest effects occurring when the
prime duration was 17 ms.
In sum, lor lexical decision tasks, TL nonword targets (e.g., snad) and TL word
targets (e.g., slat) produce increased response times and yield more errors when
compared to controls. In the case of nonwords, TL effects stem from the activation of the
base word (e.g., sand), which thereby slows the correct response ofWord" or leads to
increased errors. When TL words are presented, the lexical representation of both
members of the TL pair are activated and compete with one another, again leading lo
increased response times and more errors. In the case of masked priming tasks, however,
TL nonwords and TL words yield different patterns of TL effects. When a TL nonword
is used to prime its base word in a lexical decision task or naming task (e.g., anwscr to
prime answer), facilitation occurs. When the TL nonword appears as the prime, it is
easily conlusable with its base word, thereby decreasing response times when compared
to control primes. In contrast, when TL words are used lo prime their respective TL
partner (e.g., salt to prime slat), responses are delayed. The presence of the TL word
prime activates the lexical representations of both words in the TL word pair, leading to
competition and increased response times when compared to conditions when a TL
nonword primes the base word (see Figure 1).
The robust presence of TL effects indicates that within a letter string, both letter
identity and letter position must be computed during the encoding process but that
processing is not completely dependent on letter position. Andrews (1996) was perhaps
the first to address the notion that most models of visual word recognition cannot predict
these TL effects. Thus, lexical access cannot fully be explained by the "channel specific"
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models previously discussed thai emphasize that letters are processed within their
specific letter positions'. Some recent models of visual word recognition, however, can
account lor TL effects using more complex coding schemes (the SERIOL model,
Whitney, 2001
;
the SOLAR model, Davis, 1998; the overlap model, Gomez, Perea, &
Ratcliff, 2003). These models are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
Transpositions at Vary i ng Letter Positions
Many models give special status to beginning and end letters in a letter string
because these letters suffer less lateral interference from neighboring letters (Grainger &
Jacobs, 1996; Jacobs el al., 1998; Paap et al., 1989; Scidenberg & McClelland, 1989).
Estes, Allmeyer, and Reder (1976) found serial position curves in participants' accuracy
of reporting letters within a letter string. Accuracy was greatest lor initial and final letters
in a letter string, indicating an exceptional role in visual word recognition. These effects
were found regardless of absolute location within the visual field.
Jordan (1990) briefly presented single or pairs of letters to participants and asked
them to report the letter(s). Accuracy was greater when the two external letters of a word
(e.g., d k from the word dark) were presented than when only a single letter was (e.g., d).
In addition, this pair-letter effect disappeared when the letter pairs presented were not
from a real word (e.g., y f). Jordan concluded that psychological representations for
exterior letter combinations exist and can be activated even in the absence of interior
letters.
In exploring the role of orthographic neighbors on word recognition in a lexical
decision task, Perca (1998) found inhibitory effects from higher-frequency neighbor
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primes only when those neighbors differed from the target word by the third or fourth
letter within a five-letter sting (e.g., chair-CHOIR, speak-SPECK). In contrast, high-
frequency neighbor primes differing by only the first, second, or fifth letter (e.g., lodge-
DODGE, grant-GIANT, color-COLON) did not cause interference, indicating that these
primes were unsuccessful at activating the lexical representation of their respective
neighbor. The fact that interference only occurred at the word-internal locations indicates
that exterior letters play an important role in visual word recognition.
Humphreys et al. (1990) also present data supporting the role of exterior letters.
Participants were presented briefly with letter strings that were four characters in length
and asked to report the letters. Prior to the onset of each target letter string, a prime was
presented that shared zero to three correct letters in their correct letter position.
Humphreys et al. found that performance was significantly better in the condition in
which the primes and targets had the exterior letters in common (condition sdds, where
s=same letter and d=different letter) than in the other two-letter manipulation conditions
(conditions ssdd, dssd, and ddss). It is important to note that this difference was
significant even when the first two letters of the letter string were maintained across the
prime and target viewing conditions (condition ssdd). The authors state that shared end-
letters are more important for priming than shared middle-letters.
Evidence for the special status of exterior letters also comes from the
neurologically disordered population. Friedmann and Gvion (2001) report data from two
Hebrew patients, BS and PY, that frequently make "migration" errors (e.g., confusing
bread with beard, bared, or debar), indicating an inability to accurately encode letter
position. When asked to name the second letter of a word (presented either visually or
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auditorily), the two patients were highly unsuccessful. However, performance was much
greater for the two patients on the idendfication of the exterior letters. It seems, then, that
exterior letters do play a significant role in lexical access.
The interaction between TL effects and letter position has been explored in a few
lexical decision tasks. Chambers (1979), for example, explored TL effects and letter
position by manipulating base words either at the first, middle, or last serial position (e.g.,
omtor, liimt, and visti, respectively). She found that while there was no difference in
error rates or response times between TL nonwords with a word-initial transposition and
TL nonwords with a word-final transposition, TL-internal manipulations led to
significantly more errors and increased response times when compared to the other two
TL conditions. TL-internal nonwords are therefore more similar to their base words than
either TL-initial or TL-final nonwords.
In a lexical decision study investigating good and poor spellers, Holmes and Ng
(1993) found letter position effects, too. For both good and poor spellers, changes to the
order of letters in the middle of long words (i.e., those 8-letters in length) led to more
disruption than changes made at the beginning or end of the word (e.g., conlfict vs.
ocnflict or conflitc). This effect was stronger for the poor spellers, who produced more
errors and had longer reaction times than good spellers. With shorter words (i.e., those 4-
letters in length), however, the main effects of letter position were not significant.
Perea and Lupker (2003a) conducted a series of lexical decision experiments
similar to that of Forster et al. (1987) using masked form priming to investigate TL
effects. Perea and Lupker extended their experiment to explore any differences between
TL-internal (e.g., uhser) and TL-final (e.g., ushre) nonwords in priming base words (e.g.,
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usher) when compared to orthographically similar control words in which .he .wo
transposed Idlers were replaced with substituted letters (e.g., ujner and ushno,
respectively). While they found a strong priming effect for TL-in.erna. primes (30ms)
providing clear evidence for cross-position priming, the priming effect lor TL-final
primes was relatively weak (13 ms) and only approached significance (p < .07).
Interestingly, the difference between the two TL conditions was only 2 ms. The
significant priming effect in the TL-in.emal condition stemmed from the differences in
the orthographic controls. Additional experiments indicated that for TL-internal primes,
priming was mostly due to the TL manipulation, but for TL-final primes, priming was
mostly due to the three or four overlapping letters that the prime shared with the base
word.
Perea and Lupker (2003b) also found differences in TL-internal and TL-final
effects in a masked semantic/associative priming, lexical decision task. In Hxperimenl 1,
they found thai while base words (e.g.Judge) and TL-internal nonwords (e.g., jugde)
significantly primed semantically related words (e.g., court, 14.5 ms and 1 1 ms,
respectively), nonwords created by replacing one letter of the base word (e.g.Judpc) did
not significantly facilitate reaction time (3ms). Perea and Lupker extended these results
in Experiment 2 by comparing TL-final primes (e.g., judex to prime court) to
replacement letter (RL) primes (e.g.Judpe to prime court). Replicating their findings
from Experiment 1, they were unable to find a priming effect for these TL-final
nonwords. They concluded that TL-final nonwords arc not effective al activating
semantic information from their base words. This is presumably due to the fact that the
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quality of tetter identity and tetter position information is higher a, the extertor tetter
positions.
Christianson, Johnson, and Rayner (2004) explored whether all string-internal
^manipulations were equally similar to their respective base words using a masked
priming naming task. In Experiment 1, all target words were compound words. Primes
either (1) were identical to the target word, (2) involved a transposition of two internal
letters within a single morpheme (e.g., sunhsine as the prime for sunshine), (3) involved a
transposition of two internal letters across the morpheme boundary (e.g., susnhme as the
prime for sunshine), or (4) involved a substitution of one internal letter (e.g., sunshine as
the prime for sunshine). While the data from transpositions within a morpheme patterned
with the identity controls, the data from transpositions across the morpheme boundary
patterned with the orthographic controls. This difference, in conjunction with their other
two experiments, indicates that not all string-internal letter positions are created equal in
word recognition.
Eve Movements and Parafoveal Processing
While transposed-letter effects have previously been found in response time tasks,
the three experiments reported here explore the presence of transposed-letter effects in
the context of silently reading sentences. Developments in eyetracking technology allow
us to monitor the eye movement behaviors of readers as they participate in a more natural
reading environment than naming and lexical decision tasks provide. While tasks such as
naming and lexical decision often provide converging evidence with eye movement
I I
studies, there are differences between these two types of tasks that raise questions as to
whether TL effects will hold during normal silent reading.
In response tasks such as naming and lexical decision, all stimuli (i.e., primes,
masks, and targets) are often presented at a central location of fixation. The priming
information is therefore in the same position as the target stimuli (i.e., at the fovea), and
no eye movements are required to complete the task appropriately. In normal, silent
reading, however, our eyes are constantly in motion. Because acuity is greatest at the
fovea (subtending 2 degrees of visual angle around the point of fixation), we must move
our eyes to discriminate the fine details of letters and words as we read so as to bring new
information into our fovea (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989). In progressively reading left to
right through a line of text, then, the potential priming information for a given target
word is not located at the fovea, but rather exists to the right of the current fixation.
Readers must then integrate information across saccades in order to benefit from any
preview of the target word.
Rayner and Bertera (1979) found that when foveal vision was masked (thereby
making it impossible for a reader to bring the text into their center of vision), reading rate
decreased to only 12 words per minute. The fact that participants were still able to read
even in the absence of foveal vision (although greatly hindered) indicates that we acquire
textual information from outside our foveal vision. This area, called the parafovea,
extends 4 degrees to the left and 4 degrees to the right beyond the foveal area.
Many eye-movement studies have shown that readers acquire certain types of
information from the parafovea (see Rayner, 1998, for a review of the research on
parafoveal information). The mere fact that readers often skip words indicates that it is
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possible for an entire word localcd ,„ the parafovea (word „+ L) ,o be processed while
fixating on word
„ (ai.hough this usually occurs when word n+ l is short, of high
frequency, or highly predictable from the previous context). Even when we do fixate on
word n + l, however, there is still evidence that we have extracted meaningful information
abou, i, while we were fixating on word n (that is, when word n+ 1 was located in (he
parafovea).
Much of the research exploring the type of information extracted from the
parafovea stems from studies using a clever experimental technique known as the "eye
contingent display change paradigm" (McConkie & Rayner, 1975; Rayner, 1975). In
such experiments, the reader's fixation location is sampled every millisecond by the
computer. Changes to the display are then made contingent on the reader's fixation
location. In these studies (and in the three experiments reported here), it is the case that
readers are presented with a parafoveal preview of a target word that differs in some way
from the target word itself When the reader's eyes cross a predetermined invisible
boundary location (usually located just before the space immediately preceding the target
word), the parafoveal preview changes to the target word. Since this change occurs
during a saccade (when sensitivity to visual input is suppressed), readers do not
consciously notice a display change. By comparing a number of dependent reading time
measures across various parafoveal preview conditions, one can draw inferences as to the
types of information gained from the parafovea (see Figure 2).
Twenty-five years of research in this area indicates that although purely visual (in
terms of a one-to-one retinal mapping), semantic, and morphemic codes do not play a
role in the parafoveal preprocessing of words, readers do acquire partial word
L3
information (Rayner ft Pollatsek, 1989; Rayner, 1998). In order to integrate information
from one fixation to the next (and therefore gain a parafoveal preview benefit), readers
extract phonological codes (Pollatsek, Lesch, Morris, & Rayner, 1992) as well as abstract
letter codes from the parafovea (McConkie & Zola, 1979; Rayner, McConkie, & Zola,
1980) based on visual features and orthographic rules (e.g., in decoding the word "chart"
from the parafovea, we know that if the first letter is probably a "c", the second cannot be
a "b", "f", or V, but it can be an V or "1"). These abstract letter codes are then
integrated with the visual information acquired when the reader fixates on the word,
thereby facilitating lexical access (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989; Rayner, 1998).
The amount of facilitation that we receive from the parafovea, however, is a
function of how far into the parafovea the preview is (Legge, Mansfield, & Chung, 2001;
Rayner, McConkie, & Zola, 1980). Using a variation of the boundary change technique,
Rayner et al. had participants look at a central fixation point and then make an eye
movement to a word in the parafovea to name it. The parafoveal distance and parafoveal
preview the participants were given, however, differed. Rayner et al. found that the
visual similarity between the parafoveal preview and the target word influenced naming
response times only when the preview was less than 3 degrees from the original fixation
point. Each increase of one degree in visual angle into the parafovea resulted in a 10 ms
increase in response times. The amount and quality of information obtained from a given
letter in the parafovea, then, may vary depending on its position within a letter string.
Early work on the perceptual span indicated that although we are able to acquire
useful information about word length at least 12 to 15 character positions to the right into
the parafovea (equaling about 4 to 5 degrees of visual angle from the point of fixation
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where 3 characters equals V of visual angle), we are able ,o extract specific letter
information no further than 10 character positions away (den Buurman, Roersema, &
Gerrissen, 1981; McConkie & Rayner, 1975). Rayner (1975) also found that readers
were able to obtain gross information about word shape and initial and final letters when
fixated 7-12 character spaces prior.
An influential study by Rayner, Well, Pollatsek, and Bertera (1982) found that
reading rate did not significantly differ between conditions in which the entire word or
only the first three letters of the next word were present in the parafovea as long as the
remaining letters were replaced with visually similar letters. Their study used a continual
display change technique in which the parafoveal preview condition held for each
fixation, rather than just for a given target word. Based on their findings, they concluded
that preserving the first three letters of the word to the right of fixation was sufficient to
elicit normal reading times and that "visual information extracted from the end of the
word to the right of fixation either may not be very precise or may not be used very
frequently" (547).
Inhoff (1989a), however, found that readers are able to extract useful parafoveal
information from word-final letters. Although preview benefit was greatest when readers
were presented with the entire word to the right of fixation, having either the beginning
three letters or the final three letters of the word also facilitated reading when compared
to no preview at all. Therefore, we cannot totally discount the usefulness of letter
specific parafoveal information of word final letters. A more thorough discussion about
the number of character positions into the parafovea for which letter identity information
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can be extracted, as well as the importance of exterior letters during normal silent
reading, will be presented in Chapter 5.
The fact that normal silent reading involves the movement of the eyes (and
therefore the integration of information across saccades) and places the preview of the
target word to the right of fixation (in which the final letters of the word to the right fall
further from the center of fixation than the internal letters) opens up the possibility that
the pattern of findings in the experiments reported here will differ from those of TL
lexical decision studies. In other words, TL effects may differ (or even fail to exist) when
studied in a more natural reading environment.
Masked priming tasks, however, are similar to eye movement studies in that a
prime is presented before a target word that can facilitate or impede performance. In the
masked prime studies by Forster et al. (1987) and Perea and Lupker (2003a; 2004), for
example, participants were given a TL nonword prime followed by its base word as the
target. In all three experiments, TL nonword primes facilitated responses to their
appropriate base words. In using TL nonwords to prime base words in an eye contingent
display change paradigm (i.e., by presenting the TL nonword as the parafoveal preview
and then presenting the base word upon fixation), then, results should be similar to those
found in masked priming experiments (i.e., TL nonwords should facilitate response times
to base words when compared to controls).
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENT 1:
TRANSPOSED-LETTER EFFECTS AT DIFFERING LETTER POSITIONS
Motivation
By embedding Perea and Lupker's (2003a) 120 word items (and their respective
TL and SL conditions) into sentences, we can explore TL effects using eyetracking
methodology. By varying the parafoveal preview conditions that participants receive
before fixating on the target word, it will be possible to determine what type of
information readers extract from the parafovea. According to the results of Perea and
Lupker's lexical decision task, TL-internal primes (e.g., uhser) facilitated lexical access,
leading to decreased response times when compared to an orthographic control (e.g.,
ufner). TL-final primes (e.g., ushre), however, yielded less priming when compared to
controls (e.g., ushno). If readers are able to extract complete (or even partial) letter
identity from the parafovea independent of letter position and then integrate those
abstract letter codes with information from the next fixation (when the word appears at
the fovea), there should be a preview benefit for TL conditions (e.g., uhser and ushre)
when compared to substituted-letter (SL) conditions (e.g., ufner and ushno). In fact, if
letter position is not extracted at all from the parafovea, there should be no difference
between the TL conditions and the identity condition because in each case, the preview
provides correct letter identity information for all five letters. However, if parafoveal
information about letter identity is dependent on letter position, there should be no
difference between the TL and SL conditions, because in both cases, only three of the
five letters within the letter string are correct. If the findings match that of Perea and
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Lupker, transpositions made in the center of a letter string (e.g., uhser) will provide more
faeilitation than transpositions made a, the end ofthe word (e.g.. ,„/„„ whcn comparcd
to appropriate controls (e.g.. ufiier and wlmo respectively).
Method
Participants, Participants included 30 members ofthe University of
Massachusetts community, all of whom received either course credit or monetary
compensation for their time. All participants had normal vision or soft contacts and were
native speakers of American English. Finally, all participants were naive to the purpose
of (he experiment.
Apparatus. Participants were seated 61 cm from a 15-inch NEC MultiSync 4FG
color monitor where single line sentences were presented for them to read. At this
distance, 3.8 character positions equaled 1 degree of visual angle. The display was
refreshed every 5 ms. Eye-movements were recorded using a Fourward Technologies
Dual Purkinje Eyetracker (Generation VI) interfaced with a Pentium computer. Although
reading took place binocularly, eye movements were recorded only from the participant's
right eye, sampling the eye's position every millisecond.
Procedure. After reading a brief description of the experimental procedure,
participants were verbally instructed about the task. In order to minimize head
movements during the experiment, a bite bar was prepared for each participant and
forehead rests were appropriately adjusted. The initial calibration procedure then took
place and lasted approximately five minutes. After captation, participants read eight
practice sentences (all five experimental conditions were represented) to familiarize
themselves with the procedure.
The experimental sentences then followed, presented in random order. Sentences
were presented one at a time on the center row of the monitor and an eye-contingent
display change paradigm was used to vary parafoveal preview information (Rayner,
1975). When a sentence was initially presented on the monitor, the target word was
replaced with one of the preview conditions. When the participant's eye crossed the
invisible boundary located just to the left of the space immediately preceding the
preview, the preview then changed to the target word. The target word then remained
present until the participant finished reading the sentence. Participants were told to read
each sentence silently at a comfortable pace and then press a button on their response box
when finished with the sentence. The accuracy of the initial calibration was then
confirmed and the process repeated with the presentation of another sentence initiated by
the experimenter.
To ensure that participants were in fact reading for comprehension and not merely
skimming the sentences, questions were presented after 10% of the trials. Subjects were
instructed to read the question and the two possible answers and then select the correct
choice by pressing the corresponding button on their response box. Comprehension for
the 30 subjects ranged from 80% to 100%, with a mean comprehension score of 96%.
After the experiment, participants were given a written debriefing form and any
additional questions were answered during an oral debriefing period. The entire
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procedure took ,ess than 45 minutes, and participants were g.ven course credit or money
for their participation.
Stimuli The 120 five-letter words used by Perea and Lupker (2003a) were used
as target words. Eaeh word was embedded into a single line sentence containing no more
than 74 characters. Target words never occupied the sentence-initial or sentence-final
word position. The Francis and Kucera (1982) frequency count was used to estimate
target word frequencies. Frequencies ranged from 1 per million written words to 694 per
million (mean frequency = 87.47) and represented a variety of word classes.
Five parafoveal preview conditions were generated for each target word, again
based on Perea and Lupker's (2003a) lexical decision task. For each sentence, the
preview either ( 1 ) was identical to the target word (e.g.. clerk as the preview of clerk), (2)
involved a transposition of two internal and adjacent letters (e.g., celrk as the preview of
clerk). (3) involved a substitution of two internal and adjacent letters (e.g.. cohrk as the
preview of clerk), (4) involved a transposition of the two final letters (e.g., clekr as the
preview of clerk), or (5) involved a substitution of the two final letters (e.g., clefn as the
preview of clerk). In the two substitution conditions, the letters substituted were
orthographically similar to the two transposed letters. Ascending letters (b, d, /, h, k. /.
and /) were substituted with other ascending letters, descending letters (g,j, p, q, and y)
were substituted with other descending letters, and all letters that neither ascend nor
descend (a, c, e, i, m, n, o, r, s, u, v. w, x, andz) were substituted with orthographically
similar letters. Vowels were substituted with other vowels and, likewise, consonants
were substituted with other consonants. In the TL- and SL-internal conditions,
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manipulations occurred at cither the second and third letter position or at the third and
fourth letter position as a between-item manipu.ation used by Perea and Lupker. Once
the participant's eyes crossed a boundary just to the left of the space immediately
preceding the target word, the preview changed to the actual target word. Since this
display change occurred while the participant's eyes were moving, they did not notice any
change (see Figure 2). Each participant read every sentence only once, seeing one of the
five preview conditions. Conditions were counterbalanced so that every participant read
24 sentences in each of the five preview conditions.
Normative Data. .Previous research has found that highly predictable words are
often skipped or fixated for shorter durations than unpredictable words (Rayner, 1998).
So, in order to increase the likelihood that target words would be fixated (thereby giving
a measure of processing time as a function of parafoveal preview), sentences were written
in such a way that the target words were not predictable from their previous context (i.e.,
the beginning part of the sentence). Before running Experiment 1 . the experimental
sentences were normed for predictability. In the predictability task, 10 participants were
given the first part of the experimental sentence (up to the target word) and then asked to
predict the next word in the sentence (i.e., predict the target word). Target words were
judged as not highly predictable from the preceding context. Mean predictability scores
for each item ranged from 0% to 42% with an overall mean score of 3%.
In addition, experimental sentences were normed for understandability to ensure
that the target word in each sentence fit well within the context of that sentence. To
verify that all of the experimental sentences were easily understandable, 10 participants
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were asked to judge on a scale from 1 (not understandable) to 7 (very understandable)
how well each target word fit into the given sentence. All target words were rated as
understandable within the sentence. Mean understandability scores for each item ranged
from 4.6 to 7 with an overall mean score of 6.27. None of the participants in either of the
two norming procedures took part in the eyetracking portion of the experiment. All of
the item characteristics including target word frequency, predictability, understandability,
and critical bigram frequencies can be found in Appendix A. The experimental
sentences, including the preview conditions for each counterbalancing condition, can be
found in Appendix B.
Results
Since the Dual Purkinje Eyetracker monitors participants' eye movements every
millisecond, a number of different dependent measures can be analyzed. The amount of
time spent on the target word is thought to reflect processing time for that word (Rayncr,
1998; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989). If the amount of time spent on the target word varies
as a function of the parafoveal preview the reader receives before fixating on the target
word, we can conclude that the reader is receiving useful information from the parafovea
before fixating the target word, thereby lessening the processing time on the target word
upon fixation. There are, however, a number of ways to calculate the amount of time
spent on the target word. These include (but are not limited to): first fixation duration,
single fixation duration, and gaze duration.
First fixation duration represents the amount of time a reader spends on his or her
initial fixation on the target word. If a reader fixates on the target word more than once
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or
in reading the sentence (i.e., reflates on the target word before leaving the word
regresses back ,o the target word after
.saving it), only the initial duraiion is considered.
Single fixation duration represents only those fixations for which the reader made one
and only one fixation on the targe, word on the firs, pass. This, then, eliminates trials in
which the reader refixated the target word before leaving it.2 Lastly, gaze duraiion
represents the sum of fixation durations on a target word before the reader leaves the
target word.
Trials in which the boundary change triggered too early, the eyetracker lost track
of the reader, or in which the participant blinked on the pre-target word, target word, or
post-target word were all discarded. In addition, extremely short (those less than 120 ms)
and extremely long (those greater than 600 ms) fixations were eliminated from the data
prior to analyses. The mean first fixation duration, single fixation duration, and gaze
duration (in milliseconds) for each of the five parafoveal preview conditions when
analyzed by participants and by items can be found in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
Contrasts were performed on the data to compare the identity condition to the
other conditions. First, by-participant (tl) and by-item (t2) contrasts were performed
comparing the identity condition (i.e. when the parafoveal preview was identical to the
target word) to the other four conditions and was found to be significant for all three
viewing duration measures (first fixation, tl(29) =
-4.813,;? < .001; /2(1 17) = -2.284,/? =
.012; single fixation, tl(29) =
-4.098, p < .001; ;2(110) = -3.293, p< .001; gaze duration,
tl(29) =
-6.251,/? < .001; t2{\\l) = -5.083,/? < .001). In all of these contrasts, the
identity condition led to shorter fixation times than the mean of the other four conditions.
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The v lewlng durata deferences for first fixation duration, single fixation duration, and
gaze duration were 15 ms, 16 ms, and 29 ms, respectively.
Secondly, a contrast was performed comparing the identity condition to the two
TL conditions. If letter portion is not encoded at all in the parafovea, there should be no
difference between these conditions because in both the identity and the TL conditions,
the reader has parafoveal access to all of the correct letters in the target word; only the
letters positions differ. Again, for all three viewing duration measures, the identity
condition led to significantly shorter fixation times than the mean of the two TL
conditions in the participants analysis (first fixation, fi(29) =
-2.193,p = .004; single
fixation, tl(29) = -2.4,p = .012; gaze duration, *i(29) =
-4.501, p < .001) although the
items analysis was a little less clear (first fixation, £(118) =
-.801, p = .213; single
fixation, /2(116) =
-1.625,/?=
.054; gaze duration, £(118) =
-3.245,/? =
.001). The
viewing duration differences for first fixation duration, single fixation duration, and gaze
duration were 9 ms, 9 ms, and 23 ms, respectively.
Further analyses were done to compare the identity condition with each of the two
TL conditions. For first fixation duration, there was an 8 ms difference between the
identity condition and the TL-internal condition that was significant by participants
(*2(29) = -2.353, p = .013) but not by items (£(119) = -.869,/? = .194). The 6 ms
difference between these two conditions in single fixation duration was only marginally
significant both by participants (tl (29) = -1.448,/? =.079) and by items (£(118) = -1.407,
p = .081). For gaze duration, there was a 22 ms difference that was significant in both
participant and item analyses (tl (29) = -3.605,/? < .001; £(119) = -2.639, p = .005).
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In comparing the identity condition to the TL-final condition, a similar pattern of
effects was found. For first fixation duration, the 9 ms difference was significant by
participants (,7(29) . -1.977, p = .029) but not by hems (,2(1 18) =
-.668,p =
.253). The
12 ms difference in single fixation duration was also significant by participants (,7(29) =
-2.612, p = .007) but only marginally significant by items 02(1 17) =
-1.502, p = .068).
Finally, just as in the comparison between the gaze durations from the identity condition
and the TL-internal condition, the 23 ms difference between the identity condition and
the TL-final condition was significant both by participants 0=7(29) =
-3.949, p < .001) and
by items (,2(118) =
-2.831, p = .003).
Finally, in a third contrast, the identity condition was compared to the mean of the
two final manipulation conditions (i.e., the TL-final and the SL-final conditions). If letter
identity information is not extracted by the reader any further than three letter positions of
the word to the right of fixation as Rayner et al. (1982) claim, there should be no
difference between these three conditions. In each case, the first three letters of the
parafoveal preview are correct and in their correct letter position. Any difference
between the identity condition and these two final manipulation conditions, then, would
indicate that readers are extracting useful letter identity and letter position information
from further into the parafovea than just three letters. In fact, this contrast was significant
across participants and items for all three viewing duration measures. The identity
condition yielded fixation times 16 ms shorter than the final conditions for first fixation
duration (,7(29) = -3.832,/? < .001; ,2(118) = -2309, p = .012), 17 ms shorter for single
fixation duration (tl (29) = -3.772,p< .001; ,2(1 15) = -3.1 18,/? = .001), and 31 ms
shorter for gaze duration (,7(29) = -5.744, p < .001; ,2(118) = -4.934, p < .001).
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The four non-identity conditions were then analyzed as a 2 x 2 factorial design.
The first factor, type of manipulation, included two conditions: transposed or substituted
letters. The second factor, letter manipulation position, also included two conditions:
internal or final. Error variance was calculated using an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
over participants (Fl) and over items (F2). Since all of the participants were presented
with 24 items in each of the five preview conditions and each item was presented in each
one of the five preview conditions across the five counterbalancing conditions, both
factors were within-participants and within-items. The main effect of letter manipulation
type was significant both by participants and by items on all viewing duration measures.
There was a 13 ms effect for first fixation duration (F7(l, 29) = 6.836,/? =
.014; F2(l,
117) = 7.885,/? = .006), a 13 ms effect for single fixation duration (F7(l, 29) = 9.192,/? =
.005; F2(l, 110) = 6.318,/? =
.013), and a 12 ms effect for gaze duration (F7(l, 29) =
6.559,/? = .016; F2(l, 117) = 5.658,/? = .019). In each case, previews involving a
transposition of two letters resulted in shorter viewing durations than previews involving
a substitution of two letters.
The main effect of letter manipulation position, however, did not reach
significance on any of these target fixation durations either by participants (all /?'s > .296)
or by items (all /?'s > .425). The interaction between letter manipulation type and letter
manipulation position was also not significant on any viewing duration measure either by
participants (all /?'s > .273) or by items (all /?'s > .338). Therefore, the TL condition
provided a preview benefit as compared to its orthographic control when the
manipulation fell either in the middle of the word or at the end of the word.
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Discussion
The results from Experiment 1 indicate that the transposed-letter effects that have
been found in response time experiments such as naming and lexical decision also exist
during normal silent reading. This is evidenced by the fact that across all three viewing
duration measures explored here (first fixation duration, single fixation duration, and
gaze duration), parafoveal previews that consisted of a transposition of two adjacent
letters provided greater facilitation than previews that consisted of a substitution of two
adjacent letters. This poses a challenge to models of visual word recognition that assume
a channel-specific coding scheme to letter processing. These models, which assert that
letters are first tagged to their specific channel within the letter string and then encoded
within that specific channel, predict that both the TL- and SL-nonwords would provide
equal parafoveal preview benefit, because in both cases, three of the five letters are in
their correct letter position.
The fact that the TL conditions led to significantly shorter viewing durations than
the SL conditions indicates that letter identity information can be extracted independent
of letter position parafoveally. This extends the finding from response time tasks that
have found this independence between letter identity and letter position when all
information (prime, mask, and target) is presented foveally. However, in all of the
analyses, the identity condition provided the greatest preview benefit. The identity
condition led to significantly shorter viewing duration times than not only the mean of the
other four conditions, but also the mean of the two transposed-letter conditions. If letter
positions were not encoded at all in the parafovea, the identity condition and the TL
conditions would provide equal parafoveal benefit, because in each case, all of the correct
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letters are present. That this was no, the case ,nd,ca,es that correct letter position does
play a significant role in facilitating preview benefit. So, while letter identity can be
extracted independent of letter position in the parafovea, correct letter position does
facilitate word retrieval processes.
While there was a significant effect of letter manipulation type, there were no
differences as a result of the location of the transposition or substitution. TL nonwords
led to significantly shorter viewing duration times than SL nonwords in both internal and
final manipulations. These results differ from those of Perea and Lupker (2003a) who
found that while internal transpositions (e.g.Jugde) led to faster lexical decision times
than internal substitutions (e.g., jupte), the difference between final manipulations was
less pronounced. In other words, the TL-effect was stronger for internal manipulations
than for final manipulations. These studies will be directly compared in Chapter 5.
Another interesting finding is the fact that the identity condition led to shorter
viewing duration times than the mean of the two final manipulation conditions (TL-final
and SL-final). As mentioned in Chapter 1, according to Rayner et al. (1982), readers do
not extract useful letter identity information from further than the first three letters of the
word to right of fixation. This conclusion stemmed from their null finding that there
were no differences in overall reading rates when participants were continually presented
with only the first three letters of the word to the right or the entire word. Based on this
conclusion, however, one would predict that the identity condition, the TL-final
condition, and the SL-final condition would all be equally facilitative as a parafoveal
preview of the base word, because in each case, the first three letters of the target word
(in their correct letter positions) are available to the reader before fixation. Thus, if
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readers are only able to extract letter identity information from the firs, three letters of the
word to the right of fixation, there should be no difference across these three conditions.
Yet, the identity condition provided significantly more facilitation than the TL-final
condition, and likewise, the TL-final condition provided significantly more facilitation
than the SL-final condition. This argues that readers are able to extract both letter
identity and letter position information from the parafovea out to at least five letter
positions of the word to the right of fixation. This finding will be addressed further in
Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT 2:
THE ROLE OF PARAFOVEAL WORD SHAPE IN TL-EFFECTS
Motivation
Early eyetracking experiments indicate that word shape information is acquired
from the parafovea, although no further than 10 character positions to the right of fixation
(McConkie & Rayner, 1975). Reading times are longer (therefore indicating less
parafoveal preview benefit) when letters in the parafovea are replaced with visually
dissimilar letters than visually similar letters (Inhoff, 1989b; McConkie & Rayner, 1975;
Rayner et al., 1982; Rayner, McConkie, & Zola, 1980).
In creating TL nonwords for Experiment 1, however, the overall word shape of
the target word was often disrupted. For example, in making an internal transposition of
the word judge to jugde, the shape of the word changes. While the letter d is an
ascending letter, g is a descending letter. The parafoveal preview of this TL nonword,
then, disturbs the word shape information that may provide clues about the identity of the
word. This same disruption occurs in creating the TL-final condition, judeg, for the word
judge.
Not all words disrupt the overall word shape as a result of internal or final
transpositions. The word shape of the word house, for example, remains intact when the
TL-internal nonword huose and the TL-final nonword houes are formed. The purpose of
Experiment 2, then, was to explore the potential interaction between TL effects and woid
shape, using these two types of target words. The TL effects observed in Experiment 1
may differ when the parafoveal preview provides a congruent word shape with the target
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than when i, provides an incongruen, word shape. Specifically, the TL-co^ability
effec. (i.e., the similarity of the TL conditions to the identity condition) may be stronger
when the parafoveal word shape is congruent than when it is not.
Method
Participants, Participants included 45 members of the University of
Massachusetts. All participants had normal vision or soft contacts and were native
speakers of American English. Finally, all participants were naive to the purpose of the
experiment and received either course credit or monetary compensation for their time.
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiment 1, except a
Generation V Fourward Technologies Dual Purkinje Eyetracker was used.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1 . Comprehension
questions were presented after 15% of the trials, with accuracy ratings ranging from 78%
to 100%, with a mean comprehension score of 96%.
Stimuli. One hundred-twenty words were embedded into sentences and used as
stimuli. Each sentence was no longer than 80 characters long, and the target word never
occupied the sentence-initial or sentence-final word position. The Francis and Kucera
(1982) frequency count and the Celex written frequency database (Centre for Lexical
Information, 1 993) were used to estimate target word frequencies. Francis and Kucera
frequencies ranged from 1 per million to 242 per million (mean frequency = 39.32).
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Celex written frequencies ranged from 0 per million to 214.58 per million (mean
frequency
= 26.08). Just as in Experiment 1, target words represented a variety of word
classes. In addition, the critical bigrams for each of the SL conditions were matched for
bigram frequency to their respective TL prev,ew. Digram frequencies for SL conditions
and TL conditions did not differ significantly for either internal manipulations (all p's >
.524) or final manipulations (all p's >
.329).
Just as in Experiment 1, the parafoveal preview conditions in Experiment 2
involved manipulations (either transpositions or substitutions) of either internal or final
letters. Before fixating on the target word, one of five parafoveal previews was displayed
to the reader. These were the same as those in Experiment 1; for each sentence, the
preview either (1) was identical to the target word (e.g.. clerk as the preview of clerk), (2)
involved a transposition of two internal and adjacent letters (e.g., celrk as the preview of
clerk), (3) involved a substitution of two internal and adjacent letters (e.g., cohrk as the
preview of clerk), (4) involved a transposition of the two final letters (e.g., clekr as the
preview of clerk), or (5) involved a substitution of the two final letters (e.g., clefn as the
preview of clerk). Again, in the substitution conditions, the letters substituted were
orthographically similar to the two transposed letters. Using these same five parafoveal
preview conditions made it possible to replicate the findings from Experiment 1 while at
the same time exploring the role of word shape.
While in Experiment 1, the TL- and SL-internal conditions involved
manipulations at either the second and third letter position or the third and fourth letter
position (as used by Perea & Lupker, 2003a), all internal manipulations in Experiment 2
involved the second and third letter. As in Experiment 1, once the participant's eyes
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crossed a boundary to the left of the space preceding the target word, the preview
changed to the actual target word. Since this display change occurred while the
participant's eyes were moving, they did not notice any change (see Figure 2). Each
participant read every sentence only once, seeing one of the five preview conditions for
each target word. Conditions were counterbalanced so that every participant read 24
sentences in each of the five preview conditions.
In order to explore the role that word shape might play in transposed-letter effects,
however, an additional factor was added to the design. Target words were one of two
types. They either (1) provided an orthographically similar parafoveal preview after both
an internal manipulation and a final manipulation (congruent condition; e.g., house,
huose, houes), or (2) provided an orthographically dissimilar parafoveal preview after
both an internal manipulation and a final manipulation (incongruent condition; e.g.,
judge, jduge, judeg). The letter "/", which could be perceived as either an ascending
letter (i.e., orthographically similar to letters like b, d,f, and t), or not (i.e.,
orthographically similar to letters like a, c, e, and m) was not used in any of the target
words. The 60 target words within these two groups were matched for word frequency
(Centre for Lexical Information, 1993; Francis & Kucera, 1982). According to the
Francis and Kucera frequency norms, the frequency of target words in the congruent
word shape condition ranged from 2 per million to 203 per million (mean frequency =
40.42), and the frequency of target words in the incongruent word shape condition ranged
from 1 per million to 242 per million (mean frequency = 38.85). These means were not
significantly different from one another (f(l 18) = -.196,/? = .845). Using the Celex
written frequency database, the frequency of the target words in the congruent word
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shape condition ranged from 0 per m illion to ,42.23 per nnllion (mean frequency - 24.
,
and the frequency of targct words in the incongruent word shape conditio, ranged Iron,
.06 per million t0 2,4.58 per million (mean frequency - 27.91 , These means were also
not significantly different from one another «1 1 8) =
.605,p =
.546).
were
mmm^Dm, Before running Experiment 2, experimental sentences
normed for predietability and understandability using the same procedures described in
Experiment 1
.
Mean predictability scores for each item ranged from 0% to 40% with an
overall mean score of 3.94%, indicating that the target words were not predictable from
the previous context. Furthermore, there were no significant differences in predictability
ratings between the two word shape conditions (f(118) =
.137,/?= .891). For the
congruent word shape condition, predictability scores ranged from 0% to 40% (mean
predictability = 3.83%), while for the incongruent word shape condition, predictability
scores ranged from 0% to 40% (mean predictability = 4.06%).
In addition, all target words were rated as understandable within the sentence
frame. Mean understandability scores for each item ranged from 4.5 to 7 with an overall
mean score of 6.64. Again, the two target word conditions were matched so that there
were no significant differences in understandability between word shape conditions
(/(l 18) = -.847, p =.399). For the congruent word shape condition, understandability
scores ranged from 5.2 to 7 (mean understandability = 6.68), while for the incongruent
word shape condition, understandability scores ranged from 4.5 to 7 (mean
understandability = 6.61 ). None of the participants in either norming procedure
participated in the eyetracking portion of the experiment. All of the item characteristics
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including target word frequency, predictability, understandibUty, and critical bigram
frequencies can be found fa, Appendix C. The experiment sentences, ineluding the
preview conditions for each counterbalancing condition, can be found in Appendix D.
Results
Just as in Experiment 1, trials in which the boundary change triggered too early,
the eyetracker lost track of the reader, or in which the participant blinked on the Re-
target word, target word, or post-target word were all discarded. Extremely short (those
less than 120 ms) and extremely long (those greater than 600 ms) fixations were
eliminated from the data prior to analyses, as were any viewing durations greater than 3
standard deviations above or below the mean. The mean first fixation duration, single
fixation duration, and gaze duration (in milliseconds) for each of the five parafoveal
preview conditions for both the congruent and incongruent word shape target words when
analyzed by participants and by items can be found in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
By-participant and by-item contrasts were performed on the data to compare the
two identity conditions to the mean of the other eight conditions. This analysis yielded
significant differences for first fixation duration (tl (44) = -4.332, p < .001; t2(\\9) = -
4.756; p < .001), single fixation duration (tl(44) = -4.486, p < .001; t2{\\9) = -4.522, p <
.001), and gaze duration (/7(44) = -5.677, p< .001; /2(119) = -5.849, p < .001). In all
cases, the identity conditions led to significantly shorter viewing durations than the mean
of the other conditions. For first fixation duration, single fixation duration, and gaze
duration, the difference between the identity conditions and the mean of the other eight
was 13 ms, 14 ms, and 18 ms, respectively.
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In comparing the identity conditions to just the mean of the fonr TL conditions,
again the identity conditions led to significantly shorter viewing duration times across all
measures (firs, fixation,
,7(44) =
-3.288, p = .00,; ,2(1 19) =
-3.252,,, <
.001; single
fixation, 0(44) = -2.754, p = .005; a(U9) =
-2.279, „ = .0,2; gaze duration, ,7(44) = -
3.968,
„ < .001; ,2(119) . -3.674, p < .001). The differences in firs, fixation durations,
single fixation durations, and gaze durations between these conditions were 10 ms, 8 ms,
and 13 ms, respectively.
The two identity conditions were then compared to the TL-internal and TL-final
conditions separately. For first fixation duration, the identity conditions were 8 ms
shorter than the TL-internal conditions, a difference significant both by participants
(tf(44) = -2.16,pm .018) and by items (0(119) = -2.098, p = .019). The 5 ms difference
between the identity conditions and the TL-internal conditions in single fixation duration
was marginally significant by participants (tf(44) =
-1.43,p = .08) but not significant by
items (f2(119) =
-1.074,p = .143). Finally, for gaze duration, the 11 ms effect was
significant by participants {tl(44) =
-2.768, p = .004) and by items (*2(119) = -2.59, p =
.006).
In order to explore any differential TL confusability effects as a function of word
shape, the two identity conditions were compared to each of the two TL-internal
conditions, respectively. For the incongruent word shape conditions, the identity
condition was 13 ms shorter in first fixation duration, an effect significant both by
participants and by items (7/(44) = -1.988,/? = .027; *2(59) = -2.559,p- .007). Gaze
duration showed a similar significant pattern of results; the identity condition was 16 ms
shorter than the TL-internal condition (tl (44) = -2.469, p = .009; /2(59) = -2.738,/? =
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•004). The 11 ms difference between the identity and ^internal condition for single
fixation duration was marginally significant by participants and by items (tf(44) = -
1.628,/? =
.056; t2(59) =
-1.669, p = .05).
Interestingly, the relationship between the identity condition and the TL-internal
condition was much different in the congruent word shape condition. The 3 ms
difference in first fixation, the 0 ms difference in single fixation duration, and the 6 ms
difference in gaze duration were not significant either by participants (allp's > .154) or
by items (ally's > .189). Hence, the TL-confusability effect (that identity primes are
similar to TL-primes) is in fact more apparent for words in which the preview provides a
congruent word shape to the target.
The comparisons between the identity conditions and the two TL-final conditions
yielded significant differences across all viewing duration measures both by participants
and by items. There was a 12 ms difference for first fixation duration (tl (44) = -3.493,/?
< .001; t2(\\9) =
-3.71,/? < .001), an 11 ms difference for single fixation duration^; (44)
= -3.316,/? = .001; t2(l 19) = -3.004,/? =
.002), and a 15 ms difference for gaze duration
(tl(44) =
-4.21, /? < .001; t2{\\9) =
-4.133,/? < .001).
In order to explore any differential TL confusability effects as a function of word
shape at the word final position, the two identity conditions were compared to each of the
two TL-final conditions, respectively. For the incongruent word shape conditions, the
identity condition was 14 ms shorter in first fixation duration, 11 ms shorter in single
fixation duration, and 18 ms shorter in gaze duration. These effects were significant boih
by participants and by items for all three viewing duration measures (first fixation, /7(44)
=
-2.596,/? = .007; t2(59) = -3.323, /? = .001; single fixation, //(44) = -2.022,/? = .025;
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'2(59)
-
-2.689, p = .005; gaze duration, tl (44) =
-3.345, p = .001; ,2(59) =
-3.769,p <
.001).
Unlike the differential effects found as a function of word shape at the TL-internal
position, the relationship between the identity condition and the TL-final condition in the
congruent word shape condition was similar to that found in the incongruent word shape
condition. For the congruent word shape conditions, the identity condition was 8 ms
shorter in first fixation duration, 10 ms shorter in single fixation duration, and 1 1 ms
shorter in gaze duration. These effects were significant by participants and at least
marginally significant by items for all three viewing duration measures (first fixation,
11(44) = -2.345,/? = .012; ,2(59) = -1.958, p = .028; single fixation, ,7(44) = -2.139, p =
.019; ,2(59) = -1.593, p = .058; gaze duration, ,7(44) = -2.293, p = .014; ,2(59) = -2.104,
p = .02). Thus, while for internal manipulations, the identity condition differed from the
TL condition only when the preview differed in parafoveal word shape, the identity
condition differed from the TL-final condition when the preview provided either
congruent or incongruent word shape information.
In the third contrast, the identity conditions were compared to the means of the
four final manipulation conditions. For all viewing duration measures, the identity
conditions led to shorter viewing duration times than the mean of the other four. The 14
ms difference in first fixation duration, the 15 ms difference in single fixation duration,
and the 19 ms difference in gaze duration were all highly significant both by participants
and by items (first fixation, ,7(44) = -4.234,/? < .001; ,2(119) = -4.571,/? < .001; single
fixation, ,7(44) = -4.509,/? < .001; ,2(119) = -4.63,/? < .001; gaze duration, ,7(44) = -
5.432,/? < .001; ,2(119) = -5.813,/? < .001).
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The eight non-identity conditions were then analyzed as a 2 (Type of
Manipulation: transposition or substitution) x 2 (Manipulation Location: internal or
final) x 2 (Word Shape: congruent or incongruent) factorial design. Error variance was
calculated using an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) over participants and items. Just as
in Experiment 1, type of manipulation and manipulation location were both within-
participants and within-items factors. Word shape, however, was a within-participant,
but between-item factor. The main effect of manipulation type was significant by
participants and by items for all viewing duration measures. For first fixation duration,
there was a 7 ms effect (Fl(l, 44) = 6.617, p = .014; F2(l, 119) = 5.354, p = .022); for
single fixation there was a 12 ms effect (Fl(l, 44) = 17.741, p < .001; F2(l, 119) =
17.978, p < .001); and for gaze duration, there was a 12 ms effect (Fl(l, 44) = 10.194, p
= .003;F2(1, 119) = 18.013, p<.001).
Just as in Experiment 1, the main effect of manipulation location did not reach
significance on any viewing duration measure either by participants (all p's > .23) or by
items (all p's > .202). Similarly, the main effect of word shape was not significant by
participants (ally's > .058) or by items (all p's > .459), nor were any of the interactions
between factors (all p's > .193).
Discussion
The findings from Experiment 2 replicate those from Experiment 1, supporting
the aforementioned conclusions about the role of letter position and letter identity in
visual word recognition. Just as in Experiment 1, TL nonwords provided facilitation
when compared to SL-nonword controls, indicating that the TL-effects found in response
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time tasks also appear in normal silen, reading. The fact that parafoveal previews that
involved a transposition of two internal letters led to significantly shorter viewing
duration times (in first fixation duration, single fixation duration, and gaze duration)
when compared to previews that involved a substitution of two internal letters indicates
that letter identity information can be extracted independent of letter position
parafoveally.
In addition to the robust TL-effect, the relationship of the identity conditions to
the other conditions was also the same in Experiment 2 as it was in Experiment I. The
identity conditions led to significantly shorter viewing duration times than the mean of
the other eight conditions, the mean of the four final manipulation conditions, and the
mean of the four transposed-letter conditions. The significant difference between the
identity conditions and the mean of the transposed-letter conditions indicates that correct
letter position does play a significant role in facilitating preview benefit. So, just as in
Experiment 1, letter identity can be extracted independent of letter position in the
parafovea, but correct letter position facilitates word retrieval processes.
Again, there were no differences as a result of the location of the letter
manipulation. TL nonwords led to significantly shorter viewing duration times than SL
nonwords irrespective of the position of the manipulation within the letter string;
facilitation occurred both in the middle and at the end of the word. 3 This, combined with
the fact that the identity previews provided a significantly greater preview benefit than
the final manipulation conditions, indicates that readers are able to extract useful letter
identity and letter position information from further into the parafovea than three letter
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positions of the word to the right of fixation. Again, this issue will be further drscussed
in Chapter 5.
While one goal of Experiment 2 was to replicate the findings from Experiment
1
,
the primary purpose was to explore the role of word shape on TL effects. Although the
main effect of word shape was not significant, nor were any of the interactions, an
interesting finding emerged in examining the TL confusability effects of parafoveal
previews with congruent versus incongruent word shapes. While the identity preview
and the TL-internal preview differed significantly in the incongruent word shape
condition, these two conditions did not differ in the congruent word shape condition. 4
Thus, TL-internal previews are more similar to their respective identity previews when
the parafoveal preview provides congruent word shape information about the target word
than when it provides incongruent word shape information. This TL-confusability effect
has been found in many response time tasks (Christianson, Johnson, & Rayner, 2004;
Perea & Lupker, 2003a; Perea & Lupker, 2003b; Perea & Lupker, 2004).
The fact that there were no significant interactions between word shape and type
of letter manipulation indicates that letter identity can be extracted from the parafovea
independent of letter position even when parafoveal word shape is incorrect. The
difference in TL-confusability effects as a function of word shape, however, indicates
that receiving correct information about letter identity and word shape may activate word
recognition to a level similar to that of an identity condition. The fact that this difference
in TL-confusability effects held only for internal transpositions (i.e., both of the TL-final
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conditions were significantly slower than their respective identity conditions), perhaps
indicates that exterior letters may be of particular importance in visua! word recognition.
This topic will be more fully addressed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT 3:
EXPLORING THE TL-FINAL CONDITION
Motivation
The results from Experiment 1 and their replication in Experiment 2 indicate that
TL effects do exist during normal silent reading and provide facilitation when compared
to controls involving substituted letters. Furthermore, there appears to be no difference
whether the transposition occurs in the middle of the word or at the end of the word. In
both cases, transpositions yield more preview benefit (as indicated by shorter fixation
times for first fixation duration, single fixation duration, and gaze duration). It is
important to note, however, that the identity condition provided the most preview benefit
of the five and provided significantly greater preview benefit than the mean of the two
TL conditions. Therefore, although TL nonwords provide facilitation when compared to
SL nonwords (thereby indicating that letter identity information can be extracted
independent of letter position parafoveally), correct letter position does play a significant
role in facilitating word recognition. If letter positions were not encoded parafoveally,
there should have been no difference between the identity and TL conditions.
The fact that a TL effect was observed when the TL-final condition was compared
to the SL-final condition indicates that readers are able to extract letter identity
information from at least the first five letters of the word to the right of fixation.
Experiments 1 and 2 by themselves do not address the limitations of letter identity
extraction because in both experiments, only five-letter words were used as target stimuli.
Longer words, however, allow us to explore letter identification performance as a
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function of their distance from the fovea because they include tetters that span further
into the parafovea. In order to further explore these results, then. Experiment 3 used
seven-letter words as target stimuli. The same five parafoveal preview conditions used in
Experiment
1 were again used, although internal manipulations fell between the fourth
and fifth letters of the seven-letter words.
If readers are able to successfully extract letter identity information from beyond
the fifth letter of the word to the right of fixation (independent of letter position) located
in the parafovea, we should expect to again see TL effects at both the internal and final
manipulation locations of these seven-letter words. If, however, readers are unable to
extract letter identity information from further than five letters of the word to the right of
fixation (independent of letter position), there should not only be no difference between
the TL-final and SL-final conditions, but also no difference between these two conditions
and the identity condition.
Method
Participants. Participants included 35 members of the University of
Massachusetts community, all ofwhom received either course credit or monetary
compensation for their time. All participants had normal vision or soft contacts and were
native speakers of American English. Finally, all participants were naive to the purpose
of the experiment.
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 2; a Generation V
Fourward Technologies Dual Purkinje Eyetracker was used.
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Pl^edure, The procedure was the same as that in Experiments 1 and 2.
Comprehension questions were presented alter ,5% ofthe trials, with accuracy ratings
ranging from 89% to 100%, with a mean comprehension score of 94%.
Stimuli Sixty seven-letter words were used as target stimuli. Each word was
embedded into a single line sentence containing no more than 77 characters. Target
words never occupied the sentence-initial or sentence-final word position. The Francis
and Kucera (1982) frequency count was used to estimate target word frequencies.
Frequencies ranged from
1 per million to 222 per million (mean frequency = 48.57) and
again represented a variety of word classes.
Again, five parafoveal preview conditions were generated for each target word.
For each sentence, the preview either ( 1 ) was identical to the target word (e.g.. acrobat as
the preview of acrobat), (2) involved a transposition of two internal letters (e.g., acrboat
as the preview of acrobat), (3) involved a substitution of two internal letters (e.g., acrdeat
as the preview of acrobat), (4) involved a transposition of two final letters (e.g.. acrobta
as the preview of acrobat), or (5) involved a substitution of two final letters (e.g..
acrobko as the preview of acrobat). Just as in Experiments 1 and 2, in the substitution
condition, the letters substituted were orthographically similar to the two transposed
letters. Internal manipulations always involved the fourth and fifth letters in the seven-
letter word, allowing us to address the limitations of letter identity extraction from the
parafovea given the results from Experiments 1 and 2. Once the participant's eyes
crossed a boundary just to the left of the space immediately preceding the target word, the
preview changed to the actual target word. Since this display change occurred while the
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participant's eyes were moving, they did no, no.iee any change (see Figure 2). Each
participant read every sentence only once, seeing one of the five preview conditions.
Conditions were counterbalanced so tha, every participant read .2 sentences in each of
the five preview conditions. 5
were
Nonnative_D^ Before running Experiment 3, experimental sentences
normed for both predictability and understandability (using the same procedures
described in Experiment
1 ). Mean predictability scores for each item ranged from 0% to
50% with an overall mean score of 2.17%, indicating that the target words were not
highly predictable from the previous context. In addition, all target words were rated as
understandable within the sentence. Mean understandability scores for each item ranged
from 5 to 7 with an overall mean score of 6.43. None of the participants in either
norming procedure participated in the eyetracking portion of the experiment. All of the
item characteristics including target word frequency, predictability, understandability,
and critical bigram frequencies can be found in Appendix E. The experimental
sentences, including the preview conditions for each counterbalancing condition, can be
found in Appendix F.
Results
As in Experiments 1 and 2, trials in which the boundary change triggered too
early, the eyetracker lost track of the reader, or in which the participant blinked on the
pre-target word, target word, or post-target word were all discarded. Extremely short
(those less than 120 ms) and extremely long (those greater than 600 ms) fixations were
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eliminated from the data prior to analyses. The mean firs, fixation duration, single
fixation duration, and gaze duration (in milliseconds) for each of the five parafovea!
preview conditions when analyzed by par.ictpants and by items can be found in Tables 5
and 6, respectively.
First, by-participant and by-item contrasts were performed on the data to compare
the identity condition to the other conditions. Contrasts comparing the identity condition
to the mean of the other four conditions yielded a significant difference both by
participants and by items across all three viewing duration measures. The identity
condition was significantly shorter than the mean of the other four by 17 ms in first
fixation duration (,7(34) =
-4.01,/? < .001; 0(59) =
-4.011,p< .001), 20 ms in single
fixation duration (tf(34) =
-4.497,/? < .001; ,2(58) =
-4.35,/? <
.001), and 24 ms in gaze
duration (,7(34) = -4.858, p < .001; ,2(59) = -3.419, p < .001).
In comparing the identity condition to the two TL-conditions, again the identity
condition led to significantly shorter viewing duration times by participants and by items.
The difference was 13 ms in first fixation duration (,7(34) = -2.557,/? = .008; ,2(59) = -
2.665, p = .005), 15 ms in single fixation duration (tl (34) = -3.112,/? = .002; ,2(58) = -
2.967, p = .002), and 16 ms in gaze duration (,7(34) = -2.657, p< .006; ,2(59) = -1.951, p
=
.028).
In addition, analyses were done to compare the identity condition to each of the
two TL conditions. Just as in Experiments 1 and 2, the identity condition led to
significantly shorter viewing durations than the TL-final condition when analyzed by
participants and by items. This effect was 19 ms for first fixation duration (,7(34) = -
3.259,/? = .002; ,2(59) = -3.507,/? < .001), 21 ms for single fixation duration (,7(34) = -
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3-864,/? < .00!; ,2(59) =
-3.515,, < .001), and 22 ms for gaze duration (,7(34) = -3,55,
p - .002; ,2(59) = -2.424,/? =
.009). However, unHke Experiments 1 and 2, the identity
condition led to significantly shorter viewing durations when compared to the TL-internal
condition only for single fixation duration where the 8 ms effect was manually
significant by participants (,7(34) „
-1.393,/? =
.087) and significant by items (,2(58) = -
1.688, p = .049). The 6 ms difference for first fixation duration and the 9 ms difference
for gaze duration were not significant by participants (ally's >
.107) or by items (all p's
> .154).
A contrast comparing the identity condition to the mean of the two final
manipulation conditions revealed a highly significant difference in participant and item
analyses. The identity condition was 19 ms shorter in first fixation duration (,7(34) = -
3.793,/? < .001; ,2(59) =
-4.055,/? <
.001), 22 ms shorter in single fixation duration
(*i(34) = -4.241,/? < .001; ,2(59) =
-4.561,p < .001), and 24 ms shorter in gaze duration
(,7(34) = -4.27,p < .001; ,2(59) =
-3,433,/? < .001).
The four non-identity conditions were then analyzed as a 2 (Type of
Manipulation: transposition or substitution) x 2 (Manipulation Location) factorial design.
Error variance was calculated using an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) over participants
and items. Just as in Experiments 1 and 2, type of manipulation and manipulation
location were both within-participants and within-items factors. There was a significant
main effect of manipulation type across all viewing duration measures both by
participants and by items. For first fixation, there was a 9 ms effect (Fl(l, 34) = 4.53,/?
= .041; F2(l, 59) = 8.532,/? = .005); for single fixation, there was an 1 1 ms effect (Fl(l,
34) = 5.987,/? = .02; F2(l, 58) = 6.999,/? = .01); and for gaze duration, there was a 16 ms
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effect 34) = 7.44,, =
.01; F2{1
,
59) = llM%pm
.001). In each case
, thc vicwjng
duration of the target word was significantly shorter when the target was preceded with a
transposition preview rather than a substitution preview. Also similar to Experiments
.
and 2, the mam effect of manipulation location did not reach significance on any viewing
duration measure either by participants (ally's >
.432) or by items (all p's > .553).
However, unlike the previous two experiments, there was a significant interaction
between the type of manipulation and the manipulation location. This interaction was
significant across all viewing duration measures in the participant analyses (first fixation,
Fl(l, 34) = 5.049, p = .031; single fixation, Fl(l, 34) = 4.385,, =
.044; gaze duration,
Fl(\, 34) = 5.295,, = .028) and at least marginally significant in the item analyses (first
fixation, F2(l, 59) = 5.703,, =
.02; single fixation, F2(l, 58) = 3.234;, =
.077; gaze
duration, F2(l, 59) = 3.546,, =
.065).
In each case, the interaction is a result of stronger TL effects for internal
manipulations than for final manipulations. While the TL-internal condition was 19 ms
shorter than the SL-internal condition for first fixation duration, the TL-final condition
was actually 1 ms longer than the SL-final condition. Likewise, the TL effect for the
internal manipulation position was 20 ms and 28 ms for single fixation durations and
gaze durations, respectively, while the TL effect for the final manipulation position was
only 1 ms and 4 ms.
Discussion
Just as in Experiments 1 and 2, the main effect of letter manipulation type was
significant across all viewing duration measures. Previews containing a transposition of
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two adjacent letters provided greater preview benefit than previews containing a
substitution of two adjacent letters. These results further support the notion that TL
effects do exist in normal silent reading and are not only found in short, five-letter words.
These TL effects indicate that letter identity information can be extracted independent of
letter position parafoveally. Also consistent with the findings from Experiments 1 and 2
is the lack of a main effect for letter manipulation position. Fixation times did not differ
as a function of an internal versus a final manipulation.
However, unlike Experiments 1 and 2, there was a significant interaction between
letter manipulation type and manipulation location. This interaction revealed that for
seven-letter words, the TL-effect was much stronger for internal manipulations than for
final manipulations. When the letter manipulation took place at the fourth and fifth letter
position within the seven-letter word (internal manipulation), transpositions led to shorter
viewing durations than their respective substitution nonword controls. In contrast, this
effect was absent when the letter manipulation took place at the sixth and seventh letter
position (final manipulation).
That the TL effect still held for internal manipulations indicates that readers are
able to successfully extract letter information from up to the fifth letter of the word to the
right of fixation independent of letter position. However, the significant interaction
suggests that readers are unable to extract letter identity information from further than
five letters of the word to the right of fixation independent of letter position.
Whether readers are able to extract letter identity information from this extended
region dependent on letter position is addressed by analyzing the relationship of the
identity condition to the mean of the two final manipulation conditions. As stated earlier,
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if readers are truly unable to gain any useful letter identity information from the letters
beyond the first five letters to the word of the right of fixation, there should not only be
no difference between the TL-final and SL-fina. conditions, but also no difference
between these two conditions and the identity condition. While the data were consistent
with this conclusion on the former analysis, the latter analysis revealed a significant
difference between conditions. That is, although the first five letters of the identity
condition, the TL-final condition, and the SL-final condition were all correct and in their
correct letter position, the identity condition led to significantly shorter viewing durations
than these other two. This suggests that readers are able to extract letter identity
information from beyond this five-letter region, perhaps through gaining useful
information from the right-most letter in the letter string. This issue will be further
addressed in Chapter 5.
The relationship of the identity condition to the other conditions indicates a
number of things. First, the fact that the identity condition led to significantly shorter
viewing duration times than not only the mean of the other four conditions, but also the
mean of the two transposed-letter conditions indicates that correct letter position does
play a significant role in facilitating preview benefit. Just as in Experiments 1 and 2,
then, letter identity can be extracted independent of letter position in the parafovea, but
correct letter position facilitates word retrieval processes.
Secondly, the comparison between the identity condition and the two TL-
conditions indicated that while the identity condition led to shorter viewing duration
times than the TL-final condition, it was not significantly different from the TL-internal
condition. This difference in the TL-confusabilily effect as a function of transposition
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position was oniy found with the shorter words from Experiments
, and 2 when the
previews provided a congrnen, word shape to the target word. ,„ conditions in whtch a
manipulation occurred, a larger percentage of the total number of correct letters were in
their correct letter position in the seven-letter words than in the five-letter words (71% vs.
60%, respectively). Thus, more letter identity and letter posttion information was
available to the readers in the TL-conditions of longer words than shorter words. The
fact that this TL-confusability effect did not show up in the TL-final manipulations (jus.
as it failed to do in Experiments 1 and 2, even when the preview provided a congruent
word shape to the target) suggests that exterior letters may play an important role in
visual word recognition. This topic will be more fully addressed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Summary of Finding
Three eyetracking experiments were conducted to explore the role of letter
identity and letter position within the context of normal silent reading. Before fixating on
a given target word within each sentence, readers were provided with a parafoveal
preview of the target word that differed in the amount of useful letter identity and letter
position information it provided. Previews in all three Experiments fell into one of five
conditions; the preview either (1) was identical to the target word (e.g., clerk as the
preview of clerk), (2) involved a transposition of two internal and adjacent letters (e.g.,
celrk as the preview of clerk), (3) involved a substitution of two internal and adjacent
letters (e.g., cohrk as the preview of clerk), (4) involved a transposition of the two final
letters (e.g., clekr as the preview of clerk), or (5) involved a substitution of the two final
letters (e.g., clefn as the preview of clerk).
In Experiment 1, when five-letter words were used as targets, the identity
condition led to significantly shorter viewing duration measures than the other conditions,
including the mean of the TL-conditions and the mean of the final-manipulation
conditions. The TL conditions provided significantly greater preview benefit than their
SL-control conditions at both letter manipulation positions.
In Experiment 2, when parafoveal word shape congruency was manipulated, the
pattern of data was the same as that in Experiment 1. The TL-internal condition,
however, was more similar to the identity condition in the congruent word shape
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condition (huose as Ihe preview of h,m*,>\ ih .n ;„ n •I 01 ouse) than in the incongruenl word shape condition
(jduge as the preview ofjudge).
In Experiment 3, when seven-letter words were used as targets, the identity
condition again led to shorter viewing duration times than the two final manipulation
conditions, but did not differ from the TL-i„,crnal condition. Also, while the TL-effcc,
was significant at the internal letter position location, the TL-effect was no, present at the
final letter position location.
These findings indicate that (1) TL effects do exist in normal silent reading, (2)
letter identity information can be extracted from the parafovea independent of letter
position, (3) correct letter position facilitates word recognition processes, (4) exterior
letters play an important role in visual word recognition, even at the parafoveal level, and
(5) readers are able to extract letter identity information independent of letter position
from the first five letters of the word to the right of fixation. Each of these conclusions
will be addressed in turn, followed by a discussion about current models of visual word
recognition and their ability to account for these findings.
TL Effects in Response Time Tasks and Normal Silent Reading
The findings from the three reported experiments indicate that, just as in previous
response time tasks such as naming, lexical decision, and semantic categorization, TL-
effects exist in normal silent reading. In all three experiments, transposed-letter non-
words led to significantly shorter viewing duration times (when measured by first fixation
duration, single fixation duration, and gaze duration) than substituled-letter non-word
controls. These data indicate that transposed-letter nonwords are more similar to their
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base words than control nonwords that involve a substitution oftwo letters. The presence
of a TL nonword (even in the parafovea) activates the lexical representation of its base
word, leading to faster response times in response time tasks and shorter viewing duration
times in normal silent reading. These findings support those previously documented in
the literature (Andrews, 1996; Chambers, 1979; Christianson, Johnson, & Rayner, 2004;
Forster, Davis. Schoknecht. & Carter, 1987; Holmes & Ng. ,993; O'Connor & Forster.
1981; Perea & Lupker, 2003a; Perea & Lupker, 2003b; Perea & Lupker, 2004; Tafl &
van Graan, 1 998) and extend them to normal silent reading and parafoveal processing.
fenmd^^ In Experiment 1, the same
120 target words (and their respective prime conditions) used by Perea and Lupker
(2003a) were embedded into sentences to explore the presence and nature of TL effects in
the context of normal silent reading. In comparing the results of Experiment 1 with that
of Perea and Lupker, many similarities exist. In their lexical decision task, Perea and
Lupker found that response times (in milliseconds) on the target words for the identity,
TL-internal, SL-internal, TL-final, and SL-final conditions were as follows: 523. 556,
586, 554, and 567. Identity previews yielded the fastest response times followed by the
two TL conditions. The two SL conditions produced the least amount of priming. The
data from Experiment 1 yielded a similar pattern of data; single fixation durations 2 (in
milliseconds) for each of these five conditions were: 270, 276. 292. 282, and 292,
respectively.
In Perea and Lupkefs (2003a) study, the 30 ms TL-effect for the internal
manipulations was significant (p < .001) while the TL-effect for the final manipulations
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was only marginally significant (p < .07). In contrast, m Experiment 1, both TL-internal
and TL-final manipulations led to significantly shorter viewing duration times than their
SL-control conditions (internal conditions, p = .005; final manipulations, p = .029). The
interaction between letter manipulation type and letter position was not significant (p =
.371), although this interaction is not reported by Perea and Lupker. Interestingly, Perea
and Lupker report as a footnote that when they collapse their data from their first two
experiments, the TL-effect at the final manipulation position does become significant (/;
< .02). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that similar processes are at work in both
masked form priming and normal silent reading.
The main difference in the results of these two studies is that of the SL-internal
condition. In Perea and Lupker's (2003a) masked form priming experiment, the two TL
conditions differed by only 2 ms. The difference in priming effects as a function of
manipulation position was due to the increased response times for SL-internal conditions.
That this disturbance was not seen in Experiment 1 is most likely the result of the
difference of the foveal location across the two experiments. While participants in Perea
and Lupker's study were fixating directly at the prime, and more specifically at the
internal letter positions, letter identification at these positions is much more likely (and in
the SL-condition, much more likely to disturb word recognition processes) than when
these letters are positioned in the parafovea, to the right of fixation.
The Unimportance of Letter Position
As stated in Chapter 1, one of the primary goals of the current three experiments
was to explore the importance of letter identity and letter position in visual word
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recognition during reading. The role of these factors was assessed by manipulating the
correct letter identity and letter position information readers received prior to fixating a
target word. This parafoveal preview design enabled us to explore the type of
information relevant to letter identity and letter position that readers are able to extract
from the parafovea. In all three experiments, the primary preview manipulations
included (1) an identity condition, (2) a TL-internal condition, (3) a SL-internal
condition, (4) a TL-final condition, and (5) a SL-final condition. The differences
between these conditions in the time the reader spends fixating on the target word help us
to infer something about the relative importance of letter identity and letter position.
In all three experiments, there was a significant main effect of letter manipulation
type across all three viewing duration measures (first fixation duration, single fixation
duration, and gaze duration) for both participant and item analyses. In all cases, the
transposed-letter conditions led to significantly shorter viewing duration times than the
substituted-letter conditions. This indicates that readers are able to extract useful letter
identity information from the parafovea independent of letter position. Had this process
of extracting letter identity information been dependent upon letter position, there would
not have been any difference between these preview types, because in each case, the
reader is presented with a nonword preview in which three correct letters are located in
their correct letter position. In the internal manipulations from Experiment 1, for
example, both the TL-condition (e.g., celrk as the preview for clerk) and the SL-condition
(e.g., cohrk as the preview for clerk) provide the correct letter identity and letter position
information at letter positions 1, 4, and 5. The fact that readers were able to extract letter
identity information from the "e" and "/" in the nonword celrk even when they were
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located ou,slde of their correct ,e„er positron indicates that letters are no, processed (a,
least at the parafoveal level) solely through their speeifie letter string '•channel", but
rather are coded via their approximate letter position (see Andrews, 19%, for a similar
argument).
Given that letter identities can be processed independent of their letter position,
perhaps letter position (especially internal letter positions) is not encoded well or may
take longer to encode than letter identities (Adams, 1979). That is, when a TL nonword
like jugde occurs as a prime or a parafoveal preview, the letters V, "g", andV
are identified and begin to activate the lexical representation of the word judge before the
system realizes that they and "<f are in the wrong letter position. The fact that the
identity condition and the TL-internal condition were very similar to one another in
Experiment 3 when seven-letter words were used as targets suggests that this effect may
be more dramatic in longer words (i.e., internal letter position is encoded even less well
or takes even longer).
The Importance of Letter Position
Although letter identity can be extracted from the fovea and parafovea
independent of letter position, letter position is still important in visual word recognition
in reading. If letter identities were extracted and processed completely independent of
some sort of absolute or relative letter position, we would be unable to successfully
decode anagrams. The words spot, tops, opts, post, pots, and stop would all activate the
same letter identities, and in the absence of any position information, would all be
perceived similarly. A comparable point can be made with nonword scrambles in which
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the letters of a nonword ean be rearranged to correctly form a word. The letters in the
nonwords RTUERCSP, CEHPYS, OSANTA, and SABBOR, for example, can be
rearranged in only one way to form Engbsh words. Yet, although we can process each of
these letters independent of their letter position, they are often unsuccessful a, activating
their appropriate base word'. Hence, although letter identities can be extracted
independent of letter position, correct letter posttion is still likely to play an important
role in this extraction process.
That letter identity is important in visual word recognition is also supported by the
three reported experiments. In the three experiments, the identity condition (which
provided the correct letter identity information in the correct letter position at all letter
positions) led to significantly shorter viewing duration times than the mean of the other
four conditions (Experiments 1, 2, and 3), the mean of the two TL conditions
(Experiments 1, 2, and 3), the mean of the two final conditions (Experiments 1, 2, and 3),
the TL-internal condition (Experiments 1 and 2 in the incongruent word shape condition),
and the TL-final condition (Experiments 1, 2, and 3).
In fact, there were only two instances in which the identity condition did not
produce a significantly greater preview benefit than another condition. 4 Both of these
instances involved the comparison to the TL-internal condition. The first was in
Experiment 2 when the preview provided congruent word shape information; the second
was in Experiment 3 when seven-letter words were used as target stimuli. In each of
these cases, the parafoveal preview provided a sufficient amount of correct information
so that fixation durations closely mimicked that of the identity condition. In Experiment
2, the TL-internal, congruent word shape preview condition provided the reader with
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correct letter identity information, correct letter pos.tion
.formation a, three of the five
letter positions (positrons 1, 4, and 5), correct exterior letter information, and correct
word shape information. In Experiment 3, the TL-internal prev.ew condition provided
the reader with correct letter identity information, correct letter position information a,
five of the seven letter posittons (positions 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7), and correct exterior letter
information.
These findings are consistent with those previously reported (Christiansen,
Johnson, & Rayner, 2004; Forster et al., 1987; Humphreys et al.
s 1990; O'Connor &
Forster, 1981; Perea & Lupker, 2003a; Perea & Lupker, 2003b). Although many studies
report a TL-similarity effect in which there are no significant differences between the
identity condition and the TL-condition (often a TL-internal manipulation), the pattern of
means in these studies indicate that the identity condition is always the most facilitative
prime condition.
In a prime-target task in which participants were asked to identify briefly
presented letters within a random letter string, Humphreys et al. (1990) found that letter
identification performance increased as the prime shared more letters (in their correct
letter position) with the target. Interestingly, as the number of letters in common between
the primes and targets increased, the participants' performance did so non-linearly, so
that a prime with three letters in common with the target yielded more facilitation than
the sum of the priming effects from one and two letter-primes. Thus, not only is correct
letter position important, but the benefits of correct letter position increase non-linearly.
Humphreys et al. (1990) also found, however, that the amount of facilitation that
each letter provided differed as a function of its location within the letter string. For
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example, primes that matched the target on one letter differed from the control condition
(m which no letters m the prime matched the target) only when it was the first letter in the
letter string that matched (sddd, where s=same letter and different letter). That is,
conditions in which one correct letter was provided in its correct letter position at letter
positions 2, 3, or 4 did not differ from the condition that provided no correct letter
identity or position information. This indicates that letter positions within a letter string
differ from one another in their importance in visual word recognition processes (see also
Perea, 1998). Specifically, the word initial letter position has a special status in word
recognition and many models of word recognition account for this.
The Role of Exterior Letters
In addition to the importance of the word initial letter position, many researchers
have hypothesized that the two exterior letters (i.e., the first letter and the last letter) of a
given letter string play an exceptional role in visual word recognition. Much of the data
in support of this view comes from response time tasks, and many models of visual word
recognition give special status to exterior letters (Grainger & Jacobs, 1996; Jacobs et al.,
1998; Paap et al., 1989; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989).
In a lexical decision task by Forster and Gartlan (1975, cited in Forster, 1976), for
example, participants were presented with a prime that either contained (1) the first two
and last two letters (e.g., st ly), (2) the middle four letters (e.g., _eadi ), (3) the
first four letters (e.g., stea ), or (4) the last four letters (e.g., dily) of the eight
letter word target (e.g., steadily). Of these four conditions, the only one that produced
significant priming was the first condition, indicating that exterior letters are more
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important in word recognition than even the first four letters. McCusker, Cough, and
Bias (1981) found that these results held when only the first and last letters of targets
were used as primes. For example, when the target word trap was preceded with t_p,
naming times were faster than when it was preceded with
_ra_.
While many foveal response time tasks have found that the two exterior letters of
a word play a major role in visual word recognition (Forster & Gartlan, 1975; Friedmann
& Gvion, 2001; Humphreys et al., 1990; Jordan, 1990; McCusker et al., 1981; Perea,
1998), the arguments for and against their privileged role in reading words within normal
silent reading tasks are mixed, as are the data supporting each claim. On one hand, we
know that in general, the amount of information we can receive from the parafovea is a
function of the distance from the point of fixation (Legge, Mansfield, & Chung, 2001;
Rayner, McConkie, & Zola, 1980). Perceptual units (including letters) placed further
from the fovea are viewed with less detail as a result of the physical characteristics of the
retina which provide lower visual acuity further into the parafovea. So, it is quite
possible that exterior letters may play a privileged role in visual word recognition at the
foveal level (as indicated by the consistent results supporting this in foveal response time
tasks), but not at the parafoveal level. Since in eye-contingent display change
experiments, the potential priming information is located to the right of the current
fixation (and thus, in the parafovea), exterior letters (especially the final letter in the letter
string) may be more difficult to perceive, and therefore less crucial to word recognition.
By this foveal distance argument, then, it seems likely that the initial bigram would
provide more facilitation than the first and last letter.
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However, there is plenty of literature that could support a hypothesis that exterior
letters do play a significant role in visual word recognition, even in normal silent reading.
For example, we know that readers are able to accurately extract information about a
word's length from the parafovea (McConk. & Rayner, 1975). Th1S information is used
by the reader to plan and execute an eye-movement to the next word, landing just to the
left of the center of the word at the preferred viewing location (Rayner. 1979). In order
to know where to move the eyes, some sort of global information must be extracted about
where word n+1 ends. In this extraction process, it is possible, then, that the last letter of
a letter string is also encoded and then used to facilitate word recognition.
Also, many researchers posit that exterior letters play a significant role in word
recognition because these letters are less susceptible to effects of lateral masking across
the letter string (Humphreys et al., 1990; Jordan, 2003a). The space on either side of the
word helps the reader to identify the distinctive features of these exterior characters,
thereby facilitating word recognition. Just as in foveal response time tasks, in normal
silent reading these exterior letters are offset by a neighboring space. Therefore, the
argument that these letters would play an important role due to less lateral interference
still holds in reading text.
Some previous research, however, indicates that exterior letters do not play an
important role in visual word recognition. Briihl and Inhoff (1995), for example, found
that parafoveal previews that preserved only the first and last letter (e.g., txxxxxr as the
parafoveal preview of thunder) did not differ from a baseline control (e.g., xxxxxxx) on
fixation durations on the target word (e.g., thunder). This is in contrast to the facilitative
effect of a two-letter preview at the beginning of the word (e.g., thxxxxx), which led to
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shorter viewing durations. These results indicate that exterior letters are not important for
lexical access. Rather, in normal silent reading, the initial bigram plays a more
significant role. Rayner, McConkie, and Zola (1980) also came to this same conclusion
using a task in which isolated previews were presented in the parafovea which then
changed to the target word during the saccade to the word.
Inhoff (1989b), however, found that word-final letters are extracted from the
parafovea. Fixation times were shorter when readers received a three-letter word-final
parafoveal preview of the target word (e.g., XXXvey as the preview of survey) than no
preview (e.g., XXXXXX). In another study, Inhoff (1989a) found that these word-final
previews were not significantly different in their amount of preview benefit than word-
initial previews (e.g., surXXX). When these word-final letters co-occur with a disruptive
(i.e., visually dissimilar) initial letter, however, they are less likely to be extracted from
the parafovea (Inhoff, 1989b; Inhoff, 1990). Therefore, it is likely that the exterior letter
pair (i.e., the first letter and the last letter of the word), rather than the initial letter or the
final letter is crucial in the word activation process.
Jordan, Thomas, Patching, and Scott-Brown (2003) have also found that exterior
letters are important in reading passages of text. In their two experiments, participants
read passages in which some of the words included visually degraded letter pairs. Three
types of letter pairs were degraded: initial pairs (e.g., castle), exterior pairs (e.g., castle),
and interior pairs (e.g., castle). The visual degradation of these letter pairs remained both
for parafoveal and foveal processing of the word. They found that overall reading rate
was slowest when exterior pairs were visually degraded. In fact, there was no significant
difference in reading rates between the degradation of initial letter pairs and that of
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interior letter pairs. Jordan e, a., conclude, then, that i, is the exterior letter pair that has
special importance in reading.
The current three experiments would also support such a claim. In Experiment 3,
for example, the identity conditio, did not differ significantly in the amount of parafoveal
benefit it provided when compared to the TL-internal condition but it did lead to
significantly shorter viewing duration measures when compare to the TL-final condition.
In each of these two TL conditions, 5 out of the 7 letters within the letter string are
correct and in their correct letter position. The difference between these two TL
conditions is that, in the TL-internal condition, the reader has correct letter identity and
letter position information at positions 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 within the letter string while in the
TL-final condition, the reader has access to this information at positions 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Congruent with Humphreys et al.'s (1990) claim, then, shared end-letters are more
important for priming (even parafoveal priming) than shared middle-letters.
This argument is also supported by the TL-confusability effect found in
Experiment 2. When the parafoveal preview provided a congruent word shape to the
target, fixation times in the identity condition (e.g., house) did not differ significantly
from the TL-internal condition (e.g., huose) but were significantly shorter than those
from the TL-final condition (houes). Again, a crucial difference between these two TL
preview conditions is that in the TL-internal condition (but not the TL-final condition),
the exterior letters of the target word are preserved in the preview.
Furthermore, in Experiment 3, the identity condition led to significantly shorter
viewing duration times than either of the two final manipulation conditions. Part of the
motivation for Experiment 3 was to determine if readers are able to extract useful letter
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identity information from further than five characters of the word to the right of fixation
independent of letter position. The fact that there was no TL-effect at the final letter
manipulation position (,e., the viewing duration times for the TL-fma. condition were
not slgnif1Cantly shorter than those for the SL-final condition) indicates that readers
cannot extract this intonation from this far. However, that is not to say that readers are
not able to gain useful letter identity information from further than five characters of the
word to the right of fixation dependent upon letter position. Thus, while internal letters
appear to be encoded independent of letter position, exterior letters are more strictly
bound to their exact letter position.
One of the arguments that Jordan, Thomas, Patching, and Scott-Brown (2003)
posit to explain why Briihl and Inhoff (1995) were unable to find significant facilitative
preview effects for previews providing exterior letter information is because they used
x's to replace letters that were denied to the reader. Jordan et al. argue that these
"incongruous configural and orthographic elements" may alter the normal reading
process, thereby altering the importance of the word-final letter as a result of the preview
conditions. They argue that their manipulation of degrading the visibility of letter pairs
removed this confound of incongruous elements. 7
In the three experiments reported here, transposed-letter nonwords were used as
parafoveal previews of target words. In the substitution conditions, orthographically
similar letters were used to replace letters that were to be denied to the reader. Thus, as
opposed to Briihl and Inhoff s (1995) experiment, each of the preview conditions did not
significantly alter the configural characteristics of the target word. In fact, in the TL-final
conditions, only the last two letters differed from the target word, and only in a
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transposition of their correct letter position. The fact that there was still a significant
difference in viewing duration measures (even when seven-letter words were used as
target stimuli) between the TL-final condition and the identity condition indicates that
exterior Letters (or at least the first and last few letters) do play a significant role in visual
word recognition, even in normal silent reading. The difference in findings from BriihJ
and Inhoff (1995) when compared to that of Jordan, Thomas, Patching, and Scott-Brown
(2003) and the three experiments reported here, may be a result of the incongruent
elements presented in the parafoveal previews in the Briihl and Inhoff study. 8
Knowing that word shape congruency can play a role in increasing the similarity
of a TL nonword to its base word (as seen in Experiment 2 in the TL-internal
manipulation), it is possible that the differences between the identity condition and the
final manipulation conditions in Experiment 3 are a result of incongruent word shape
information that was present in roughly two-thirds of the items. One way to assess
whether this finding from Experiment 3 stems from the disruption of the exterior letters
or to some other factor (such as word shape) is to design an experiment to compare
fixation duration times after the presentation of one of these two preview conditions: (1)
an identity condition (e.g., acrobat) and (2) a condition in which all of the letters are
correct and in their correct location, except for the last letter which is visually similar to
the target word (e.g., acrobaK)?
As a post-hoc test, the items from Experiment 3 were separated into those which
provided congruent parafoveal word shape information (e.g., mascaar as the preview of
mascara) to those which provided incongruent parafoveal word shape information (e.g.,
acrobta as the preview of acrobat). In comparing the identity condition to the mean of
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the two final manipulation conditions for both congruent and mcongruent preview
conditions, the same pattern of data emerges. For the congruent preview conditions, the
identity condition led to shorter viewing duration measures than the mean of the two final
manipulation conditions in both participants and hems analyses for first fixation duration
(tf(34) = -3.124,p = .002; ,2(19) = -2.719,p = .007), single fixation duration (,7(34) = -
3.004, p = .003; ,2(19) = -3.02, p = .004), and gaze duration (fi(34) =
-3.055, p = .002;
,2(19) = -1.997,p = .03). Likewise, for the incongruent preview conditions, the identity
condition led to shorter viewing duration measures than the mean of the two final
manipulation conditions in both participants and items analyses for first fixation duration
(*7(34) = -2.447, p = .01; ,2(39) = -3.00, p = .003), single fixation duration (,7(34) = -
2.948, p = .003; ,2(39) = -3.402, p = .001), and gaze duration (,7(34) = -3.059, p = .002;
,2(39) = -2.757, p = .005). The mean first fixation duration, single fixation duration, and
gaze duration (in milliseconds) for the identity condition and the two final manipulation
conditions separated by parafoveal word shape can be found in Table 7 (participants'
means) and Table 8 (items' means). The similar pattern across both word shape
conditions thus indicates that the difference between the identity condition and the final
manipulation conditions is not merely a result of the reader's ability to extract word shape
information from the parafovea. Rather, it is likely that the difference is due to the
extraction of the word-final letter(s).
Letter Identity in the Parafovea
Previous eyetracking studies have found that (1) an English reader's perceptual
span in reading is asymmetric, with information to the right of fixation being used further
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out (roughly 14-15 character positions) than that to the left (roughly 3-4 character
positions, Den Buurmann et al., 1981; Ikeda & Sa.da, 1978; McConkie & Rayner, 1975;
McConkie & Rayner, 1976; Rayner, 1986; Rayner & Bertera, 1979; Rayner, Well, &
Pollatsek, 1980; Underwood & McConkie, 1985), (2) while the left boundary is defined
in terms of the beginning of the currently fixated word, the right boundary is defined in
terms of character positions (Rayner, Well, & Pollatsek, 1980; Rayner et al., 1982), and
(3) word length information is extracted from further into the parafovea than letter
identity information (McConkie & Rayner, 1975; Rayner, 1986). The exact number of
character positions to the right of the fixation point in which letter identity information is
extracted, however, is currently in question.
As mentioned earlier, Rayner et al. (1982) concluded that readers do not use
visual letter information from further into the parafovea than three letter positions of the
word to the right of fixation. These conclusions were based on an eye-contingent display
change reading task in which the display was continually changing, providing the
appropriate parafoveal preview for word n+1. Overall reading rates did not differ when
readers were presented with a parafoveal preview of the upcoming word that provided
only the first three letters of the word to the right of fixation (with the remaining letters
replaced with visually similar letters) or the entire word.
If, however, readers were only able to extract letter identity information from the
first three letters of the word to the right of fixation, in the three experiments reported
here, we would have expected to see no significant differences between the identity
condition and either of the two final manipulation conditions (the TL-final or the SL-final
condition). In Experiments 1 and 2, for example, five-letter words were used as target
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Stimuli. In these three parafoveal preview conditions, the first three letters of the word to
the right of fixation were available to the reader and in their correct letter position. It was
in the letters beyond this third letter position that these three conditions began to differ.
Therefore, the fact that significant differences in v,ewing duration times were found in
comparing the identity condition to these final manipulation conditions indicates that
readers are getting letter identity information from further than just the first three letters
of the word to the right of fixation. That these differences were still significant in
Experiment 2 for the congruent word shape conditions indicates that these results are a
result of the extraction of letter identity information and not simply word shape
information.
Further support for the notion that readers are able to extract letter identity
information from the first five letters of the word to the right of fixation comes from the
results of Experiment 3. Across all viewing duration measures, the TL-internal condition
led to significantly shorter viewing duration times than the SL-internal condition. In all
of these seven-letter previews, these two conditions were equivalent at letter positions 1,
2, 3, 6, and 7. The only difference between these two conditions was in the letter identity
information that they provided at letter positions 4 and 5. The fact that the TL condition
led to shorter viewing duration times than the SL condition indicates that readers were
able to extract letter identity information from these letter positions and use them upon
fixating the target word to facilitate visual word recognition. Since the SL conditions
were visually similar to that of their respective TL conditions, these effects cannot be
attributed to the extraction of word shape information. Rather, readers are extracting
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usefu. letter idenfty information from the firs, five letters of the word to the right of
fixation.
Also in Experiment 3, when seven-letter words were used as target stimuli, the
differences between the identity condition and the two final manipulation conditions were
still significant across all viewing duration measures. However, unlike the internal
manipulations, the TL-final condition did not provide a s,gnificantly greater preview
benefit than the SL-final condition. Therefore, we cannot conclude that the differences
between the identity condition and the final manipulation conditions are a result of the
extraction of letter identity information from further than the first five character spaces of
the word to the right of fixation. Rather, readers are gaining useful letter identity
information from the first five letters of the word to the right of fixation as well as
gaining information about the final letter(s) of the word to the right. This information,
which is present in the identity condition but not in either of the two final manipulation
conditions (in which the final letters are denied) is combined with information presented
upon fixation, thereby facilitating word recognition.
Looking back to Rayner et al.'s (1982) paper, some key points should be made.
First of all, it is important to note the different preview conditions used by Rayner et al.
Participants were presented with either (1) no preview of the word to the right of fixation
(i.e., only visually similar letters were provided), (2) a truncated three-letter preview of
the word to the right, (3) a nontruncated three-letter preview of the word to the right, or
(4) the entire word to the right. In the truncated condition, for words of four letters in
length or longer, only the first three letters were intact and the remaining were visually
similar letters. For words three letters in length or shorter, however, the preview
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confined a visually similar word-final letter while leaving the beginning one or two
letters (for a two or three letter word, respectively) intact. Thus, in the nontruncated
three-letter condition, readers were proved with a mixture of three letter previews and
whole word previews. The conclusion made by Rayner et al. was based on the
comparison made between this nontruncated three-letter condition and the whole word
condition. As Inhoff (1990) states, if the stimuli used by Rayner et al. contained a large
percentage of short words, then critical comparison is prone to be a very small effect.
Secondly, it is important to note the pattern of data that emerged from the Rayner
et al. (1982) study. Although they did not find significant differences between the
nontruncated three-letter condition and the whole word condition, it should be noted that
the reading rate (that is, the number of words presented divided by the total time the
reader spent on the sentence) was used as the dependent variable. The mean reading rate
for the whole word condition was greater than that of the nontruncated three-letter
condition both when comparing previews that replaced letters with visually similar letters
(295 wpm vs. 290 wpm, respectively) and previews that replaced letters with visually
dissimilar letters (270 wpm vs. 256 wpm, respectively). Although these 5 wpm and 14
wpm effects were not significant, it is not outrageous to suggest that this trend indicates
that letter identity processing does extend beyond the first three letters of the word to the
right of fixation.
In the present three experiments, finer measures of online processing (first
fixation duration, single fixation duration, and gaze duration on a single target word)
were used to explore parafoveal processing. Rayner et al. (1982) also measured forward
fixation duration averaged across all the fixated words in the sentence and found a pattern
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of da,a that matches the readmg ra,e data. For the visually similar conditions, whoie
word previews yielded a mean forward fixation duration of 225 ms whiie nontruncated
•hree-letter previews had a mean of 24! ms. Similarly, mean forward fixation durations
for the visually dissimilar conditions were 233 ms for the who!c word previews and 246
ms for nontruncated three-letter previews. Rayner e. al. do no, report whether these 16
ms and 13 ms effects are significant, yet again, the trend suggests that these conditions
are not necessarily identical.
Other previous studies have found that letter identity information is likely to be
extracted from further than three letter positions of the word to the right of fixation.
Inhoff ( 1 989b) found that parafoveal previews in which the last three letters of the six-
letter target word were presented (e.g., XXXvey as the preview of survey) led to shorter
viewing durations than a no-preview condition (e.g., XXXXXX). In this same study,
shorter viewing duration times were found following whole word previews (e.g., survey)
than previews in which the first three letters of the six-letter target word were presented
(e.g., surXXX, see also Briihl & Inhoff, 1995, in which the same difference was found in
seven-letter words and Inhoff, 1990, for comparable findings when visually similar letters
are used as replacement letters). Furthermore, in another study, Inhoff (1989a) found that
preview benefits for 4-letter previews of a target word (e.g., carpXX as the preview of
carpet) were greater than preview benefits for 3-letter previews (e.g., carXXX). These
findings indicate that readers are able to extract letter identity information from further
than the first three letters of the word to the right of fixation.
Balota, Pollatsek, and Rayner (1985) found that the amount of letter identity
information extracted from the parafovea differed as a function of the context. When the
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target word was predictable from the preceding context, readers were able to extract more
letter identity information than when the context did not lend itself to predicting the target
word. Among many other conditions, readers were presented with parafoveal previews
that either (1) were identical to the target word, or (2) maintained the first 2-3 letters of
the target word while replacing the other letters with visually similar letters. For the
high-predictable context, the difference between these two preview conditions was 16
ms, while for the low-predictable context, this difference was only 1 ms (and in the
wrong direction). Therefore, as long as the target word was predictable in the sentence,
readers were able to extract letter identity information from beyond the third letter
position of the word to the right of fixation. In the three experiments reported here, all of
the target words were normed to ensure that they were not predictable, yet the results still
indicate that readers were able to extract letter identity information from beyond three
letters of the word to the right of fixation.
Models of Visual Word Recognition
As stated in Chapter 1, the fact that TL-effects exist in response time tasks (and,
as shown in the current three experiments, in normal silent reading) causes problems for
models of visual word recognition that assume a "channel-specific" coding scheme for
letter identities and letter positions. These include the Multiple Read-Out Model
(Grainger & Jacobs, 1996), the Interactive Activation Model (McClelland & Rumelhart,
1981), and the Activation Verification Model (Paap et al., 1982). There are, however, a
couple of current models that can account for TL-effects. These are the SERIOL model
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(Whitney, 200,). the SOLAR mode, (Davis. ,999). and the overlap ,node, (Gomez e, a,..
2003).
Using a "letter-tagging coding scheme", the SERIOL model (Whitney, 2001)
codes each letter by the ordinal position it holds in a letter string. Each ordered pair of
letters is then activated as a bigram. The word judge, then, would be coded as J=l, U=2,
D=3, CM, E=5 and would activate the 10 bigrams JU, JD, JG, JE, UD, UG, UE, DG,
DE, and GE. This activation pattern can be compared to that of the two nonword* jugde
and jupte. The TL nonword jugde shares more bigrams with the base word than the SL
nonword does; jugde shares nine bigrams (JU, JD, JG, JE, UD, UG, UE, DE, and GE)
whiles shares only three (JU, JE, and UE). The SERIOL model thus predicts that a
TL nonword would be more confusable with (and therefore more similar to) its base word
than a word with substituted letters.
The SOLAR model (Davis, 1999) can also explain TL effects using a "spatial
coding 1 ' scheme. In this model, a TL nonword (e.g.Jugde) is more similar to its base
word (e.g., judge) than a SL nonword (e.g., jupte) is because the TL nonword and the
base word share the same set of letters (/, u, d, g, and e) and therefore the same set of
letter nodes. This makes TL nonwords more similar to base words than other nonwords
because of the orthographic similarity they share. Readers are still able to distinguish
between two anagrams such as bale and able because, according to the model, the letter
strings produce different activation patterns across the letter nodes according to their
spatial location within the letter string. The first letter of the letter string is coded by the
highest activity and all successive letters within the string are coded with progressively
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lower ac,ivi,,es. The difference in the spatial coding of the ,wo words bate and able,
then, leads to successive differentiation.
The SOLAR model can also predict the finding from the current three
experiments that TL-internal nonwords are more similar to their base words than TL-final
words. While the viewing duration times in the TL-final conditions were always
significantly longer than that of the identity conditions, the differences between the TL-
internal conditions and the identity conditions were smaller. The SOLAR model can
predict these effects because it gives exterior letters special status in the letter string by
including a weighting parameter that is stronger for exterior letter pair matches than
mismatches.
In the overlap model (Gomez et al., 2003), the assumption is made that letter
representations extend beyond their specific letter position into neighboring letter
positions. The encoding activation of a given letter at a specific letter position is
represented as a normal distribution with the peak of the curve falling at the correct letter
position. The distribution, however, extends into other letter positions. Since this
encoding of letter position is noisy, the letter 'd' in the word judge is encoded at the third
letter position as well as at adjacent locations, although to a lesser degree. If the 'd'
appeared in the second letter position, as in the TL-nonword jduge, it would still
contribute (although only partially) to the activation of the base word judge. In contrast,
in the SL-nonword jtage, the second letter, 't\ does not assist in activating the base word
at all. This model can thus predict that TL-nonwords are more similar to their base words
than SL-nonwords, even when the SL-nonwords differ by only a single letter (e.g.,
jedge). 10
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CHAPTER 6
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In these three experiments, transposed-letter nonwords have been used to address
the importance of letter identity and letter position in v 1Sual word recognition during
reading. Although we do not encounter transposed-letter nonwords in our everyday
reading, they can be used as a clever means to explore unresolved questions about how
we process written language. These questions are not limited to those about the role of
letter identity and letter position. Using an eye-contingent display change paradigm as in
the current three experiments, transposed-letter experiments can address a number of
other factors that may be playing an important role in the extraction of information from
the parafovea. These include, but are not limited to: the (differential) roles of vowels
and consonants, the role of morphemes, and the role of semantics. These will each be
addressed in turn.
The Roles of Vowels and Consonants
In English, the spelling-to-sound correspondences for consonants are much more
regular than those for vowels. This has led many researchers to hypothesize that these
two types of letters are processed differently in reading (Berent & Perfetti, 1995). In fact,
there has been much data from response time tasks (Perea & Lupker, 2004), silent
reading tasks (Lee, Rayner, & Pollatsek, 2001, 2002) and brain damaged patients
(Caramazza, Chialant, Capasso, & Miceli, 2000) that suggests that vowels and
consonants do play different roles in visual word recognition.
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As stated in Chapter 5, Humphreys et al. (1990) found that primes that shared
exterior-letters with their target words provided greater facilitation in a letter
identification task than primes that shared mtenor-letters. Humphreys et al. comment,
however, that in English, there is a strong tendency for consonants to occupy word-initial
and word-final letter positions and vowels to fall in the interior letter positions. Thus, the
strong exterior-letter priming effects that they found could be the result of an important
role of consonants in the language, rather than of exterior-letters.
Perea and Lupker (2004) used a masked form priming lexical decision task to
assess the role of consonants and vowels in Spanish with TL nonwords. Primes either (1)
involved a transposition of two internal consonants (e.g., caniso as the prime for
CASINO), (2) involved a substitution of two internal consonants (e.g., caviro), (3)
involved a transposition of two internal vowels (e.g., anamil as the prime for ANIMAL),
or (4) involved a substitution of two internal vowels (e.g., anemol). They found that
while transposed consonants led to significant priming when compared to their SL
control (21 ms), the TL priming effect for vowels was much smaller (7 ms).
In light of this previous research, it would be interesting to explore the potential
differential TL-effects in normal silent reading as a function of the letter status of the
manipulated letters (either vowels or consonants). If consonants and vowels are
processed differently in the parafovea, we might expect to see different patterns of TL-
effects for these two types of letters. Presenting TL nonwords (e.g., caniso and anamil)
and SL nonwords (e.g., caviro and anemol) as parafoveal previews of their base words
(e.g., casino and animal, respectively), would enable us to explore the role of consonants
and vowels in parafoveal processing.
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The Role of Mnrphpm^s
Transposed-letter experiments can also be used as a tool to explore the role of
morphemes in reading. In English, many words have more than one morpheme due
the addition of an affix (as in the prefixed word rewrite or the suffixed word farmed)
the combination of two lexemes into a compound word (as in the word lighthouse).
Much previous research indicates that when we read complex words such as these that
include more than one morpheme, we decompose the word into its constituents early on
to process them (Rastle, Davis, and New, 2004).
If polymorphemic words are in fact decomposed into their constituents and then
processed, and if this decomposition occurs very early in the lexical activation process,
we would expect to find that TL nonwords that involve a transposition at the critical
bigram (i.e., a transposition of the last letter of the first morpheme with the first letter of
the second morpheme) would be more disruptive to the processing system than a
transposition of two other internal and adjacent letters within the letter string. In a series
of masked primed naming experiments, Christianson, Johnson, and Rayner (2004)
addressed this question using both compound words (Experiments 1 and 2) and
derivational
-er suffixed words (Experiment 3). They found a different pattern of results
for primes involving a transposition across morpheme boundaries than for primes
involving a transposition within a single morpheme. While the former patterned more
with a substituted-letter control, the latter patterned more with an identity control.
Therefore, while previous research has found that internal transpositions are
highly similar to their base words and are able to activate their lexical representations, not
all string internal positions are equal. Those at the edge of morphemic boundaries are
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sensitive to manipulations in a similar way to that of string initial and string final letters.
Even those models that can account for TL-effects (e.g., SOLAR, and SERIOL) cannot
currently account for these string internal differences.
Similar polymorphemic words can be used to address the role of morpheme
boundaries at the parafoveal level during normal silent reading. Again, parafoveal
previews differing in their location of the letter manipulation (across the morpheme
boundary or within a single morpheme) could be compared to address the potential
extraction of useful morphemic information from the parafovea. Previous studies have
indicated that morphological information is not extracted from the parafovea to be
integrated with future saccades. For example, in a parafoveal preview experiment, Inhoff
(1989b), found that compound words (e.g., cowboy), pseudo-compound words (e.g.,
carpet), and monomorphemic control words (e.g., priest) were all equally facilitated by a
three-letter preview of the target word (e.g., cowXXX, carXXX, and priXXX, respectively).
The use of TL nonwords is another way of assessing the presence of morphological
decomposition from the parafovea.
The Role of Semantics
As discussed in Chapter 1, TL nonwords and TL words have yielded different
priming effects in previous response time tasks. When participants are presented with a
nonword prime that involves a transposition of two adjacent letters (e.g., snad),
facilitation occurs in naming or making a lexical decision to its respective base word
target (e.g., sand; Andrews, 1996; Chambers, 1979; Forster et al., 1987; O'Connor &
Forster, 1981; Perea & Lupker, 2003a; Perea & Lupker, 2003b). However, when the
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prime involves a transposition of two adjacent letters that, in turn, forms another word
(e.g., slat-salt), responses to the target word are slower and less accurate than controls
(Andrews, 1996; Chambers, 1979, Taft & van Graan, 1998). This difference in TL
effects is explained as follows: When a TL nonword is present, it activates the lexical
representation of its respective base word (e.g., snad activates sand), facilitating
performance on the target word (sand). In contrast, when a TL word is present, it
activates the lexical representations of both members of the TL pair (e.g., slat activates
salt and slat), causing competition in responding to the target word (salt, see Figure 1).
This explanation works fine for response time tasks in which all of the visual
information (prime, mask, and target) appears at a central location of fixation. However,
researchers have been quite unsuccessful in observing semantic effects from the
parafovea. Rayner, Balota, and Pollatsek (1986), for example, used an eye-contingent
display change paradigm to assess semantic preprocessing from the parafovea. Before
fixating on the target word (e.g., song), the reader saw a parafoveal preview that was
either (1) visually similar to the target word (e.g., sorp), (2) semantically related to the
target word (e.g., tune), or (3) visually and semantically unrelated to the target word (e.g.,
door). They found that the while the visually similar preview provided the greatest
preview benefit, there was no significant difference between the semantically related
condition and the unrelated control condition, indicating that readers are unable to extract
semantic information from the parafovea (see also Altarriba, Kambe, Pollatsek, &
Rayner, 2001).
By using TL nonwords and TL words as parafoveal previews, which differ from
their target words in only subtle ways (i.e., they differ only in their lexical category and
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not in the amount of congruent orthographic information they provide), we may be able
to find evidence of semantic effects from the parafovea. If TL nonword previews such as
mad and TL word previews such as slat show the same pattern of TL effects in an eye-
contingent display change experiment (in which TL conditions provide greater preview
benefit than SL conditions), it would indicate that readers are unable to extract semantic
information (or even lexical category information) from the parafovea.
It is possible, however, that if readers are able to extract more than phonological
and abstract letter identity information from the parafovea, these two TL preview
conditions could yield different patterns. These patterns may mimic those seen in the
response time experiments; while snad would facilitate the activation of the word sand,
slat would interfere with the activation of salt. If there was a difference in these
conditions, further experiments could address the role of prior context on these
facilitation and interference effects. For example, slat may interfere less if the target
word is highly predictable, as in the sentence, "Bert asked me to pass him the pepper and
(slat) salt. .." than in a more neutral context as in, "My mother bought some (slat) salt.
In short, there are many more ways in which TL nonwords and TL words can be
used to explore the many processes involved in visual word recognition. While they can
be helpful in addressing questions about the role of letter identity and letter position in
reading (as demonstrated in the three experiments reported here), they can also be used as
a tool to study a wide variety of linguistic processes both at the foveal level and the
parafoveal level.
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It is interesting to speculate about the pattern of data that would emerge if TL-
ini ml nonwords had been used as parafoveal previews (e.g., ujdge as the preview forjudge). The results from Experiments 1 and 2 would indicate that TL nonwords are
similar to their base words regardless of the location of the transposition. Chambers
(1^ /y) tound that TL-initial nonwords were much easier to reject as words than TL-
internal nonwords. However, TL-initial words (in which a transposition of the first two
etters formed a word, e.g., bale) led to longer lexical decision times than control words
(e.g., buff). It is possible, then, that TL-initial parafoveal previews would show the same
pattern of data as the internal or final TL-conditions explored in the experiments reported
here. However, most researchers and models (even those who do not support the
privileged role of exterior letters in visual word recognition) do agree that the word initial
letter plays a significant role in word recognition. Therefore, I would be inclined to
hypothesize that TL-initial and SL-initial previews would lead to similar fixation
durations and would be perceived as very dissimilar to their base words. This is,
however, an empirical question that could be easily tested.
4,
It should be noted, though, that no other condition ever provided a better preview
than the identity condition. The only case in which a condition was truly equivalent in its
amount of preview benefit was in the by-subjects analysis of single fixation duration for
the congruent word shape TL-internal condition. For the other analyses, the identity
condition still provided the most preview benefit, although the 3 ms difference, and 6 ms
difference in first fixation duration and gaze duration were not significant.
5
Roughly one-third of the TL-internal manipulations (35%) and one-third of the
TL-final manipulations (33%) in Experiment 3 provided congruent word shape
information. Although the data from Experiment 3 are reported after Experiment 2 here,
the data were actually collected in the opposite order. Thus, the implications for the role
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3 TPc°nSe t0 JJ°rdan ' Th°maS ' PatchinS' and Scott-Brown's (2003) study,Inhoff, Radach, Eiter, and Skelly (2003) argue that the discrepancies in the findingsbetween these two studies lies in the fact that while Briihl and Inhoff (1995) presented
conditions only as parafoveal previews, Jordan et al.'s experimental conditions were
presented parafoveally and then remained during foveal encoding. Thus, Inhoff et al
maintain that while exterior letters are important during foveal processing, the beginningSplay .thf Crucial role in Parafoveal processing. Jordan, Thomas, and Patching(2003) replied to Inhoff et al.'s response stating that parafoveal processing, although
important in the reading process, is just one part of the complex system.
9
Such an experiment would also allow us to address whether the differences
between the identity condition and the final manipulation conditions stem from the
importance of the exterior letters or from the importance of the last few letters in the
word. That is, in the nonword acrobta, both the final letter and the 6th letter position have
been disrupted, but in the nonwords acrobak, only the word final letter is disrupted. The
three reported experiments here do not allow us be certain that it is only the last letter in
the letter string that is driving the differences across parafoveal preview conditions.
10
While the overlap model can account for TL-effects, it is perhaps too simple in
its current state. There are a number of parameters of the bell curve that can be adjusted
to account for differential effects at varying letter positions. For example, to account for
the importance of word-initial and word-final letters, the bell curves at these letter
positions could be adjusted to have less variability (extending only slightly into adjacent
letter positions) and higher peaks (activating letter recognition to a greater degree than
interior letters).
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Table 1
¥Jrst Single Gaze
*™!!2D Fixation Duration
Identity Baseline 264 270 278
TL, Internal 272 276 300
SL, Internal 283 292 308
TL, Final 273 282 30 1
SL
>
Fi"al 287 292 317
Note, All durations for First Fixation, Single Fixation, and Gaze Duration are in ms.
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Table 2
wnt Single Gaze
F^00 Fixation Duration
Identity Baseline 269 271 283
TL, Internal 274 ^2 303
SL, Internal 283 294 313
TL, Final 274 281 303
SL
>
Fi"al 290 295 321
Note, All durations for First Fixation, Single Fixation, and Gaze Duration are in ms.
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Table 3
First Single Gaze
Fixation Fixation Duration
Identity Baseline, Congruent 287 292 298
TL, Internal, Congruent 290 292 303
SL, Internal, Congruent 301 309 320
TL, Final, Congruent 297 302 309
SL, Final, Congruent 304 312 322
Identity Baseline, Incongruent 280 284 291
TL, Internal, Incongruent 293 294 307
SL, Internal, Incongruent 298 304 317
TL, Final, Incongruent 293 295 309
SL, Final, Incongruent 296 304 315
Note, All durations for First Fixation, Single Fixation, and Gaze Duration are in ms.
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Table 4
Identity Baseline, Congruent
TL, Internal, Congruent
SL, Internal, Congruent
TL, Final, Congruent
SL, Final, Congruent
Identity Baseline, Incongruent
TL, Internal, Incongruent
SL, Internal, Incongruent
TL, Final, Incongruent
SL, Final, Incongruent
First Single Gaze
Fixation Fixation Duration
286 292 298
290 292 303
298 306 317
296 300 309
303 311 323
278 284 290
290 292 305
301 307 318
294 297 309
294 303 317
Note, All durations for First Fixation, Single Fixation, and Gaze Duration are i n ms.
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Table 5
««
.
Single Gaze1™*™ Fixation Duration
Identity Baseline 282 287 307
TL, Internal 288 295 316
SL, Internal 307 315 344
TL
'
Final 301 3O8 329
SL
>
Final 300 309 333
Note, All durations for First Fixation, Single Fixation, and Gaze Duration are in ms.
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Tabic 6
First
Fixation
Single
Fixation
Gaze
Duration
Identity Baseline 284 289 309
TL, Internal 289 300 318
SL, Internal 310 321 348
TL, Final 302 310 329
SL, Final 302 313 336
Note, All durations for First Fixation, Single Fixation, and Gaze Duration are in ms.
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Table 7
First Single Gaze
.
Fixation Fixation Duration
Identity Baseline, Congruent 278 277 298
TL, Final, Congruent 297 304 329
SL, Final, Congruent 313 311 336
Identity Baseline, Incongruent 284 290 307
TL, Final, Incongruent 305 311 332
SL, Final, Incongruent 294 307 330
Note, All durations for First Fixation, Single Fixation, and Gaze Duration are in ms.
Table 8
First Single Gaze
.
Fixation Fixation Duration
Identity Baseline, Congruent 282 285 307
TL, Final, Congruent 295 306 325
SL, Final, Congruent 315 317 337
Identity Baseline, Incongruent 284 291 310
TL, Final, Incongruent 306 312 332
SL, Final, Incongruent 296 310 335
Note, All durations for First Fixation, Single Fixation, and Gaze Duration are in ms.
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Figure 1
^^^^ SL Words.
;
and SL Nonwnrrk
When making a lexical decision to the stimulus:
STIMULUS
TLword: bale (from able)
TL nonword: ottal
control word: buff
control nonword: ottid
SLword: vent (from lent)
ACTIVATES RESULT
SL nonword: lotor (from motor) xxxxx
bale and able competition; slow RTs
total
"word"; slow RTs, increased errors
"word"; correct answer
"nonword"; correct answer
"word"; correct answer
"nonword"; correct answer
buff
xxxxx
vent
When the stimulus serves as a prime for the target (as in masked priming experiments):
STIMULUS ACTIVATES TARGET RESULT
TLword: slat {from salt) slat and salt salt
TL nonword: snad sand sand
control word: spin spin salt
control nonword: saft xxxxx salt
competition; slow RTs
priming; fast RTs
neutral
neutral
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Figure 2
riment
The voters argu^dtolh^dS^e loewr taxes and better schools.
The voters argued that they deserve loewr taxes and better schools.
The voters argued that they deserve loewr taxes and better schools
The voters argued that they deserve loewr taxes and better schools
*
The voters argued that they deserve loewr taxes and better schools.
*
The voters argued that they deserve lower taxes and better schools.
*
The voters argued that they deserve lower taxes and better schools.
*
The voters argued that they deserve lower taxes and better schools.
The voters argued that they deserve lower taxes and better schools.
Note, The target word, although indicated above in bold, was not presented in bold in the
present three experiments. The asterisk below each sentence indicates the reader's
fixation location. When the reader's eye crosses the boundary (located just to the left of
the space preceeding the target word), the parafoveal preview changes to the target word.
In the example above, a TL-internal manipulation serves as the parafoveal preview.
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APPENDIX A
ITEM CHARACTERISTICS IN EXPERIMENT 1
WORD
lower
glove
spray
tells
sleet
clerk
miner
scarf
lakes
couch
river
sneer
clock
magic
cloud
train
jails
fruit
coins
round
needs
heavy
pilot
given
pearl
barns
board
study
stick
faces
mount
hills
march
faint
fatal
creek
frown
angry
tower
above
monks
rough
bathe
point
whole
lifts
thief
shoes
bolts
heads
_POS^
adj
noun
verb
verb
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
verb
noun
adj
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
adj
verb
adj
noun
verb
noun
noun
noun
verb
verb
noun
verb
noun
verb
adj
adj
noun
verb
adj
noun
prep
noun
adj
verb
verb
adj
verb
noun
noun
noun
noun
FRE(
110
16
14
34
1
45
6
4
6
13
183
3
28
21
64
130
3
49
9
32
90
110
54
375
9
4
285
305
50
58
62
36
37
25
19
15
22
45
16
188
10
40
26
493
259
1
18
44
1
41
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.08
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.17
0
0
0
0.25
0
0
6.7
6.6
6.8
6.0
5.8
6.5
6.6
6.9
6.6
5.7
6.0
6.3
6.7
6.7
5.2
6.2
6.1
6.7
6.2
5.0
6.1
6.7
6.9
6.9
6.2
5.0
5.4
5.0
5.2
7.0
6.0
5.8
6.9
6.5
5.4
4.9
6.0
5.6
6.7
5.4
5.9
6.8
6.0
6.3
6.6
6.5
6.7
6.5
5.8
6.7
TLint
ew
ol
ar
le
el
el
en
ra
ek
uo
ev
en
ol
ig
uo
ia
ia
iu
io
uo
de
va
li
ev
ae
nr
ao
ut
it
ec
uo
li
cr
ni
at
er
or
rg
ew
vo
kn
uo
ht
io
lo
If
ih
CO
tl
ae
bifrec
764
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
175
275
1185
5000
5000
2522
275
5000
5000
519
5000
275
5000
1453
5000
1185
621
211
78
2702
5000
3462
275
5000
2471
5000
5000
5000
5000
976
764
782
345
275
925
5000
5000
186
65
1062
1086
621
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SENTENCES IN EXPERIMENT 1
CON GRP SENTENCE
2 ^ I?
e V°
t
ters arSued *at they deserve (lower) lower taxes and better schoolsThe voters argued that they deserve (loewr) lower taxes and better schools'The voters argued that they deserve (loanr) lower taxes and better schools
'
1 he voters argued that they deserve (lowre) lower taxes and better schools
1 he voters argued that they deserve (lowno) lower taxes and better schoolsAun Sue wore a thick (glove) glove on each hand to protect her while gardeningAunt Sue wore a thick (golve) glove on each hand to protect her while gardening
Aunt Sue wore a thick (gatve) glove on each hand to protect her while gardeningAunt Sue wore a thick (gloev) glove on each hand to protect her while gardeningAun Sue wore a thick (gloac) glove on each hand to protect her while gardening
Did the old farmer (spray) spray insecticide over his corn crops this year 1?
Did the old farmer (spary) spray insecticide over his corn crops this year?
Did the old farmer (sposy) spray insecticide over his corn crops this year?
Did the old farmer (sprya) spray insecticide over his corn crops this year?
Did the old farmer (sprge) spray insecticide over his corn crops this year?
Matt found out that his little sister (tells) tells secrets behind his back.
Matt found out that his little sister (tlels) tells secrets behind his back.
Matt found out that his little sister (tfols) tells secrets behind his back.
1 Matt found out that his little sister (telsl) tells secrets behind his back.
Matt found out that his little sister (telnf) tells secrets behind his back.
Even a fairly minor (sleet) sleet storm can cause thousands of dollars in damage.
Even a fairly minor (selet) sleet storm can cause thousands of dollars in damage.
Even a fairly minor (satet) sleet storm can cause thousands of dollars in damage.
5 Even a fairly minor (slete) sleet storm can cause thousands of dollars in damage.
1 Even a fairly minor (slefo) sleet storm can cause thousands of dollars in damage.
1 1 The busy grocery store (clerk) clerk accidentally gave me back the wrong change.
2 The busy grocery store (celrk) clerk accidentally gave me back the wrong change.
i 3 The busy grocery store (cohrk) clerk accidentally gave me back the wrong change.
4 The busy grocery store (clekr) clerk accidentally gave me back the wrong change.
5 The busy grocery store (clefn) clerk accidentally gave me back the wrong change.
5 In just one year, the average (miner) miner extracts 8,000 tons of coal.
1 In just one year, the average (mienr) miner extracts 8,000 tons of coal.
2 In just one year, the average (miosr) miner extracts 8,000 tons of coal.
3 In just one year, the average (minre) miner extracts 8,000 tons of coal.
4 In just one year, the average (minvo) miner extracts 8,000 tons of coal.
4 Megan took the gray (scarf) scarf out of the washer and put it in the dryer.
5 Megan took the gray (scraf) scarf out of the washer and put it in the dryer.
1 Megan took the gray (scnef) scarf out of the washer and put it in the dryer.
2 Megan took the gray (scafr) scarf out of the washer and put it in the dryer.
3 Megan took the gray (scatn) scarf out of the washer and put it in the dryer.
3 The harsh winters freeze (lakes) lakes across the entire state of Minnesota.
4 The harsh winters freeze (laeks) lakes across the entire state of Minnesota.
5 The harsh winters freeze (laots) lakes across the entire state of Minnesota.
1 The harsh winters freeze (lakse) lakes across the entire state of Minnesota.
2 The harsh winters freeze (lakna) lakes across the entire slate of Minnesota.
2 The kids were thankful that the huge (couch) couch covered the hole in the wall.
3 The kids were thankful that the huge (cuoch) couch covered the hole in the wall.
4 The kids were thankful that the huge (caech) couch covered the hole in the wall.
5 The kids were thankful that the huge (couhc) couch covered the hole in the wall.
1 The kids were thankful that the huge (couln) couch covered the hole in the wall.
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thC l0nger (river
) river triPs have betler scenery and rapids
1 3 3 If'
0U
"h V
h3t l0nger (rieVr
>
river^ havc het.er scenery and arid'
115 5 Zt "I T ?* l0nger (rivre) river triPS have better scenery and rapids
12 1 5
f°Und ll
!
at thC l0nger
(
rivs
°) river ** ^ve better scenery and rapids
2 2 1 ^
he anssawt
5
eten^ P^yer (sneer) sneer viciously at his opponent.
'
12 3 J S ^^ tCnniS Pl3yer (senef) sneer viciously at his opponent
12 4 3
3118 S3W l
J
C tCnnis plaver
(sacer) sneer Piously at his opponent.
12 5 4 lu
S3W tCnnis Plaver (snere ) sneer Piously at his opponent
13 1 , r,t
SaW
,
6 t£nniS Pl3yer (snevo
>
sneer viciously at his opponent.
13 2 5 S£ u W°°H !Cl°Ck) C '0Ck hanging in the dinin§ room st°PPcd working.
13 3 1 S u fn (C°lck) C '0Ck hangin§ in the dinin§ room st°PP^ working.
13 4 2 Tt u fn (C3tCk) C 'OCk hangin8 in the dinin§ room sl°PPed working.
13 5 3 S ^ W°1en SC!°kC) C '0Ck hanging in the dinin8 room st°PPed working.
4 1 I t *
W
u°°
den (d0ls) d0ck han8in§ in the dinin§ roor" topped working
14 2 4 t° u
S
!
3St (magiG) magic trick that dav
'
the magician needed a volunteer.
14 3 s t°
Per
;
0m
J
1
'
3St (maigC) magic trick that dav
'
the magician "eedcd a volunteer
14 4 it J'' St (ma°yC) magic trick that dav ' the maSician needed a volunteerlo perform his last (magci) magic trick that day, the magician needed a volunteer
1 o perform his last (magso) magic trick that day, the magician needed a volunteer
Jupiter s complex (cloud) cloud formations have yet to be fully understood
Jupiter's complex (cluod) cloud formations have yet to be fully understood
Jupiter's complex (dead) cloud formations have yet to be fully understood
Jupiter^s complex (clodu) cloud formations have yet to be fully understood.
Jupiter's complex (cloto) cloud formations have yet to be fully understood
On Friday, we watched David (train) train inexperienced employees at the garage
On Friday, we watched David (trian) train inexperienced employees at the garage.
On Friday, we watched David (troen) train inexperienced employees at the garage.
On Friday, we watched David (trani) train inexperienced employees at the garage.
On Friday, we watched David (traso) train inexperienced employees at the garage.
The crime rate within urban (jails) jails continues to rise each year.
The crime rate within urban (jials) jails continues to rise each year.
The crime rate within urban (jeols) jails continues to rise each year.
The crime rate within urban (jaisl) jails continues to rise each year.
The crime rate within urban (jaink) jails continues to rise each year.
18 1 4 The label said the item contained pure (fruit) fruit juice from Florida.
18 5 The label said the item contained pure (friut) fruit juice from Florida.
I8 3 1 The label said the item contained pure (freot) fruit juice from Florida.
18 4 2 The label said the item contained pure (fruti) fruit juice from Florida.
18 5 3 The label said the item contained pure (frulo) fruit juice from Florida.
1 9 1 3 The young girl kept the golden (coins) coins securely in her pocket.
19 4 The young girl kept the golden (cions) coins securely in her pocket.
19 3 5 The young girl kept the golden (cuens) coins securely in her pocket.
19 4 1 The young girl kept the golden (coisn) coins securely in her pocket.
19 5 2 The young girl kept the golden (coivc) coins securely in her pocket.
20 1 2 It was fun to blow (round) round bubbles at the bride and groom on Saturday.
20 2 3 It was fun to blow (ruond) round bubbles at the bride and groom on Saturday.
20 3 4 It was fun to blow (reand) round bubbles at the bride and groom on Saturday.
20 4 5 It was fun to blow (roudn) round bubbles at the bride and groom on Saturday.
20 5 lit was fun to blow (rouks) round bubbles at the bride and groom on Saturday.
21 1 1 Heidi outlined the human (needs) needs specific to low income families.
21 2 2 Heidi outlined the human (nedes) needs specific to low income families.213 3 Heidi outlined the human (netas) needs specific to low income families.
21 4 4 Heidi outlined the human (neesd) needs specific to low income families.
21 5 5 Heidi outlined the human (neent) needs specific to low income families.
14 5 2
15 1 2
15 2 3
15 3 4
15 4 5
15 5 1
16 1 1
16 2 2
16 3 3
16 4 4
16 5 5
17 1 5
17 2 1
17 3 2
17 4 3
17 5 4
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GRP SENTENCE
1 W^nT™8 ' Sl!0Uld l03d (heaVy> heavy lurnitur< onto the truck first
2 W r 1^' S °Uld l03d (hCVay) heaVy furnilu- ™* the truck firs
3 wi! §' y
°U Sh°Uld l03d
<
hen
°y) heavy Mture "to the truck first
4 When nT
1"8
'
S
J°
Uld l03d (h£ayV) hCaVy furnilurc onl° the ^Ck first.'
4 TheZZ § ' 17 , °Uld l0ad (heajn) hCaVy furniture onto thc lruck fi«t.
5 TheK y CaP^ 6 Pll°° Pi '0t maneuver^ plane out of enemy territory
1 Th J S v "'t
6 P 'i0t) Pi,0t maneuvered the plane ou, of enemy territory.
2 Th S y PaM C Pff°° Pi '0t maneuvere° the plane out of enemy territory.e highly capable (pilto) pilot maneuvered the plane out of enemy territory~>> The. " L. / ... v*" ,wv* l"" Fl l "- u l U1 tueui l nory.
0 tr mghly CaPable (Pllke ) Pfot maneuvered the plane out of enemy territory
4 tT ?
3rd
'
bUt they WCre SUrely (§iven ) §iven amP'e time to study.
'
4 The tes was hard, but they were surely (gievn) given ample time to study.
1 tS
6
J
3rd
'
bUt thCy WCre SUrely te°sn ) §iven amPle time to study.1 1 he test Wac Viorrl U,,t tl . , . J
J Th! !!!! I!f £5 !?^ W6re SUrdy teivne ) §iven amPle time to study
2
3
4
«: «/ • . - —o— \i / i 1 uiwios in uiameiei
3 weighing 14 pounds, the largest (pealr) pearl measures 5.5 inches in diameter
1 WeiPhinp I 4 nnnnrlc tko l,.-,*™. / *_\ , . . .
vSSLTE 1 1 , lHey W£re SUrdy (givca ) §iven amPle time to study.
Weighing 4 pounds, the largest (puorl) pearl measures 5.5 inche d t r.
* j \s>- • u pi^ unit, iu mu v
Weighing 4 pounds, the largest (pearl) pearl measures 5.5 inches in diameter
Weighing 4 pounds, the largest (paerl) pearl measures 5.5 inches in diameter.
I ^
lgTf 1 P°unds ' the largest (peatn) pearl measures 5.5 inches in diameter1 1 he n ark anH M/Vii'to ™u„t„ 1 fit 1 « v. .rp, ui i j i 1 iiv.ntj u cici.
if! u!^
3 ltC Ph^ograph of the rural (barns) barns earned a blue ribbon.
3
-J The black and white photograph of the rural (barsn) barns earned a blue ribbon.'
Vt.
&
?!
aC
!
f 3nd Whhe Photograph of the rural (banrs) barns earned a blue ribbon!
The black and white photograph of the rural (bases) barns earned a blue ribbon
I h
bbon
5 The black and white photograph of the rural (barcx) barns earned a blue ribbon
5 Walk the narrow (board) board carefully to reach the west side of the stream
1 Walk the narrow (baord) board carefully to reach the west side of the stream.
2 Walk the narrow (buerd) board carefully to reach the west side of the stream.
3 Walk the narrow (boadr) board carefully to reach the west side of the stream.
4 Walk the narrow (boatn) board carefully to reach the west side of the stream.
4 Brian and Natalie went to the empty (study) study to continue their debate.
5 Brian and Natalie went to the empty (sutdy) study to continue their debate.
1 Brian and Natalie went to the empty (sehdy) study to continue their debate.
2 Brian and Natalie went to the empty (stuyd) study to continue their debate.
3 Brian and Natalie went to the empty (stugf) study to continue their debate.
3 Jill gasped when she saw her brother David (stick) stick waffles into the VCR.
4 Jill gasped when she saw her brother David (sitck) stick waffles into the VCR.
5 Jill gasped when she saw her brother David (sofck) stick waffles into the VCR.
1 Jill gasped when she saw her brother David (stikc) stick waffles into the VCR.
2 Jill gasped when she saw her brother David (stifn) stick waffles into the VCR.
The children's lovely (faces) faces charmed me into buying lemonade from them.
3 The children's lovely (faecs) faces charmed me into buying lemonade from them.
4 The children's lovely (faons) faces charmed me into buying lemonade from them.
5 The children's lovely (facse) faces charmed me into buying lemonade from them.
1 The children's lovely (facno) faces charmed me into buying lemonade from them.
1 The visitors watched the Yankee (mount) mount horses at the battle reenactment.
2 The visitors watched the Yankee (muont) mount horses at the battle reenactment.
3 The visitors watched the Yankee (maent) mount horses at the battle reenactment.
4 The visitors watched the Yankee (moutn) mount horses at thc battle reenactment.
5 The visitors watched thc Yankee (moulm) mount horses at thc battle reenactment.
5 In Mississippi, the highest (hills) hills rise only 800 feet above sea level.
1 In Mississippi, thc highest (hlils) hills rise only 800 feet above sea level.
2 In Mississippi, the highest (hfels) hills rise only 800 feet above sea level.
3 In Mississippi, the highest (hilsl) hills rise only 800 feet above sea level.
4 In Mississippi, thc highest (hilnt) hills rise only 800 feet above sea level.
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33 3 1 Z TZ h b2d r m u Pr°Udly ° nl° the fidd and into lh- r 'nation.
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ne allowed us l° record (faint) faint noises easily.
34 3 5
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ens I Z^l™^ ™ l° reCOrd (fanit) faint noises
34 4 1 The
m^rophone allowed us to record (faset) faint noises easily
34 5 2 It
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"
fai«* ^ises easi y
35 1 2 ItT ^ miCr°Ph0ne all°Wed US 10 reCOrd < failc > faint easily
35 2 3 I
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eX3mmed (f3tal) fata
'
b3Clena Under a microsc°Pe her lab.
35 3 4 ^ 'J
6
'
eXamined (faaU) fata
'
bactena under a microsc°Pe in her lab.
35 4 5 ^
eXamned (faefl
>
fataI bacteria u"der a microscope in her lab
35 5 1 It
reSearC
J
er £Xamined (fatla
>
fatal bacteria ""der a microscope in her lab'
36 Ld,rri^mi ,nfd (fa :fe) fatai bacteria «« a --scope ta her iab .
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5 The citizens saw the mayor (frown) frown fonowing^reieTon results
1 t he Cltl7Pn« the. mo„„. If \ C r 11 . . .
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?
erek)
,
creek swept the child 's l°y sailboat aw*y-
Sadly, the rapid (crela) creek swept the child's toy sailboat away.
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^ad y, the rapid (creke) creek swept the child's toy sailboat away.
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5 The counseling program will enable (anrgy) angry couples to work through issues
t I he connselino nr
lut 5!!!!
enS S3W l
.
he may° r
^
fenWn) frown following the election results'.
1
!
The counseling program will enable (angry) angry^co^pSTo work through issues.
™! I1!!6"' S3W ?C may0r (fronw).frown following the election results.'The citizens saw the mayor (frosc) frown following the election results'
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'
> 5 We watched in disbelief as the tall (tounr) tower collapsed in New York City.
1 We watched in Hkhplipf the. toll /'tr.,,,^
iu!
™U
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program wi
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enab
!
e ( ar,gyr ) an§ry couP'es to work through issues.
4 We watched in disbelief as the tall (toewr) tower collapsed in New York Cityi
i
iff™™le!ln_gH8'311^ wil ! enable (angjn) angry couPles to work through iss^s.We watched in disbelief as the tall (tower) tower collapsed in New York City.
disbelie as the tall (towre) tower collapsed in New York City.
39 5 2 We watched in disbelief as the tall (townu) tower collapsed in New York City.
41
1
1 The wildlife you encounter when you climb (above) above tree line is distinctive.
40 3 The wildlife you encounter when you climb (abvoe) above tree line is distinctive.
40 3 4 The wildlife you encounter when you climb (abnue) above tree line is distinctive.
40 4 5 The wildlife you encounter when you climb (aboev) above tree line is distinctive.
40 5 1 The wildlife you encounter when you climb (abois) above tree line is distinctive.
41 1 1 Inside the building, silent (monks) monks meditated prayerfully on Scripture.
41 Inside the building, silent (mokns) monks meditated prayerfully on Scripture.
41 3 3 Inside the building, silent (motes) monks meditated prayerfully on Scripture.
41 4 4 Inside the building, silent (monsk) monks meditated prayerfully on Scripture.415 5 Inside the building, silent (monvt) monks meditated prayerfully on Scripture.
42 1 5 I had a pretty (rough) rough semester last year but managed to pass every class.
42 II had a pretty (ruogh) rough semester last year but managed to pass every class.
42 3 2 1 had a pretty (reagh) rough semester last year but managed to pass every class.
42 4 3 1 had a pretty (rouhg) rough semester last year but managed to pass every class.
42 5 4 1 had a pretty (routp) rough semester last year but managed to pass every class.
43 1 4 Betsy had to fully (bathe) bathe herself after mud wrestling with her friends.
43 2 5 Betsy had to fully (bahte) bathe herself after mud wrestling with her friends.
43 3 1 Betsy had to fully (bakfe) bathe herself after mud wrestling with her friends.
43 4 2 Betsy had to fully (batch) bathe herself after mud wrestling with her friends.
43 5 3 Betsy had to fully (batok) bathe herself after mud wrestling with her friends.
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4 Dr McSe made ! !W^ graduatC SCh°o1 admi—
•
5 Dr' McKenzie m d t^ P°int rCgardmg gradualC Sch°o1 »«™™o™.
1 Dr S ? USdUl (pCant) P°int re8ardin§ 8radual^ school admissions
2 Dr M K
6 ma C 3 Ul (P°itn) P°int regardin
^^< ^hool admissioT
2 A rauSZd? m
1 (P° ifS) P°int rCgarding gradualc sch001 adm^sions
3 AI n1 ^°Zan C°Uld C°mp0Se (wh°le ) Wh0le Symphonies by age nine
4 A mu c J
8
" M°
Zan C°Uld COmP°Se (whlOC) Wh°,e ^-Phonies by age nine.
5 A Z \ P , 8Y ' °Zart C°uld COmP°se (whlae > wh°'e symphonies by age nine
A T Pr1lgY ' M°Zart C°Uld C°mP°se <whoel )^ symphonies by age nine
^he f h r If,'
M°Zart C°Uld C°mp0Se
<
whoak
>
wh0,e symphonies by age nine
1 T rred s ave (lifts) lifts large bales of hay in the heat of the afternoontu„ »• j i ;,. ' ° * ""J' 1 "-<11 UI m uernoThe ired s ave htfs ,ifts large bales of hay jn ,he heat of^ >ft^The
.red s ave hkls) lifts large bales of hay in the heat of the afternoon.The
.red s ave hfst) lifts large bales of hay in the heat of the afternoonThe tired slave (lifvl) lifts large bales of hay in the heat of the afternoon
was when the proud (thief) thief boasted about his acts that he got caught
was when the proud (tihef) thief boasted about his acts that he got caught'
was when the proud (tefef) thief boasted about his acts that he got caught'
t t .
r ^
"/ ""aai«-u "wui ins acis mai ne got caughtUpon entering tenth grade, the size twelve (shoes) shoes didn't fit him anymoreUpon entering tenth grade, the size twelve (sheos) shoes didn't fit him anymoreUpon entering tenth grade, the size twelve (shuas) shoes didn't fit him anymore
Upon entering tenth grade, the size twelve (shose) shoes didn't fit him anymore
Upon entering tenth grade, the size twelve (shovo) shoes didn't fit him anymore
Alter he bought the bike, John had to adjust (bolts) bolts found under the seat
Alter he bought the bike, John had to adjust (botls) bolts found under the seat
It was when the proud (thita) thief bo sted about hi t that h '
5
1
2
3
3
4
5 Alter he bought the bike, John had to adjust (bokfs) bolts found under the scat
1 Alter he bought the bike, John had to adjust (bolst) bolts found under the scat
2 Alter he bought the bike, John had to adjust (bolnf) bolts found under the seat
2 Tammy had to count (heads) heads quickly to ensure that all children were there
3 Tammy had to count (haeds) heads quickly to ensure that all children were there.
4 Tammy had to count (houds) heads quickly to ensure that all children were there.
5 Tammy had to count (hcasd) heads quickly to ensure that all children were there.
1 Tammy had to count (heavf) heads quickly to ensure that all children were there.
1 You should wear the yellow (skirt) skirt tonight when you go to the movies.
2 You should wear the yellow (skrit) skirt tonight when you go to the movies.
3 You should wear the yellow (sknot) skirt tonight when you go to the movies.
4 You should wear the yellow (skitr) skirt tonight when you go to the movies.
5 You should wear the yellow (skifs) skirt tonight when you go to the movies.
5 Unlike my twin sister Donna, I prefer (curly) curly haired men with brown eyes.
1 Unlike my twin sister Donna, I prefer (culry) curly haired men with brown eyes.
Unlike my twin sister Donna, 1 prefer (cufny) curly haired men with brown eyes.
3 Unlike my twin sister Donna, I prefer (curyl) curly haired men with brown eyes.
4 Unlike my twin sister Donna, I prefer (curgt) curly haired men with brown eyes.
4 Michael tried to identify the unusual (plant) plant using his nature guide.
5 Michael tried to identify the unusual (paint) plant using his nature guide.
1 Michael tried to identify the unusual (point) plant using his nature guide.
2 Michael tried to identify the unusual (plain) plant using his nature guide.
3 Michael tried to identify the unusual (plafs) plant using his nature guide.
3 Although I was mostly (awake) awake during the exam, 1 fell asleep afterward.
4 Although I was mostly (awkae) awake during the exam, I fell asleep afterward.
5 Although I was mostly (awfoe) awake during the exam, I fell asleep afterward.
1 Although I was mostly (awaek) awake during the exam, I fell asleep afterward.
2 Although 1 was mostly (awaot) awake during the exam, 1 fell asleep afterward.
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3 After t!" ?
niS
5
C
,
d ? ? ily (Biblc) Bib,e rcading ' h< said his Payers.
4 After5£ n S" ?" Y (Bi 'bc) Blble feadin& h < said his
5 AfterS£ 1 1" J"? (Bltdc) Bib,C h< said his^
1 AfterS£ tC' J' 8 d3lly (Bibd) Bib,e rtadi"8' hc his prayers,
rt u ^ d3ily (Bib0t ^ Bib,e rcadin§< h < ™« prayers
2 S ! H W3 ttC 1 ? adUh (ShaW) Sh3Ve himself cardu"y wilh ^zor.
3 H 1 ? adUU (ShVaC) ShaVC himSClf Cardu"y wilh lh< ^zor.
4 It u h
thC aduU (shn°£
)
Shave himsclf with the razor
5 It c ! H
Wa
!
C
1 1 6 3dUlt (ShaCV) Sh3Ve himSelf Carefu"y wilh *e razor.'5 The hild watched the adult (shaon) shave himself carefully with the razor
Ll han counted fifty (sheep) sheep before finally falling asleep.- s -i-/ r "wv.iv ini ii^ l ii dMCC
1 U han counted fifty (sehep) sheep before finally falling asleep.
3
4
4
5 I he committee decided to adopt (tihgt) tight restrictions on labor relations
i 1 ne cnmmiitpp Hn^i'^a^i —i » /•».•. _,.\ — ...
.....
„.
r ' r "wv.iw " i uj lu daitc
Li .an counted fitly (sofep) sheep before finally falling asleep.
I he committee decided to adopt (tight) tight restrictions on labor relations.
y .... » > i / Mr — ^ i»u«iij' t niiii: clMttJU
L. .an counted fifty (shepe) sheep before finally falling asleep.
Lillian counted fifty (shego) sheep before finally falling asleep.
iZ ™™™!. dCC !ded 10 ad°pt (tilpl) li8ht rcstrictions on labor relations.
3
3
4
5
1
The Boy Scout troop helped clean (oceve) ocean shorelines after the oil spill!
rvl
deC
!
ded t0 3d0pt (tiglh) li8ht Actions on labor relations
A
•I r-p, r> O * ^ ' "..".W1..VO UllVI UII, ini 3UUJine boy Scout troop helped clean (ocena) ocean shorelines after the oil spill
iZ e' .? d.eCldtd !° ad0pl (tiglk) li8ht restrictions on labor relations
_
,
,
- V / — V.I.W.IUVO OlM LHS/ UU 3U11J
1 he Boy Scout troop helped clean (ocoun) ocean shorelines after the oil spill
1 he Boy Scout troop helped clean (ocean) ocean shorelines after the oil spill
1 he Boy Scout troop helped clean (ocaen) ocean shorelines after the oil spill
I ho linn * i_ _ i i i , r *
z Adding some soil (music) music created a romantic ambiance in the restaurant.
3 Adding some soft (muisc) music created a romantic ambiance in the restaurant.
4 Adding some soft (muonc) music created a romantic ambiance in the restaurant.
5 Adding some soft (musci) music created a romantic ambiance in the restaurant.
Adding some soft (musno) music created a romantic ambiance in the restaurant.
1 That presidential candidate has various (ideas) ideas regarding tax reform.
2 That presidential candidate has various (idaes) ideas regarding tax reform.
3 That presidential candidate has various (idous) ideas regarding tax reform.
4 That presidential candidate has various (idesa) ideas regarding tax reform.
5 That presidential candidate has various (ideve) ideas regarding tax reform.
5 Looking back, I can only recall (sober) sober moments from my college experience.
1 Looking back, I can only recall (soebr) sober moments from my college experience.
Looking back, I can only recall (soafr) sober moments from my college experience.
3 Looking back, I can only recall (sobre) sober moments from my college experience.
4 Looking back, I can only recall (sobsa) sober moments from my college experience.
4 I am getting better at solving (short) short multiplication problems in my head.
5 I am getting better at solving (shrot) short multiplication problems in my head.
1 1 am getting better at solving (shnct) short multiplication problems in my head.
2 I am getting better at solving (shotr) short multiplication problems in my head.
3 I am getting better at solving (shofn) short multiplication problems in my head.
3 The tape included brief (songs) songs representing all of the work she had done.
4 The tape included brief (snogs) songs representing all of the work she had done.
5 The tape included brief (scegs) songs representing all of the work she had done.
1 The tape included brief (sonsg) songs representing all of the work she had done.
2 The tape included brief (sonvp) songs representing all of the work she had done.
2 After much thought, the fair (judge) judge sentenced the man to 5 years in jail.
3 After much thought, the fair (jugde) judge sentenced the man to 5 years in jail.
4 After much thought, the fair (jupte) judge sentenced the man to 5 years in jail.
5 After much thought, the fair (judeg) judge sentenced the man to 5 years in jail.
1 Alter much thought, the fair (judop) judge sentenced the man to 5 years in jail.
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1
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3
4
4
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3
3
4
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1
2
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4
5
1
1
2
3
4
5
5
1
2
3
4
4
5
1
2
3
3
4
5
1
2
2
3
4
5
1
1
2
3
4
5
^ boll nL?2 J'
tW
° f°
m (Wag°n) Wag°n WhCC,S aftCr runni
"g °vcr the nails.
Th hov
P 1 J' tW° tr°nt (Wa°gn) Wa8°n whccls afler ™™g over ihc nails
™
!
e
!
wo
r
ront
S
wauin) wagon whecls aftcr running ovcr th<
1
he boys rep aced the two front (wagno) wagon wheels after running over the nails
WdiuZ
reP
, r fr°m (W3gVC) Wag°n WHCC1S after inning over the nrid um is a rare (metal) metal found only in meteors and asteroids
ridium is a rare (meatl) metal found only in meteors and asteroids'
ridium is a rare (meokl) metal found only in meteors and asteroids
ridium is a rare (metla) metal found only in meteors and asteroids
'
indium is a rare (metko) metal found only in meteors and asteroids
Consumer Reports gave the car a worse (value) value rating than the CivicConsumer Reports gave the car a worse (vaule) value rating than the CivicConsumer Reports gave the car a worse (vaote) value rating than the CivicConsumer Reports gave the car a worse (valeu) value rating than the Civic
consumer Reports gave the car a worse (valoi) value rating than the Civic
1 he teacher was shocked when the ordinarily quiet (girls) girls disrupted class.
1 he teacher was shocked when the ordinarily quiet (gilrs) girls disrupted class
1 he eacher was shocked when the ordinarily quiet (gifes) girls disrupted class.
1 he teacher was shocked when the ordinarily quiet (girsl) girls disrupted class.
1 he teacher was shocked when the ordinarily quiet (girnt) girls disrupted class
n ideal conditions, the giant ragweed's rough (stems) stems grow up to 15 feet.
n ideal conditions, the giant ragweed's rough (setms) stems grow up to 15 feet
n ideal conditions, the giant ragweed's rough (sohms) stems grow up to 15 feet.
In ideal conditions, the giant ragweed's rough (stesm) stems grow up to 15 feet
In ideal conditions, the giant ragweed's rough (stevn) stems grow up to 15 feet.
I was shocked to learn that my cousin (plays) plays guitar in a local rock band.
I was shocked to learn that my cousin (palys) plays guitar in a local rock band.
I was shocked to learn that my cousin (pokys) plays guitar in a local rock band.
I was shocked to learn that my cousin (plasy) plays guitar in a local rock band.
I was shocked to learn that my cousin (plarg) plays guitar in a local rock band.
Grandma Anderson helped Adam (roast) roast turkey for the annual family dinner.
Grandma Anderson helped Adam (raost) roast turkey for the annual family dinner.
Grandma Anderson helped Adam (reust) roast turkey for the annual family dinner.
Grandma Anderson helped Adam (roats) roast turkey for the annual family dinner.
Grandma Anderson helped Adam (roaln) roast turkey for the annual family dinner.
Taking just one bite into a sweet (peach) peach reminds me of summertime.
Taking just one bite into a sweet (paech) peach reminds me of summertime.
Taking just one bite into a sweet (puoch) peach reminds me of summertime.
Taking just one bite into a sweet (peahc) peach reminds me of summertime.
Taking just one bite into a sweet (peakn) peach reminds me of summertime.
The squire watched the prince (shoot) shoot arrows in the palace courtyard.
The squire watched the prince (sohot) shoot arrows in the palace courtyard.
The squire watched the prince (sckot) shoot arrows in the palace courtyard.
The squire watched the prince (shoto) shoot arrows in the palace courtyard.
The squire watched the prince (shoku) shoot arrows in the palace courtyard.
Mario helped the blind (child) child find her classroom on the first day.
Mario helped the blind (chlid) child find her classroom on the first day.
Mario helped the blind (chfod) child find her classroom on the first day.
Mario helped the blind (chidl) child find her classroom on the first day.
Mario helped the blind (chikf) child find her classroom on the first day.
Heidi found the sick (robin) robin lying under the maple tree in the backyard.
Heidi found the sick (roibn) robin lying under the maple tree in the backyard.
Heidi found the sick (roodn) robin lying under the maple tree in the backyard.
Heidi found the sick (robni) robin lying under the maple tree in the backyard.
Heidi found the sick (robso) robin lying under the maple tree in the backyard.
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2 WehMrHti^X . , "-«,*... nuc. viewing skiiis 10 our class.
3 W hearH J 8 SPe^er (t°1Ch) tCaCh interviewi"g skills to our class.
4 We heard h
g ^ teach interviewi"8 to our class.
4 To nlZ ul SPe3ker (tCatV) tCaCh interviewing skills to our class.
5 To 2l u f ' °"e Sh°uld first list (maj° r> maJor monthly senses.
1 To 2l
3
^
8Ct
'
Sh°Uld firSt Hst
(
mao
'
r
)
maJ°r monthly expenses.
2 To 21"
3
1
/"1 °nC Sh°uld first list (macgr) maJ°r monthly Senses.
3 T t
3
kI861 '
°ne Sh°Uld firSt Hst
(ma ' r°) maJ°r monthly expenses.
, I? "!
ake 3 bud§et
'
one sho"ld first list (majse) major monthly expenses
1 The documentary showed an angry (tiger) tiger running after a herd of deer
4 1 he documentary showed an angry (tiegr) tiger running after a herd of deer
5 1 he documentary showed an angry (tiopr) tiger running after a herd of deer
1 1 he documentary showed an angry (tigre) tiger running after a herd of deerI I he documentary showed an angry (tigso) tiger running after a herd of deer.
% Tl n °VeS) '°VeS Camping in the Sm°ky Mountains with his girlfriend
4
h'nk Bert oevs) loves camping in the Smoky Mountains with his girlfriend
< o °°
nS) ,0VeS C3mping in the Sm°ky Mountains with his girlfriend
t n
°VSe) ,0VeS Camping in the Sm°ky Mountains with his girlfriend
1 trunk Bert (lovna) loves camping in the Smoky Mountains with his girlfriend
1 bo to the dollar store and buy a plastic (broom) broom tomorrow when you're outl Go to the dollar store and buy a plastic (borom) broom tomorrow when you're outGo to the dollar store and buy a plastic (bunom) broom tomorrow when you're out
4 Go to the dollar store and buy a plastic (bromo) broom tomorrow when you're out
5 bo to the dollar store and buy a plastic (brova) broom tomorrow when you're out
J
1 ne pair of pink (coral) coral earrings came free with the purchase of a ring.
1 The pair of pink (coarl) coral earrings came free with the purchase of a ring.
2 The pair of pink (counl) coral earrings came free with the purchase of a ring.
3 The pair of pink (corla) coral earrings came free with the purchase of a ring.
4 The pair of pink (corke) coral earrings came free with the purchase of a ring.
4 The dry soil in the west is unable to absorb (large) large amounts of water.
5 The dry soil in the west is unable to absorb (lagre) large amounts of water.
1 The dry soil in the west is unable to absorb (lapne) large amounts of water.
2 The dry soil in the west is unable to absorb (lareg) large amounts of water.
3 The dry soil in the west is unable to absorb (laroj) large amounts of water.
3 Each weekend, the boys collect (empty) empty bottles and redeem them for money.
4 Each weekend, the boys collect (emtpy) empty bottles and redeem them for money.
5 Each weekend, the boys collect (emljy) empty bottles and redeem them for money.
1 Each weekend, the boys collect (empyt) empty bottles and redeem them for money.
2 Each weekend, the boys collect (empjl) empty bottles and redeem them for money.
2 Kelly went to vote (early) early Tuesday morning for her favorite candidate.
Kelly went to vote (ealry) early Tuesday morning for her favorite candidate.
4 Kelly went to vote (eatny) early Tuesday morning for her favorite candidate.
5 Kelly went to vote (earyl) early Tuesday morning for her favorite candidate.
1 Kelly went to vote (eargk) early Tuesday morning for her favorite candidate.
1 Peter believes abortion is wrong whereas (maybe) maybe others would disagree.
2 Peter believes abortion is wrong whereas (mabye) maybe others would disagree.
Peter believes abortion is wrong whereas (mafge) maybe others would disagree.
4 Peter believes abortion is wrong whereas (mayeb) maybe others would disagree.
5 Peter believes abortion is wrong whereas (mayal) maybe others would disagree.
5 Many migrant farm workers travel (north) north during the growing season.
1 Many migrant farm workers travel (notrh) north during the growing season.
2 Many migrant farm workers travel (nodnh) north during the growing season.
3 Many migrant farm workers travel (norhl) north during the growing season.
4 Many migrant farm workers travel (norkl) north during the growing season.
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Even in dry wooded areas, many wild (onion) onion plants grow profusely
1 Even l„ drv Th'h^^^ (°in°n) °ni°n Planls &™ Prof<^
88 2 Even n d v h1 ^ (°eC°n) °ni°n Plants 8row
88 5 3 Even n ll ft^^ WUd (°nin0) °ni°n Planls 8row Profusely.
89 1 3 ST.^SK*^ °ni0" P la" ts S-w profusely.i -3 Tpi . » j —w V" ,,iiw «>""« Miums "iu i i
89 2 4 rt TZ 253 SI8
a
!!
owed
^
ackie 10 p" 1 tht p° iai°" » ««• *>
5
1
2
90 2 3 JSSSSSS 1!?^-™^"-..
89 3 rut ZZ52£S a !lowed Jackie t0 Pcel polaloes in little time.
The new sharp (kn.ot) knife allowed Jackie to peel the potatoes in little time.
C TU n l - pvvu l ">" J'uiaiuu im
89 i lu fTP {n°S(e) knifC all0Wed Jackie t0 Peel the P°^°es in little timeThe new sharp (kmef) knife allowed Jackie to peel the potatoes in little time.
90 3 4 w! I h J
3"6
'J*
fl™ (Chiar) Chair reuPhol^^ed once we get more money.
90 4 5 u°Um firm (ch°er) Chair reuP"o^tered once we get more money.
90 5 1 Z u < A J
3
"'
'J'
1 fi™ (ch3ri) Chair reuPh°lstered once we get more money
™ 5 We should have that firm (chave) chair reupholstered once we get more money
91 7 9 .
USe
^
t0 P°ur (lemon ) ,emon juice on my apple slices to keep them fresh
913 3 T !° n 60"1?^ Iem°n ' Uice °n my apple slices t0 keeP them frcsh -
91 4 4
91 5 5
92 1 5
92 2 1
92 3 2
92 4 3
92 5 4
II I \
The §uests heard the b"de (speak) speak promises of faithfulness to her groom
5 The guests heard the bride (spaek) speak promises of faithfulness to her groom.
1 The Pliests hparH thp hn'H^ fm„^h\ < ~ 1 , : r r -.i.r i
i J Zlt !° SJ
easn)^mon J' uice on my apple slices to keep them fresh
The laws help protect (royke) royal families from inv7sivVacts"of"the media.
J ^It !° I™ !!emn0) .lemon j uice on my aPPle slices to keep them fresh.
The laws help protect (roylaj royal families from invasivJ acts of the media.
I
r!!!
e
>
d
J°
P
uZ (iemCe) ,lenT juice.0" ml apPle slices t0 keeP lhem fresh -
The laws help protect (roeplj royal families from invasive acts of the media!
The laws help protect (royal) royal families from invasive acts of the media
1 he laws help protect (roayl) royal families from invasive acts of the media.
gues e d the bride (spuok) speak promises of faithfulness to her groom,
yi 4 2 The guests heard the bride (speka) speak promises of faithfulness to her groom.
^
3 The §uests heard the bride (spele) speak promises of faithfulness to her groom.
^
1 3 Pepperoni, ham, and sausage are typical (meats) meats found on pizza.
4 Pepperoni, ham, and sausage are typical (maets) meats found on pizza.
3 5 Pepperoni, ham, and sausage are typical (mouts) meats found on pizza.
4 1 Pepperoni, ham, and sausage are typical (meast) meats found on pizza.
94 5 2 Pepperoni, ham, and sausage are typical (meant) meats found on pizza.
95 1 The smell of warm (bread) bread filled the bakery in the early morning hours.
95 3 The smell of warm (braed) bread filled the bakery in the early morning hours.
95 3 4 The smell of warm (bruod) bread filled the bakery in the early morning hours.
95 4 5 The smell of warm (breda) bread filled the bakery in the early morning hours.
95 5 1 The smell of warm (brete) bread filled the bakery in the early morning hours.
96 1 1 The chef hoped that the extra (spice) spice gave his soup a zesty flavor.
96 2 The chef hoped that the extra (sipce) spice gave his soup a zesty flavor.
96 3 3 The chef hoped that the extra (sagce) spice gave his soup a zesty flavor.
96 4 4 The chef hoped that the extra (spiec) spice gave his soup a zesty flavor.
96 5 5 The chef hoped that the extra (spiar) spice gave his soup a zesty flavor.
97 1 5 Bill wore the brown (pants) pants and orange collared shirt to the 70's party.
97 ' 1 Bill wore the brown (patns) pants and orange collared shirt to the 70's party.
97 3 2 Bill wore the brown (pales) pants and orange collared shirt to the 70's party.
97 4 3 Bill wore the brown (panst) pants and orange collared shirt to the 70's party.
97 5 4 Bill wore the brown (panvk) pants and orange collared shirt to the 70's party.
98 1 4 In that story, the curious (fairy) fairy flew through the forest with the pixie.
98 2 5 In that story, the curious (fiary) fairy flew through the forest with the pixie.
98 3 1 In that story, the curious (foery) fairy flew through the forest with the pixie.
98 4 2 In that story, the curious (faiyr) fairy flew through the forest with the pixie.
98 5 3 In that story, the curious (faijn) fairy Hew through the forest with the pixie.
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105 2
105 3
105 4
105 5
106 1
106 2
106 3
106 4
106 5
107 1
107 2
107 3
107 4
107 5
108 1
108 2
108 3
108 4
108 5
109 1
109 2
109 3
109 4
109 5
GRP SENTENCE
4 rt 22
Pr
°!
CStCrS
°PP°Scd (rigid) rigid^ ah™< gun control.
5 Th Z H P
fS
°PP°Sed (di8d) rigid rul^ ah^t gun control,f e avid protesters opposed (riopd) rigid rules about gun control
1 Thp o,,;^ r v""f»v i iu* ou i
2 Th'S °Pp0Sed <rigdi) ri8id rules about control
2
3
4
After wa ctong the baby (slepe) sleep soundly in the crib, the lather smiled
h,. „™a r vfe-v •b 1" duu i gun trol.
1
he avid protesters opposed (rigto) rigid rules about gun control.
After waS'
ng
u
S°Undly ta thC [h
< fethe<
After 3
§
° J"?^ Skep ""^ in lhc crib < lh< **« smiled.wa dung the baby (solep) sleep soundly in the crib, the father smiled.
i Afior,,^. u- .i i , ; r ' 1- i">- «-uu m me n oAfter watching the baby (slegi) sleep soundly in the crib, the father smiled.
1 saw he security guard (usher) usher three teenagers out of the concertI saw he security guard (uhser) usher three teenagers out of the concert
* saw he security guard (ufner) usher three teenagers out of the concerti „„„, . * - ' w~ ^"u ^ u i ui ini rt.
J IZZ guard (ushre) usher three teenagers out of the concert.
5
1
2
3
4
4
_ v
..^„^,v / uwUab onv,i lilt MUllllglll.
lo get to the park, turn left at the fourth (huose) house after the stoplight.
wl KLS!?" r'l8"ard (UShno) USher thrcc lccnagers °ut * the concert.
a rp ' «—i ,.ii„ „vi n.w,i,o anu iltpilDWS.
lo get to the park, turn left at the fourth (house) house after the stoplight
- -
\ / ivv-uagci u i Ul mc e
Susan ikes lo color (paper) paper dolls with her nieces and nephews
Susan hkes to color (papno) paper dolls with her ieces d ne hews
Susan ikes lo color (paepr) paper dolls with her nieces and nephewsi Susan hkes to color (paogr) paper dolls with her nieces and nephews
Susan hkes to color (paprc) paper dolls with her nieces and nephews
1 1 o get to the park, turn left at the fourth (hcase) house after the stoplight
I 1 o get to the park, turn left at the fourth (houes) house after the stoplight
i 1 o get to the park, turn left at the fourth (houar) house after the stoplight
i That machine will print (black) black text but can't do anything in color
4 That machine will print (balck) black text but can't do anything in color
5 That machine will print (botck) black text but can't do anything in color.
1 That machine will print (blakc) black text but can't do anything in color.
That machine will print (blaln) black text but can't do anything in color.
2 Out of fear and respect, the loyal servant (never) never disobeyed his master.
3 Out of fear and respect, the loyal servant (neevr) never disobeyed his master.
4 Out of fear and respect, the loyal servant (neanr) never disobeyed his master.
5 Out of fear and respect, the loyal servant (nevre) never disobeyed his master.
I Out of fear and respect, the loyal servant (nevso) never disobeyed his master.
1 Charlie got his front (teeth) teeth knocked out the first day of practice.
2 Charlie got his front (teteh) teeth knocked out the first day of practice.
3 Charlie got his front (telah) teeth knocked out the first day of practice.
4 Charlie got his front (techl) teeth knocked out the first day of practice.
5 Charlie got his front (teelk) teeth knocked out the first day of practice.
5 Meg Ann watched the rain (clean) clean sidewalk chalk off of the driveway.
1 Meg Ann watched the rain (claen) clean sidewalk chalk off of the driveway.
2 Meg Ann watched the rain (cloun) clean sidewalk chalk off of the driveway.
3 Meg Ann watched the rain (clena) clean sidewalk chalk off of the driveway.
4 Meg Ann watched the rain (cleve) clean sidewalk chalk off of the driveway.
4 Christopher's tiny (fleas) fleas performed flawlessly in the miniature circus.
5 Christopher's tiny (flaes) fleas performed flawlessly in the miniature circus.
1 Christopher's tiny (fluos) fleas performed flawlessly in the miniature circus.
2 Christopher's tiny (flesa) fleas performed flawlessly in the miniature circus.
3 Christopher's tiny (fleve) fleas performed flawlessly in the miniature circus.
3 Unlike humans, the female (camel) camel remains pregnant for 13 months.
4 Unlike humans, the female (cacml) camel remains pregnant for 13 months.
5 Unlike humans, the female (caorl) camel remains pregnant for 13 months.
1 Unlike humans, the female (camle) camel remains pregnant for 13 months.
2 Unlike humans, the female (camko) camel remains pregnant for 13 months.
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110 1
110 2
110 3
110 4
110 5
111 1
111 2
111 3
111 4
111 5
112 1
112 2
112 3
112 4
112 5
113 1
113 2
113 3
113 4
113 5
114 1
114 2
114 3
114 4
114 5
115 1
115 2
115 3
115 4
115 5
116 1
116 2
116 3
116 4
116 5
117 1
117 2
117 3
117 4
117 5
118 1
118 2
118 3
118 4
118 5
119 1
119 2
119 3
119 4
119 5
120 1
120 2
120 3
120 4
120 5
GRP SENTENCE
3 Tho!e n!T
nSM C°mmil (fraud) fraud rc^alcdl V wil1 eventually be caught
4 So o on"
C°mmil (lmad) fraUd rC^,lcdly Wil1 c™dually be caught
5 Those n T C°mmit (lr°Cd)^ rCPealed 'y wiU event*% ^ caught5 1 ho persons that comma (fradu) fraud repeatedly will eventually be caught
that
,r
mil (frat0) fraud ^Peatedl/will eventuallyb caught
1 h nk can sme (bacon) bacon cooking in the kitchen this morning.
2 h.nk can sme
1 (baocn) bacon cooking in the kitchen this morning
4 flSt u ^
aUSn) baC°" C°oki"S in thc kil^ n thi * morning.
4 h.nk can smell (bacno) bacon cooking in the kitchen this morning
5 ! I,'"...!
3
"
u
m
!i(naC'C).^n cpoking in the kitchen this morning:
1
2
3
4
4
5
1
2
3
3
T ,
i ~..... fc ... „ lv ivuv.i .ii n 1 1 > uiurniuE.
l S
!
e sma
!!
er
!
8k
:
bc) globe Monday 10 hclp him Icarn a» ^ coun^s .Lee bought the smaller (golbe) globe Monday to help him learn all the countries
ill bZ ! * Sma !!Cr^lbC) 8,°be M°nday 10 hc'P him lcarn a11 ^ countries!Lee ough he sma er gloeb) globe Monday to help him learn all the countries.Let bought the smaller (gloat) globe Monday to help him learn all the countriesThe corner market rarely (sells) sells cigarettes to people under age
The corner market rarely (slels) sells cigarettes to people under age.
The corner market rarely (sfols) sells cigarettes to people under age.
The corner market rarely (selsl) sells cigarettes to people under age
The corner market rarely (selnt) sells cigarettes to people under age.
1
he ch. dren watched the maid (carry) carry cleaning supplies up the stairs.
4 The ch> dren watched the maid (crary) carry cleaning supplies up the stairs
5 The chi dren watched the maid (cnory) carry cleaning supplies up the stairs.
1 The children watched the maid (caryr) carry cleaning supplies up the stairs.
1 he children watched the maid (cargn) carry cleaning supplies up the stairsMy co ege roommate got to judge (polka) polka dancing competitions all summerMy college roommate got to judge (pokla) polka dancing competitions all summerMy college roommate got to judge (pofta) polka dancing competitions all summer
My college roommate got to judge (polak) polka dancing competitions all summer
My college roommate got to judge (polct) polka dancing competitions all summer.
With great precision, the careful (nurse) nurse administered the tetanus shot.
2 With great precision, the careful (nusre) nurse administered the tetanus shot.
3 With great precision, the careful (nunce) nurse administered the tetanus shot.
4 With great precision, the careful (nures) nurse administered the tetanus shot.
5 With great precision, the careful (nuran) nurse administered the tetanus shot.
5 After the accident, Seth was left with a slight (flesh) flesh wound in his arm.
1 After the accident, Seth was left with a slight (felsh) flesh wound in his arm.
2 After the accident, Seth was left with a slight (fofsh) flesh wound in his arm.
3 After the accident, Seth was left with a slight (flehs) flesh wound in his arm.
4 After the accident, Seth was left with a slight (fletn) flesh wound in his arm.
4 Using only loose (corks) corks prevents bottles from bursting during fermentation.
5 Using only loose (croks) corks prevents bottles from bursting during fermentation.
1 Using only loose (cneks) corks prevents bottles from bursting during fermentation.
2 Using only loose (corsk) corks prevents bottles from bursting during fermentation.
3 Using only loose (corvl) corks prevents bottles from bursting during fermentation.
3 Maria and Kyle's rich (uncle) uncle donated a thousand dollars to the charily.
4 Maria and Kyle's rich (unlce) uncle donated a thousand dollars to the charity.
5 Maria and Kyle's rich (untce) uncle donated a thousand dollars to the charity.
1 Maria and Kyle's rich (uncel) uncle donated a thousand dollars to the charily.
2 Maria and Kyle's rich (uncof) uncle donated a thousand dollars to the charily.
2 The picky neighbor girls hate (salty) salty foods and anything with nuts in it.
3 The picky neighbor girls hate (satly) salty foods and anything with nuts in it.
4 The picky neighbor girls hate (safky) salty foods and anything with nuts in it.
5 The picky neighbor girls hate (salyt) salty foods and anything with nuts in it.
1 The picky neighbor girls hate (salgk) salty foods and anything with nuts in it.
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WORD
ITEM CHARACTERISTICS IN EXPERIMENT 2
CONGRUENT WORD SHAPE
album
alter
arena
aroma
atlas
bacon
broom
canoe
cover
cream
crown
curve
dance
doubt
drama
dream
elbow
elder
fence
focus
force
frame
frown
grace
graze
groom
horse
human
loser
lover
lower
mouse
mouth
nerve
nurse
ocean
owner
pause
prove
purse
queen
razor
renew
rumor
scare
scene
scold
score
screw
±QS_FRO_PRD
noun
verb
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
adj
noun
noun
noun
verb
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
verb
verb
noun
verb
verb
verb
noun
noun
adj
noun
noun
verb
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
verb
noun
noun
noun
verb
noun
adj
noun
verb
noun
noun
42
10
5
3
52
19
19
64
94
115
49
88
17
14
46
29
124
96
22
36
9
5
203
45
2
31
32
20
113
34
24
37
72
40
156
15
51
15
23
14
26
135
2
65
30
0
0
0.2
0
0
0
0
0
0.2
0
0
0
0.2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.2
0
0
0
0.2
0
0.3
0
0
0
0.2
0
0
0
0
0
0.1
0
7.0
6.8
6.4
7.0
6.1
7.0
7.0
6.3
6.5
7.0
7.0
6.5
6.7
7.0
5.2
7.0
6.4
5.7
7.0
6.9
6.6
7.0
7.0
5.2
6.8
6.7
6.9
6.7
6.6
5.3
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
6.7
6.8
7.0
7.0
7.0
6.8
6.6
6.8
6.0
7.0
6.8
6.9
7.0
7.0
6.5
TLinl hi frnvilli U bitrq 1 Llin bifrq SLfin bifrq
bl "^Q4JJy'T H zlJoz mu 1094 wo 1084
tl 1 uou Ff1
1
i illlzj/ re 5000 ma 5000
er soon 3S JUUU an 5000 us 5000
or soon CS ennn am 3262 OS 3397
It ff11 J.ZJ / sa 2568 no 2765
ca soon me jUUU no 2765 sa 2568
or soon cs snnnjUUU mo 3125 sa 2568
na 5000 mc snnnJUUU eo 1062 ua 1264
vo 782 nu 017 re 5000 CO 5000
er 5000 iis snnnJUUU ma 5000 CO 5000
or 5000 L 1 1 snnnJUUU nw i cn150 sr 90
ru 2000 Wei 1 BOAloUO ev 1 1 OC1 185 uc 1427
na 5000 CO snnnJUUU ec j462 OS 3397
uo 275 op ft? iOZ1 ID i nolOz -J 1_dh 89
ar 5000 on snnnJUUU am 3z6z OS 3397
er 5000 aS snnnJUUU ma 5000 CO 5000
bl 3394 tt ZUoZ wo l no a mu 1094
dl 869 ht1 1 L Q9SyZj re jUUU ma 5000
ne 5000 CO snnnJUUU ec 1/1 AOj4oZ OS 3397
CO 5000 ilia snnnJUUU su 1A OOZ4zy no 2765
ro 5000 se snnnJUUU ec 1/1 AO OS 3397
ar 5000 nn1 Ml snnnJUUU em OQ1/I OS 3397
or 5000 pnci i snnnJUUU nw i snJ jU sr yo
ar 5000 on soon ec 1AAOJ'H-OZ om 1 C *7 A35 /4
ar 5000 on soon ez 1 sn1 JU uv i onIzV
or 5000 es snno mo 11 ?SJ 1 ZJ sa zjoM
ro 5000 se 5000 PC snnnJUUU ur JUUU
mu 1094 wo 1084 1 la snnnJUUU se snnnjUUU
so 2308 cu 2361 rp1
C
snnnJUUU ma snnnJUUU
vo 782 nu 937 rp1 c snnn CO JUUU
wo 1084 mu 1094 TP1 L. snnnJUUU ma snnnJUUU
uo 275 ae 621 PCCo snnnJUUU an snnnJUUU
uo 275 aa 49 hi1 1
1
925
1 u ooo
re 5000 ma 5000JUUU PVC V 1 IKS1 1 oJ UC 1 All
ru 2000 wa 1 ouu PC snnnJUUU an sunnJUUU
ec 3462 nc 11a snnnJUUU se snnnJUUU
nw 150 sr 9n rpI snnnJUUU CO JUUU
ua 1264 pn t nn?1 uuz. es snnnJUUU an snr inJUUU
or snnnjuuu en snnnJUUU ev 1 1 QS1 loj uc i /i ot
ru 2000 wa 1806 es 5000 ur 5000
eu 707 oa 1129 ne 5000 ma 5000
za 460 xe 358 ro 5000 ve 5000
ne 5000 CO 5000 we 1393 va 1453
mu 1094 wo 1084 ro 5000 ve 5000
ac 5000 en 5000 er 5000 us 5000
ec 3462 OS 3397 en 5000 ar 5000
oc 2248 um 2625 dl 869 ht 925
oc 2248 um 2625 er 5000 us 5000
rc 1467 nn 1 186 we 1393 va 1453
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smear
snore
swear
tease
tenor
trace
tumor
vault
venom
verse
youth
verb
verb
verb
verb
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
2
4
33
8
7
36
26
8
2
37
93
0
0
0.2
0
0
0
0.1
0
0
0
0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
6.4
6.4
6.5
6.4
6.4
6.9
6.5
em
on
ew
ae
ne
ar
mu
ua
ne
re
uo
2934
5000
764
621
5000
5000
1094
1264
5000
5000
275
os
ur
av
uo
ra
on
wo
eo
ra
na
aa
3397
5000
1196
275
5000
5000
1084
1062
5000
5000
49
TLfin bifrq SLfin bifrq
ra 5000 ve 5000
er 5000 us 5000
ra 5000 ne 5000
es 5000 ur 5000
ro 5000 ce 5000
ec 3462 om
ro 5000 se 5000
tl 1086 ff 1237
mo 3125 sa 2568
es
ht
5000 an
1H
5000
888
TLfin bifrea SLfin bifrcq
da 1967 tu 2276
el 5000 ad 5000
eg 1176 up 1265
he 23 bv 28
ed 5000 ol 5000
de 5000 fa 5000
hs 305 lc 342
yi 581 Pt 1038
el 5000 ad 5000
kc 21 tv 16
ke bo 2559
ts LI 1
1
nr 1952
ek 1 ID oh 149
dr ts 2771
kr
"7 1/l tz 72
kc 1 1LI tv 16
du 1 1 OA1 126 le 1751
el MlLIU at 5000
ya A O 14zl jo 417
el
TAAA3 (JUL) at 5000
tc A~7Ao lb KS 755
yr gm 204
hs 305 lc 342
ta 5000 he 5000
do 2093 ke 2383
et 5000 ol 5000
yi 581 Pt 1038
ts 2771 br 1952
le 5000 fa 5000
yi 581 gt 93
eg 1176 up 1265
he 23 bv 28
eg 1176 up 1265
la 5000 he 5000
la 5000 he 5000
le 5000 fa 5000
he 23 bv 28
tn 151 fs 146
ct 5000 ol 5000
le 5000 ta 5000
yi 581 gt 93
WORD
ahead
ankle
badge
belch
blade
bleed
blush
bully
cable
check
cheek
chest
choke
chord
clerk
clock
cloud
cycle
delay
eagle
elect
entry
flesh
float
flood
flute
fully
ghost
hotel
jelly
judge
latch
lodge
medal
metal
motel
mulch
plant
plate
rebel
reply
-PQS_J^EO_PRED
prep
adj
noun
noun
noun
verb
verb
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
verb
noun
noun
noun
noun
adj
noun
noun
verb
noun
noun
verb
noun
noun
adv
adj
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
adj
noun
noun
verb
noun
noun
verb
noun
109
15
6
5
26
18
12
3
6
53
33
57
22
13
45
28
64
30
15
12
42
45
52
23
24
1
66
16
147
4
81
3
17
11
68
31
1
182
44
31
35
INCONGRUENT WORD
UND TLint
0
0
0.4
0
0
0
0.1
0
0
0.1
0
0
0
0
0.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.3
0.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.22
0
0
0
0.11
0
0
5.7
6.9
6.7
6.4
6.6
7.0
6.9
7.0
6.8
6.5
5.9
5.8
7.0
6.7
6.6
6.6
6.9
6.1
6.8
6.7
6.2
7.0
6.9
6.1
7.0
7.0
6.5
6.8
6.8
6.4
6.7
6.0
7.0
6.3
6.3
6.5
4.5
6.9
7.0
6.7
7.0
eh
kn
da
le
al
el
ul
lu
ba
eh
eh
eh
oh
oh
el
ol
ol
cy
le
ga
el
tn
el
ol
ol
ul
lu
oh
to
le
du
ta
do
de
te
to
lu
al
al
be
Pe
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bifreq SLint bifreq
297 uf
345 lv
1967 fo
5000 fa
5000 et
5000 at
3674 ad
1975 fo
2760 ho
297
297
297
149
149
uf
uf
uf
ek
ek
5000 at
5000 et
5000 et
781 rp
5000 fa
2294 qu
5000 at
151 fs
5000 at
5000 et
5000 et
3674 ab
1975 fo
149 uk
5000 la
5000 fa
1126 ka
5000 le
2093 tu
5000 lo
5000 la
5000 la
i975 fo
5000 el
5000 et
2814 tu
5000 ga
389
344
1972
5000
5000
5000
5000
1972
3899
389
389
389
175
175
5000
5000
5000
764
5000
1824
5000
146
5000
5000
5000
3277
1972
90
5000
5000
406
5000
2276
5000
5000
5000
1972
5000
5000
2276
2294
1 10
WORD
robot
-£QS
—ESEO_PREDJJND_J]Unt
shade
shark
sheep
sheet
shock
stamp
stand
start
steel
stool
style
syrup
table
taffy
watch
wedge
wheel
yodel
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
verb
noun
adj
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
verb
4
39
4
24
71
33
7
58
61
48
8
117
4
242
1 .
31
4
77
2
0
0.11
0.11
0
0
0
0.33
0
0.22
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.11
0
0.11
0
6.9
6.9
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
6.8
6.8
4.9
7.0
6.5
7.0
6.4
7.0
5.9
6.4
6.9
6.7
bo
ah
ah
eh
eh
oh
at
at
at
et
ot
yt
ry
ba
fa
ta
de
eh
do
bifreq
2559
299
299
297
297
149
5000
5000
5000
5000
3044
237
2265
2760
5000
5000
5000
297
2093
SLint bifreq TLfin bifreq SLfin hifreq
ha
uk
uk
uk
uk
uk
ol
ol
ol
al
ab
pb
mp
ho
he
le
lo
uf
tu
3994
90
90
90
90
90
5000
5000
5000
5000
3277
33
2468
3899
5000
5000
5000
389
2276
to
cd
kr
pe
tc
kc
pm
dn
tr
le
lo
el
pu
el
yf
he
eg
le
le
5000
5000
71
5000
5000
21
49
132
5000
5000
5000
5000
1263
5000
46
23
1176
5000
5000
le
ol
tz
ga
lo
tv
gw
hw
Is
to
ta
ad
go
al
pb
bv
up
ta
ta
5000
5000
72
2294
5000
16
43
118
1233
5000
5000
5000
1403
5000
33
28
1265
5000
5000
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TM CONGRP SENTENCE
CONGRUENT WORD SHAPE
S' CVen? frma ! (albUm) a 'bum ° f Weddi"8 Pictures was destroyed in the fire
3
c ji , x — / *vwumg pjLiui Cj wdo uesiroycci in trie lire
Sad v even T iT^^ of weddin§ Pictur^ was destroyed in the fire.
S d v ev n T °rma ? ?mU) a 'bUm °f Wedding piCtUreS WaS destr°yed in lhc fire -
Het' t !™
a
i
(al WO)
«,bum ° f Weddi"S P-t-es was destroyed in the fire.
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
7 1 c ,, i , , ' ' ' v" " luullls pici.uiu>i u i v c i
2 2 1 it 5
3d
^
archltect
(alter) ^ter his house plans before he hired a builder
2 3 2 uZlK It ?^!!eCt ?atier ? a '.ter his house Plans before he hired a builder
2 4 3
2 5 4
3 1 4
3 2 5
3 3 1
3 4 2
3 5 3
4 1 3
4 2 4
4 3 5
4 4 1
4 5 2
5 1 2
5 2 3
5 3 4
5 4 5
5 5 1
6 1 1
6 2 2
6 3 3
6 4 4
6 5 5
f • i 5
7 2 1
7 3 2
h„„„, l ... .. : ' u^iuic li m uu o iaer.Henry had the architect (affer) alter his house plans before he hired a builderHenry had the architect (altre) alter his house plans before he hired a builder'Henry had the architect (altma) alter his house plans before he hired a builder
Alter dinner, we walked to the large outdoor (arena) arena to see the rodeo
Alter dinner, we walked to the large outdoor (aerna) arena to see the rodeo
Alter dinner, we walked to the large outdoor (aasna) arena to see the rodeo
Alter dinner, we walked to the large outdoor (arean) arena to see the rodeo
Alter dinner, we walked to the large outdoor (areus) arena to see the rodeo
1 he dark ruby wine served at dinner had a slight (aroma) aroma of cinnamon and herbs,lhe dark ruby wine served at dinner had a slight (aorma) aroma of cinnamon and herbs
I he dark ruby wine served at dinner had a slight (aesma) aroma of cinnamon and herbs
1 he dark ruby wine served at dinner had a slight (aroam) aroma of cinnamon and herbs.
1 he dark ruby wine served at dinner had a slight (aroos) aroma of cinnamon and herbs,
led and his friends bought a regional (atlas) atlas of New England for their road trip.
Ted and his friends bought a regional (altas) atlas of New England for their road trip
Ted and his friends bought a regional (affas) atlas of New England for their road trip.
Ted and his friends bought a regional (atlsa) atlas of New England for their road trip.
Ted and his friends bought a regional (atlno) atlas of New England for their road trip.
From inside our tent, I could smell (bacon) bacon cooking on the campfire.
From inside our tent, I could smell (bcaon) bacon cooking on the campfire.
From inside our tent, I could smell (bmeon) bacon cooking on the campfire.
From inside our tent, I could smell (bacno) bacon cooking on the campfire.
From inside our tent, I could smell (bacsa) bacon cooking on the campfire.
Jennifer used a typical (broom) broom and a plain black dress for her witch's costume.
Jennifer used a typical (borom) broom and a plain black dress for her witch's costume.
Jennifer used a typical (besom) broom and a plain black dress for her witch's costume.
4 3 Jennifer used a typical (bromo) broom and a plain black dress for her witch's costume.
7 5 4 Jennifer used a typical (brosa) broom and a plain black dress for her witch's costume.
4 Sandy decided to purchase the narrow (canoe) canoe instead of the wider one.
2 5 Sandy decided to purchase the narrow (cnaoe) canoe instead of the wider one.
Sandy decided to purchase the narrow (cmeoe) canoe instead of the wider one.
8 4 2 Sandy decided to purchase the narrow (caneo) canoe instead of the wider one.
8 5 3 Sandy decided to purchase the narrow (canua) canoe instead of the wider one.
9 1 3 It was the book's unusual (cover) cover that tempted Meredith into buying it.
9 2 4 It was the book's unusual (cvoer) cover that tempted Meredith into buying it.
9 3 5 It was the book's unusual (cnuer) cover that tempted Meredith into buying it.
9 4 1 It was the book's unusual (covre) cover that tempted Meredith into buying it.
9 5 2 It was the book's unusual (covco) cover that tempted Meredith into buying it.
10 1 2 The babysitter helped the little boy spread (cream) cream cheese onto his bagel.
10 2 3 The babysitter helped the little boy spread (ceram) cream cheese onto his bagel.
10 3 4 The babysitter helped the little boy spread (casam) cream cheese onto his bagel.
10 4 5 The babysitter helped the little boy spread (crema) cream cheese onto his bagel.
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&l!vwo« In
1
'
6
?
Uf b°y SprCad <creco > Cream ch— onto his bagel
Sa v I
8° Cr0Wn) Cr°Wn and a red robe whcn ^tending to be a queen
S v2 3 g°Men C°rWn) Cr0W" 3nd 3 red robe w^n pretending to b qu n
Sa v
3 g
°
CCnWn) Cr°Wn and 3 red robe whenpretending o be a queen
y wore a go den (cronw) crown and a red robe when pretending to be a queenSally wore a golden (crosr) crown and a red robe when pretending to be a qu en
^ 2Z M ^ 3 Hanger°US (CUrV6) Wh-C -Xs
C
occur.
Ar d n 2 I! h ^ 3 Hanger°US (CrUVC) CUrVC Wh£re ma"y atcidenls occur.
Ar d n 2 J ^ 3 h ger°US (CWaVC) CUrVC WherC ma"y accid^ ts °^ur.
Area re d m v J £ " ?
nger°US CUrV£ Where accidenls ^cur.
The sen or cla^^ " * , (CUrUC) CUrVe where accidents occur,i n i ass hosted a casual (dance) dance to raise money for graduationThe emor c ass hosted a casual (dnace) dance to raise money for gradu onTh nior c ass hosted a casual (dcoce) dance to raise money for graduationThe emor c ass hosted a casual (danec) dance to raise monej for graduationThe mor class hosted a casual (danos) dance to raise money for graduationThe h e boy s smile made the adult (doubt) doubt that he was telling the truthThe h e boy s smi e made the adult (duobt) doubt that he was telling the truth
I he h e boy s nude made the adult (daebt) doubt that he was telling the truthThe h e boy s smile made the adult (doutb) doubt that he was telling the truthThe little boy s smile made the adult (doudh) doubt that he was telling the truth
Research has found that live (drama) drama is an effective way to teach about AIDSResearch has found that live (darma) drama is an effective way to teach about AIDs'
Research has found that live (donma) drama is an effective way to teach about AIDS
Research has found that live (draam) drama is an effective way to teach about AIDS
'
Research has found that live (draos) drama is an effective way to teach about AIDS
'
1 he girls giggled as Lisa told them about the funny (dream) dream she had last night
1 he gir s giggled as Lisa told them about the funny (deram) dream she had last night
I he girls giggled as Lisa told them about the funny (dasam) dream she had last night
1 he girls giggled as Lisa told them about the funny (drema) dream she had last night
The girls giggled as Lisa told them about the funny (dreco) dream she had last night
Julie applied ice to her painful (elbow) elbow after she injured it in the tennis match
Julie applied ice to her painful (eblow) elbow after she injured it in the tennis match
Julie applied ice to her painful (ettow) elbow after she injured it in the tennis match.
Julie applied ice to her painful (elbwo) elbow after she injured it in the tennis match.
Julie applied ice to her painful (elbmu) elbow after she injured it in the tennis match.
We were shocked to hear that the powerful (elder) elder had abused the young boy.
We were shocked to hear that the powerful (edler) elder had abused the young boy.
We were shocked to hear that the powerful (enter) elder had abused the young boy.
We were shocked to hear that the powerful (eldre) elder had abused the young boy.
We were shocked to hear that the powerful (eldma) elder had abused the young boy.
Kenneth built a straight (fence) fence that followed his property line in the backyard.
Kenneth built a straight (fnece) fence that followed his property line in the backyard.
Kenneth built a straight (fcoce) fence that followed his property line in the backyard.
Kenneth built a straight (fenec) fence that followed his property line in the backyard.
Kenneth built a straight (fenos) fence that followed his property line in the backyard.
A political debate is an ideal time to hear each candidate (focus) focus on the issues.
A political debate is an ideal time to hear each candidate (fcous) focus on the issues.
A political debate is an ideal time to hear each candidate (fmaus) focus on the issues.
A political debate is an ideal time to hear each candidate (focsu) focus on the issues.
A political debate is an ideal time to hear each candidate (focno) focus on the issues.
The fans watched the coach (force) force his team to run laps after their defeat.
The fans watched the coach (frocc) force his team to run laps after their defeat.
The fans watched the coach (fsecc) force his team to run laps after their defeat.
The fans watched the coach (force) force his team to run laps after their defeat.
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22 1 5 £1::^ <J*»> «>™ his team to run .aps after their defeat.
22 2 1 sZl - (1 h ramc) frame 10 thc refrigerator with his picture inside
22 3 2 S m a acted T J"™0 frame l° lh ° refri8erator wilh his P^re inside
22 4 3 I ^ C magnCllC (,0nmc ) frame '0 the refrigerator with his picture inside
22 5 4 IZa cJed^
23 1 4 ^v^^^^^ l° lh° rdri^ ral° r Wilh his 5*« inside.
23 2 s rZ u , J
C aWycr (lrown) frown after hearing *e disappointing verdict
23 4 2 S ' " W ° ° 1 ° 'aWyCr (1CnWn) fr0Wn after hearing the disappointing verdict23 4 2 Th jury watched the lawyer (fronw) frown after hearing the disappointing Ve2-
'
24 2 4 Th p ° n't '
gfaCC) graCC thC CanV3S
'
producin
^
desired of***
The o n , '
8arCC) 8raCe lhc canvas
'
produdn
« the desired effect
Th n
Y 8°nCC) 8raCC lhc Canvas
' Produdn^ desired effect.
Th E n
gCm Y graCC) graCC thC CanV3S
' Pr0ducin8 the desired effect.
A mv "Id h ' r
8Cmly (gra°m) graCC th
°
CanV3S
' Pr0dudn^ desired effect.y grand a her s arm, we watched the cattle (graze) graze in the field for hours.At my grandfather s farm, we watched the cattle (garze) graze in the field lor hoursA my grandfather s larm, we watched the cattle (gonze) graze in the field for hours.A my grand lather s larm, we watched the cattle (graez) graze in the field for hours.At my grandfathers larm, we watched the cattle (grauv) graze in the field lor hoursWhen the handsome (groom) groom entered the church, the bride's mother began to cryWhen the handsome (gorom) groom entered the church, the bride's mother began to cryWhen the handsome (gesom) groom entered the church, the bride's mother began to cryWhen the handsome (gromo) groom entered the church, the bride's mother began to cryWhen the handsome (grosa) groom entered the church, the bride's mother began to cry
Alter the age ol lour, a female (horse) horse is considered an adult and called a mare
Alter the age ol four, a female (hrose) horse is considered an adult and called a mare
Alter the age of four, a female (hsesc) horse is considered an adult and called a mare
After the age of four, a female (horcs) horse is considered an adult and called a mare.
Alter the age of four, a female (horur) horse is considered an adult and called a mare
Alter decades of constant (human) human intervention, many rainforests are destroyed.
28 2 5 After decades of constant (hmuan) human intervention, many rainforests are destroyed.
I Alter decades of constant (hwoan) human intervention, many rainforests arc destroyed.
Alter decades of constant (humna) human intervention, many rainforests are destroyed.
Alter decades of constant (humse) human intervention, many rainforests arc destroyed.
Although Christopher was a regular (loser) loser at the Bingo table, he loved to play.
Although Christopher was a regular (lsoer) loser at the Bingo table, he loved to play.
Although Christopher was a regular (leuer) loser at the Bingo table, he loved to play.
Although Christopher was a regular (losre) loser at the Bingo table, he loved to play.
29 5 2 Although Christopher was a regular (losma) loser at the Bingo table, he loved to play.
30 1 2 During October, the active (lover) lover of the outdoors collected colorful leaves.
30 2 3 During October, the active (lvoer) lover of the outdoors collected colorful leaves.
30 3 4 During October, the active (lnuer) lover of the outdoors collected colorful leaves.
30 4 5 During October, the active (lovre) lover of the outdoors collected colorful leaves.
3 <) 5 1 During October, the active (lovco) lover of the outdoors collected colorful leaves.
31 1 1 The band saw the conductor (lower) lower his baton, indicating that the piece was over.
31 2 2 The band saw the conductor (lwoer) lower his baton, indicating that the piece was over.
31 3 3 The band saw the conductor (lmuer) lower his baton, indicating that the piece was over.
31 4 4 The band saw the conductor (lowre) lower his baton, indicating that the piece was over.
315 5 The band saw the conductor (lowma) lower his baton, indicating that the piece was over.
32 1 5 When my brother found the tiny (mouse) mouse under his bed, he shrieked like a girl.
32 2 1 When my brother found the tiny (muose) mouse under his bed, he shrieked like a girl.
32 3 2 When my brother found the tiny (maese) mouse under his bed, he shrieked like a girl.
32 4 3 When my brother found the tiny (moues) mouse under his bed, he shrieked like a girl.
24 3 5
24 4 1
24 5 2
25 1 2
25 2 3
25 3 4
25 4 5
25 5 1
26 1 1
26 2 2
26 3 3
26 4 4
26 5 5
27 1 5
27 2 1
27 3 2
27 4 3
27 5 4
28 1 4
28
28
29
29
29
29
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33 1 4 If vrm want tr, , V J K"~"a"' unucr nis oca, ne shrieked ke a eirl
33 2 5 you w2 o vC 3 ' 63,1 m°Uth) m°Uth WitH White ,eelh ' brush and ^SS regularly
33 3 l J°uZ o h 8 '^ mUOth) mOUth with whitc teeth - brush a»d njffl
33 4 2 you wam o I *
'^ "^^ m°Uth With WhitC leeth
'
brush and floss ^gularly
33 5 3 youZ °
veac ean mouht) mouth w.th white teeth, brush and floss regularly.
34 1 3 TheTonTes and ,
* ° f"
(m°Uld) m°Uth WUh WhUe teeth
<
brush and ^ularl
.
34 2 4 Then™
e? argeSt(nerve ) nervei"^ human body is the sciatic nerve.
34 3 5 !I argeSt nrCVe) nme the human b0^ is the nerve.
34 4 1 rtZg * (nmaVC) nerVC in the human body is the sciatic nerve., nnUa . . x 7— '** "1V " ""> nuuy m
34 5 2 In ^1^
3rgeSt (ner£V)
"
erVe in the human body ls the scia^ nerve.
35 1 2 WhenT I a arg,eSt (nemC) nerVC in the human body is the sciatic nerve.
35 3 W " £ °I~? <nurse >"« sh™ed us to the waiting room.2 whon ,„0 „oi a . r— ^ / iiui ac aiiuwcu l in ni
35 3 4 men w J
1^10"8
'
the helpful
<
nruSe
>
nurse showed
•» to the waiting room.
35 4 5 E " SI ° r H ireCtl°nS ' hdpful (nW3Se) nUrSC showed us 10 the waiting room.
35 5 1 ZZ Z I , ° r ?eCtl°nS ' hdpful (nUres) nUrSe Sh0wed us t0 lhe waiting room.
36 1 Hannahfexn. ll TT' ^^^™™ sh°Wed us t0 the waiting room.
36 2 2 Hann I
?
r ^ 0Cea" a"d it§^ SpedeS °" her scuba diving trip.ah explored the deep (oecan) ocean and its many species on her scuba diving tripHannah exp ored the deep (oosan) ocean and its many species on her scuba diving tripHannah exp ored the deep (ocena) ocean and its many species on her scuba diving tripHannah explored the deep (ocese) ocean and its many species on her scuba diving tripWe thanked the generous (owner) owner of the bakery for donating the pastriesWe thanked the generous (onwer) owner of the bakery for donating the pastriesWe thanked the generous (osrer) owner of the bakery for donating the pastriesWe thanked the generous (ownre) owner of the bakery for donating the pastriesWe thanked the generous (ownco) owner of the bakery for donating the pastries
The actress inserted a dramatic (pause) pause into her final line of the scene.
The actress inserted a dramatic (puase) pause into her final line of the scene.
The actress inserted a dramatic (peose) pause into her final line of the scene.
The actress inserted a dramatic (paues) pause into her final line of the scene.
The actress inserted a dramatic (pauan) pause into her final line of the scene.
The class watched the professor (prove) prove the mathematical theorem on the board.
The class watched the professor (porve) prove the mathematical theorem on the board.
The class watched the professor (penve) prove the mathematical theorem on the board.
The class watched the professor (proev) prove the mathematical theorem on the board.
The class watched the professor (prouc) prove the mathematical theorem on the board.
For good luck, Angela brought her favorite (purse) purse with her on the blind date.
40 2 3 For good luck, Angela brought her favorite (pruse) purse with her on the blind date.
40 3 4 For good luck, Angela brought her favorite (pwase) purse with her on the blind date.
40 4 5 For good luck, Angela brought her favorite (pures) purse with her on the blind date.
40 5 1 For good luck, Angela brought her favorite (purur) purse with her on the blind date.
41 1 1 The children got scared when the evil (queen) queen yelled, "Off with her head!"
41 2 2 The children got scared when the evil (qeuen) queen yelled, "Off with her head!"
413 3 The children got scared when the evil (qoaen) queen yelled, "Off with her head!"
41 4 4 The children got scared when the evil (quene) queen yelled, "Off with her head!"
41 5 5 The children got scared when the evil (quema) queen yelled, "Off with her head!"
42 1 5 After moving into our house, we used a sharp (razor) razor to open the boxes quickly.
42 2 1 After moving into our house, we used a sharp (rzaor) razor to open the boxes quickly.
42 3 2 After moving into our house, we used a sharp (rxeor) razor to open the boxes quickly.
42 4 3 After moving into our house, we used a sharp (razro) razor to open the boxes quickly.
42 5 4 After moving into our house, we used a sharp (razve) razor to open the boxes quickly.
43 1 4 Since I'm so lazy, I normally (renew) renew my library books the day they arc due.
43 2 5 Since I'm so lazy, I normally (rnecw) renew my library books the day they arc due.
43 3 1 Since I'm so lazy, I normally (rcoew) renew my library books the day they are due.
43 4 2 Since I'm so lazy, I normally (renwe) renew my library books the day they are due.
36 3 3
36 4 4
36 5 5
37 1 5
37 2 1
37 3 2
37 4 3
37 5 4
38 1 4
38 2 5
38 3 1
38 4 2
38 5 3
39 1 3
39 2 4
39 3 5
39 4 1
39 5 2
40 1 2
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44 1 3 fZlZ«1^1rmfy (rrVa) PeneW my Hbrary b00ks lhc daV ^ey are due.
44 2 4 w up ew T^ ou ; a^ut the ugly (rumor) rumor being sprcadaround school.
44 3 5 w up ZlZ o h
°U
t°
Ut 1 6 U§ly (rmU°r) rUm°r bdn§ SPread around s^
44 4 l w Zll\ wnen 1 ° 3K0Ut ^ U§ly (rW°°r) rUm°r bein§ SPread arou"d school.
44 5 2 w up wn n h
° ^°
Ut Ugly (rUmr0) rUm°r bdnS SPread around "*°oL
45 1 2 T^e ale Int" n 7' V^ Ugly (mmVe) rUm°r bdn§ sPread around school
45 2 3 Th! 5
m°Stly (scare) scare tactics t0 §et the couPle to buy life insurance
4 3 S !™^
Thl Z 'I m°St Y S£nre) SCarC t3CtiCS 10^ the COUP'e 10 b»y «fc ^urance.
The ™ "'I
m°St Y SC3er) SC3re taCtics 10 get the couPle t0 buy Iife durance,l h a esman used mostly (scaus) scare tactics to get the couple to buy life insurance,ihe ar ist painted a charming (scene) scene of an early autumn morning in New Englandine artist painted a charming (secne) scene of an early autumn morning in New Englandine artist painted a charming (sosne) scene of an early autumn morning in New England
i he artist painted a charming (sceen) scene of an early autumn morning in New England
u/k "I?
Pa
u
nted 3 charmin§ (scear ) scene of an early autumn morning in New England
Zu ^g u
r
°f
6 CUrfeW
'
We dedded 10 Pr°Perly (scold ) scold her for her behavior
'
Zu *78 °
UrfeW
'
WC dedded 10 Pr°Perly (socld ) sco,d her for her behavior.
^
8 J hCr CUrf6W ' We dedded t0 Pr°Perly (sumld ) scold her for her behavior.When Meg broke her curfew, we decided to properly (scodl) scold her for her behaviorWhen Meg broke her curfew, we decided to properly (scoht) scold her for her behavior
They selected the girl with the highest (score) score on the SAT for the position
They selected the girl with the highest (socre) score on the SAT for the position
They selected the girl with the highest (sumre) score on the SAT for the position
They selected the girl with the highest (scoer) score on the SAT for the position
They selected the girl with the highest (scous) score on the SAT for the position.
Martin added an extra (screw) screw to the bookcase shelf to give it more support.
Martin added an extra (sreew) screw to the bookcase shelf to give it more support.
Martin added an extra (snnew) screw to the bookcase shelf to give it more support.
Martin added an extra (scrwe) screw to the bookcase shelf to give it more support.
Martin added an extra (scrva) screw to the bookcase shelf to give it more support.
The entire class saw Richard (smear) smear the writing on the chalkboard on purpose.
50 2 3 The entire class saw Richard (semar) smear the writing on the chalkboard on purpose.
50 3 4 The entire class saw Richard (sosar) smear the writing on the chalkboard on purpose.
50 4 5 The entire class saw Richard (smera) smear the writing on the chalkboard on purpose.
50 5 1 The entire class saw Richard (smeve) smear the writing on the chalkboard on purpose.
51 1 1 Da<J manages to somehow (snore) snore loud enough to wake up everyone but himself.
51 2 2 Dad manages to somehow (sonre) snore loud enough to wake up everyone but himself.
51 3 3 Dad manages to somehow (surre) snore loud enough to wake up everyone but himself.
51 4 4 Dad manages to somehow (snoer) snore loud enough to wake up everyone but himself.
51 5 5 Dad manages to somehow (snous) snore loud enough to wake up everyone but himself.
52 1 5 To teach good values, most parents rarely (swear) swear in front of their children.
52 2 1 To teach good values, most parents rarely (sewar) swear in front of their children.
52 3 2 To teach good values, most parents rarely (savar) swear in front of their children.
52 4 3 To teach good values, most parents rarely (swera) swear in front of their children.
52 5 4 To teach good values, most parents rarely (swene) swear in front of their children.
53 1 4 My sorority sisters regularly (tease) tease me about my poor driving skills.
53 2 5 My sorority sisters regularly (taese) tease me about my poor driving skills.
53 3 1 My sorority sisters regularly (tuose) tease me about my poor driving skills.
53 4 2 My sorority sisters regularly (teaes) tease me about my poor driving skills.
53 5 3 My sorority sisters regularly (teaur) tease mc about my poor driving skills.
54 1 3 It was unfortunate that the worst (tenor) tenor in the choir was also the loudest.
54 2 4 It was unfortunate that the worst (tneor) tenor in the choir was also the loudest.
54 3 5 It was unfortunate that the worst (traor) tenor in the choir was also the loudest.
54 4 1 It was unfortunate that the worst (tenro) tenor in the choir was also the loudest.
45 4 5
45 5 1
46 1 1
46 2 2
46 3 3
46 4 4
46 5 5
47 1 5
47 2 1
47 3 2
47 4 3
47 5 4
48 1 4
48 2 5
48 3 1
48 4 2
48 5 3
49 1 3
49 2 4
49 3 5
49 4 1
49 5 2
50 1 2
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55 1 2 iZ^tZZT thf worst (tence) tenor in the choir was also the loudest.
55 2 3 Detective KZ1/ 1, '^^^ °f blood at the cri™ ^ene.
55 3 4 rw £ Y
f0U"d 3 Shght (tarce
> trace of blood ^ the crime scene
5 Detective Kenned^ ["^"h
3
^v^u
^
t0nce
^
trace of blood at the crime scene.
55 5 1 He\IT I 7 °Und 3 Shght (tr3ec > trace of bl00d at the crime scene.
56 1 ! ?h r
6 KeTdy [°md 3 Slight <lraom ) trace of "bod at the crime scene.
56 2 2 Th Zv ZT °" ^ en°rm°US (tUm°r) tUm0r Was slow and ^1.
56 3 3 Th ov ! Z T °PCr " °n ?6 en°rm0US (tmU°r) tUm0r Was slow and P™iul.
56 4 4 T cov w I eoPe^ononthe enormous (twoor) tumor was slow and painful.
56 5 5 T cov v Z 5 ^ " °" ? en°rm°US (tUmro) tUm0r was s,ow and Pai "'"'-
57 1 5 TheS h ™ u °Peratl°n °" th£ en°rm0US ^tumse ) tumor was slow and painful
57 2 1 rt
P U
J
C
J f 6mpty (V3Ult) V3U,t in the bank for clues robbery
57 3 7 Th
P
°
r"6 1led thC empty (VU3lt) VaU,t in the bank for clues from the robbery
57 4 3 It
P
° ^ ^ empty (V£0lt) V3U,t in the bank for clues {™™ the robbery!
57 5 4 Th
P
°
r'6 tHe Cmpty (V3Utl) Vau,t in the bank for clues from the robberyJ
' J t 1 he no ice. stuHipH tho 0 «,r, ( ., / rr\ • J
58 i 4 S^m.Sfi!!!.!!!"
K
(vauff) vault in the bank for clues from lhe robbery
58 2 5
58 3 1
58 4 2
58 5 3
59 1 3
59 2 4
11 I i ^
y
!
6 memorized the fourth (vnase) verse of the sonVafteVh7aVing it only once
Fvp" ! !w! ™"! °i !Je danSerous (venom ) venom from a cobra can be deadly.
I Kyle memorized the fourth (vrese) verse of the song after hearing it only once!
p o v , .v.viii uuni u vuui tail uc uc ui
i Rvp" I !!!°?!! ^ !?
C dangerous
(vneom) venom from a cobra can be deadly.
;
I Kyle memorized the fourth (verse) verse'^^tit^^^^^
E en a sma amount of the dangerous (vraom) venom from a cobra can be deadly38 4 2 Even a sma amount of the dangerous (venmo) venom from a cobra can be deadly
Even a small amount of the dangerous (vensa) venom from a cobra can be deadly.
™!™"f
ed
!J
e
!
ourth iveres
\
verse of the son§ after hearing il onlv °nce -
Many adults often accuse (yaathj youth of being lazy ' indulgent,' and rude.
60 4 5
, ,< i 5?.
m
Tu
T1Zt
c
d the f°Urth (ver3n) Verse of the song after hearinS il only once-
Many adults often accuse (yuoth) youth of beini lazy,' indulgent,' and rude.
Many adults often accuse (youth) youth of being lazy, indulgent, and rude.
60 3 4
4 5 Many adults often accuse (youht) youth of being lazy, indulgent', and rude.
60 5 1 Many adults often accuse (yould) youth of being lazy, indulgent, and rude.
1NCONGRUENT WORD SHAPE
TM CONGRP SENTENCE
1 1 Jonathan has a tendency to wander (ahead) ahead of the group, causing him to get lost.
2 2 Jonathan has a tendency to wander (aehad) ahead of the group, causing him to get lost.
3 3 Jonathan has a tendency to wander (aufad) ahead of the group, causing him to get lost.
4 4 Jonathan has a tendency to wander (aheda) ahead of the group, causing him to get lost.
5 5 Jonathan has a tendency to wander (ahetu) ahead of the group, causing him to get lost.
1 5 Our quarterback has a minor (ankle) ankle injury but should be able to play tomorrow.
1 Our quarterback has a minor (aknle) ankle injury but should be able to play tomorrow.
2 3 2 Our quarterback has a minor (alvle) ankle injury but should be able to play tomorrow.
2 4 3 Our quarterback has a minor (ankel) ankle injury but should be able to play tomorrow.
2 5 4 Our quarterback has a minor (ankad) ankle injury but should be able to play tomorrow.
3 14 The soldier earned a colorful (badge) badge for his bravery and accomplishments.
3 2 5 The soldier earned a colorful (bdage) badge for his bravery and accomplishments.
3 3 1 The soldier earned a colorful (bfoge) badge for his bravery and accomplishments.
3 4 2 The soldier earned a colorful (badcg) badge for his bravery and accomplishments.
3 5 3 The soldier earned a colorful (badup) badge for his bravery and accomplishments.
4 13 Thomas let out a huge (belch) belch during class, causing even the teacher to laugh.
4 2 4 Thomas let out a huge (blcch) belch during class, causing even the teacher to laugh.
4 3 5 Thomas let out a huge (bfach) belch during class, causing even the teacher to laugh.
4 4 1 Thomas let out a huge (belhc) belch during class, causing even the teacher to laugh.
4 5 2 Thomas let out a huge (belbv) belch during class, causing even the teacher to laugh.
5 12 Last Saturday afternoon, Jeff replaced the rusty (blade) blade on the lawn mower.
1 17
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6
6 2 2
6 3 3
rl
S
! tultl !^"°0n ' ?? rePlaccd lht rus( y (ba>^) blade on the
Last Wednesday, I accidentally cut an electric (cbale) cable while gardening outside
5 3 4 TpctQo, a c '^'dceu me ty h ide lawn mower
\Z !?!™°0n ' *5 rC"laCcd *• 0>e«e) blade on .ho iawn3 \
Last Wednesday
,1 accidentally cut an electric (cable) cablVwhncgard7n"ng outside.
5 4 S t act Co. r ' --r--"""- ">* 'u^ij v i,i;iuc; ui a inc l mower
!"!™°n
' *? rCP'aCed the ™* (h>aed) blade on the lawn m«wcr.
Our teacher sent the violent (bulptj bully to the office until he calmed down!
5 5 1 T Saturn™ of. ' ,T/~r >- ^""t^ "i uc inc owe
1 1 ^£^1^!!^^ r?'fCCd !hG rUSly« b,ade °n *» lawn mower.
4 4
6 5 5
7 1 5
7 2 1
7 3 2
4 3
5 4
1 4
2 5
3 1
Our teacher sent the violent (bulyl) bully to the office until he calmed down.'
It disturb tL T ° mC mS y (blaol) c 0,1 lhc ^OW
d sub d f
nCra
°
W3lC S°ldier (blCCd) b 'eed 10 dcalh from his ^mds.
d u b d
8
1
WatC
u
H S°ldier (beled) b,Ced 10 dcalh ,rom his
—ds.
6 4 4 d m Lh -
3 S°ldier (b3tCd) bked 10 dCalh fr0m his wounds
-
d u h H T §enera l° W3tCh the S° ldier (blede) b,eed t0 dcalh from his rounds.It disturbed the general to watch the soldier (blefa) bleed to death from his woundsDave s entrance caused Anne to slightly (blush) blush because of her crush on him'Uave s entrance caused Anne to slightly (bulsh) blush because of her crush on him'Uave s entrance caused Anne to slightly (badsh) blush because of her crush on him
7 < n.
S ^ C3USed Anne l° Slightly (bluhs) b,ush bccausc of hcr crush on him
'
Dave s entrance caused Anne to slightly (blulc) blush because of her crush on him
'
8
8
8
Our teacher sent the violent (bully) bully to the office until he calmed downOur teacher sent the violent (bluly) bully to the office until he calmed downOur teacher sent the violent (bfoly) bully to the office until he calmed down
Q t <- T 1 WI A i t V^"'"7 vvi iii, dlUUIHIl i ue.
Q a 1 . ™esday' 1 ^identally cut an electric (chole) cable while gardening outside.Last Wednesday, I accidentally cut an electric (cabel) cable while gardening outside
Last Wednesday, I accidentally cut an electric (cabad) cable while gardening outside.
in i \ c u
t0 Pay tWCnty d°UarS because the last
<
check) check that she wr°te bouncedSue had to pay twenty dollars because the last (cehek) check that she wrote bounced
j ... , , * V .Tiiin, iuvillll UUIMUD
r!!! ZIa ! |,
1y "
10 1 2
10 2 3
Sue had to pay twenty dollars because the last (cufck) check that she wrote bounced
10 4 5
10 5
4 5 Sue had to pay twenty dollars because the last (chekc) check that she wrote bounced.
5 Sue had to pay twenty dollars because the last (chetv) check that she wrote bounced.HI 1 Angela gently caressed the baby's gentle (cheek) cheek until it fell asleep.112 2 Angela gently caressed the baby's gentle (cehek) cheek until it fell asleep.113 3 Angela gently caressed the baby's gentle (cufek) cheek until it fell asleep.114 4 Angela gently caressed the baby's gentle (cheke) cheek until it fell asleep.115 5 Angela gently caressed the baby's gentle (chebo) cheek until it fell asleep.
12 1 5 Michael moved the handcrafted colonial (chest) chest of drawers to the guest bedroom,
i '
- 1 Michael moved the handcrafted colonial (cehst) chest of drawers to the guest bedroom.
12 3 2 Michael moved the handcrafted colonial (cufst) chest of drawers to the guest bedroom.
12 4 3 Michael moved the handcrafted colonial (diets) chest of drawers to the guest bedroom.
12 5 4 Michael moved the handcrafted colonial (chebr) chest of drawers to the guest bedroom.
13 1 4 The mother gasped when she saw her baby (choke) choke on the strained peas.
13 2 5 The mother gasped when she saw her baby (cohke) choke on the strained peas.
13 3 1 The mother gasped when she saw her baby (cekke) choke on the strained peas.
13 4 2 The mother gasped when she saw her baby (choek) choke on the strained peas.
13 5 3 The mother gasped when she saw her baby (chool) choke on the strained peas.
1 4 1 3 The composer selected a suitable (chord) chord progression to use in his symphony.
14 2 4 The composer selected a suitable (cohrd) chord progression to use in his symphony.
14 3 5 The composer selected a suitable (cckrd) chord progression to use in his symphony.
14 4 1 The composer selected a suitable (chodr) chord progression to use in his symphony.
14 5 2 The composer selected a suitable (chols) chord progression to use in his symphony.
15 12 1 asked the friendly (clerk) clerk at the grocery store to help me find the peanuts.
15 2 3 I asked the friendly (cclrk) clerk at the grocery store to help me find the peanuts.
15 3 4 I asked the friendly (catrk) clerk at the grocery store to help me find the peanuts.
15 4 5 1 asked the friendly (clekr) clerk at the grocery store to help me find the peanuts.
15 5 1 I asked the friendly (cletz) clerk at the grocery store to help me find the peanuts.
16 1 1 We were surprised when the reliable (clock) clock in the living room stopped running.
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" 3 3 WeweLZ^
16 4 4 We w I 6 IT T rdl3ble (CClCk) C '0Ck in the livi"8 r°™ "W* runni g
16 5 5 We T P 1 Whe" thC rdiable <C,okc ) c,ock in ^ living room stopped run, n!
7 1 5 ^
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SurP"sed when the reliable (clotv) clock in the living room stoppedZ nt
7 2 1 Be
6 3 Pr°gram 10 idCntify (d°Ud) d°Ud ^CS 10 aid in wcalhcr pS I
Benz : :z
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i°
i
H
denti
? ,
(coiud) c,oud iypes i° aid in w- th
-sss:
Be w o
P §ram
^
nUfy (GetUd) d0ud tyPes lo aid in wcather Paction.
Be w o nl°
gram
1° '
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?
(Cl°du) C'°Ud typeS 10 aid in weath
-
Potion.
Our ZZ h Ph 8T ^dentlfy (d0fe) doud tyP£s to aid in wealher Paction.
On n k h
maChmC h3S 3 t0tal (Cyde) Cyc,e time of three hour
* for one loaf.ur ew bread machine has a total (ccyle) cycle time of three hours for one loafOur new bread machine has a total (crple) cycle time of three hours for one loaf'Our new bread machine has a total (cycel) cycle time of three hours for one loafOur new bread machine has a total (cycat) cycle time of three hours for one loaf
I he ayoffs caused a temporary (delay) delay in the shipment of outgoing productsThe ayoffs caused a temporary (dleay) delay in the shipment of outgoing products'The ayoffs caused a temporary (dfaay) delay in the shipment of outgoing products.The ayoffs caused a temporary (delya) delay in the shipment of outgoing products
I he layoffs caused a temporary (deljo) delay in the shipment of outgoing products
Surprising y , the average (eagle) eagle has 7000 feathers but weighs only nine pounds
Surprisingly, the average (egale) eagle has 7000 feathers but weighs only nine pounds
Surprisingly, the average (equle) eagle has 7000 feathers but weighs only nine pounds
90 k ,
Surprisingly, the average (eagel) eagle has 7000 feathers but weighs only nine pounds
Surprisingly, the average (eagat) eagle has 7000 feathers but weighs only nine pounds
1 he citizens were told to carefully (elect) elect their government officials
The citizens were told to carefully (eelct) elect their government officials.
The citizens were told to carefully (eatct) elect their government officials.
The citizens were told to carefully (eletc) elect their government officials.
The citizens were told to carefully (eleks) elect their government officials.
They accepted the late (entry) entry although it was submitted long after the deadline.
They accepted the late (etnry) entry although it was submitted long after the deadline.
They accepted the late (efsry) entry although it was submitted long after the deadline.
They accepted the late (entyr) entry although it was submitted long after the deadline.
They accepted the late (entgm) entry although it was submitted long after the deadline.
The shark used its sharp teeth to tear the tough (flesh) flesh off of the sea lion.
The shark used its sharp teeth to tear the tough (felsh) flesh off of the sea lion.
The shark used its sharp teeth to tear the tough (fatsh) flesh off of the sea lion.
The shark used its sharp teeth to tear the tough (flehs) flesh off of the sea lion.
The shark used its sharp teeth to tear the tough (flelc) flesh off of the sea lion.
24 1 3 How does a submarine (float) float back to the surface after exploring underwater?
24 2 4 How does a submarine (folat) float back to the surface after exploring underwater?
24 3 5 How does a submarine (fetat) float back to the surface after exploring underwater?
24 4 1 How does a submarine (flota) float back to the surface after exploring underwater?
24 5 2 How does a submarine (flohe) float back to the surface after exploring underwater?
25 1 2 The damage from the terrible (flood) flood cost the town thousands of dollars.
25 2 3 The damage from the terrible (folod) flood cost the town thousands of dollars.
25 3 4 The damage from the terrible (fetod) flood cost the town thousands of dollars.
25 4 5 The damage from the terrible (flodo) flood cost the town thousands of dollars.
25 5 1 The damage from the terrible (floke) flood cost the town thousands of dollars.
26 1 1 Did you know that a longer (flute) flute will produce a lower pitch than a shorter one?
26 2 2 Did you know that a longer (fulte) flute will produce a lower pitch than a shorter one?
26 3 3 Did you know that a longer (fabtc) flute will produce a lower pitch than a shorter one?
26 4 4 Did you know that a longer (fluel) flute will produce a lower pitch than a shorter one?
26 5 5 Did you know that a longer (lluol) flute will produce a lower pitch than a shorter one?
27 1 5 Ellen couldn't gel the artificial sweetener to dissolve (fully) fully in her iced tea.
17 3 2
17 4 3
17 5 4
18 1 4
18 2 5
18 3 1
18 4 2
18 5 3
19 1 3
19 2 4
19 3 5
19 4 1
19 5 2
20 1 2
20 2 3
20 3 4
21 1 1
21 2 2
21 3 3
21 4 4
21 5 5
22 1 5
22 2 1
22 3 2
22 4 3
22 5 4
23 1 4
23 2 5
23 3 1
23 4 2
23 5 3
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27 4 3 FllenZ I- !! u am 'Cla sweetener to dissolve (ffoly) fully in her iced tea.
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28 1 4 Z L8 I w SWCetener 10 di8S0lve ( fulP ( ) fu,,y in h< r tea.
28 2 5 J" ° 22SS ^?St > **" - -d at the Halloween party.Ine hnnrrht o k i f , vo ' 6 iu reau i me
28 3 l j°e bou! ° ^ (g
°hs
°
gh°st stories to read al thc ^ween party.
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°
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29 4 1
29 5 2
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36 W°rked
"
an £XPensive (hotel ) hotel * the front desk
*
D ring co ege, Rachael worked in an expensive (htoel) hotel at the front deskDuring co ege, Rachael worked in an expensive (hlael) hotel at the front desk'During co ege, Rachael worked in an expensive (hotle) hotel at the front deskDuring college Rachael worked in an expensive (hotfa) hotel at the front desk.
30 2 \ R aT ? madC fr£Sh °' e,ly) je"y fr0m the strawberries found in their backyard
30 3 4 z2 ^!^i 9:iei.y>^ the ^ in ^ir 0^*.
30 4 5
30 5 1
31 1 1
31 2 2
31 3 3
31 4 4
31 5 5
32 1 5
32 2 1
32 3 2
32 4 3
32 5 4
33 1 4
33 2 5
33 3 1
33 4 2
33 5 3
Ben and Amanda made fresh O'faly) jelly from the strawberries found in their backyardBen and Amanda made fresh (jelyl) jelly from the strawberries found in their backyard'Ben and Amanda made fresh (jelgt) jelly from the strawberries found in their backyard
For over a week, the careful (judge) judge reviewed the details of the abuse case
tor over a week, the careful Qduge) judge reviewed the details of the abuse case
hor over a week, the careful (jkage) judge reviewed the details of the abuse case
K>r over a week, the careful O'udeg) judge reviewed the details of the abuse case
bor over a week, the careful (judup) judge reviewed the details of the abuse case
Susanna tried to open the briefcase but neither (latch) latch would unlock properly.
Susanna tried to open the briefcase but neither (ltach) latch would unlock properly.
Susanna tried to open the briefcase but neither (llech) latch would unlock properly.
Susanna tried to open the briefcase but neither (lathe) latch would unlock properly.
Susanna tried to open the briefcase but neither (latbv) latch would unlock properly.
Maria and her husband like to vacation at their quiet (lodge) lodge in the Rockies.
Maria and her husband like to vacation at their quiet (ldoge) lodge in the Rockies.
Maria and her husband like to vacation at their quiet (Huge) lodge in the Rockies.
Maria and her husband like to vacation at their quiet (lodeg) lodge in the Rockies.
Maria and her husband like to vacation at their quiet (lodup) lodge in the Rockies.
34 1 3 We clapped as the proud (medal) medal recipients took their places on the platforms.
34 2 4 We clapped as the proud (mdeal) medal recipients took their places on the platforms.
34 3 5 We clapped as the proud (mloal) medal recipients took their places on the platforms.
34 4 1 We clapped as the proud (media) medal recipients took their places on the platforms.
34 5 2 We clapped as the proud (medhe) medal recipients took their places on the platforms.
35 1 2 Jewelry made from a valuable (metal) metal such as gold or platinum can be very pricey.
35 2 3 Jewelry made from a valuable (mteal) metal such as gold or platinum can be very pricey.
35 3 4 Jewelry made from a valuable (mlaal) metal such as gold or platinum can be very pricey.
35 4 5 Jewelry made from a valuable (metla) metal such as gold or platinum can be very pricey.
35 5 1 Jewelry made from a valuable (methe) metal such as gold or platinum can be very pricey.
36 1 1 We stopped at a rural (motel) motel to get directions to the nearest gas station.
36 2 2 We stopped at a rural (mtoel) motel to get directions to the nearest gas station.
36 3 3 We stopped at a rural (mlael) motel to get directions to the nearest gas station.
36 4 4 We stopped at a rural (motle) motel to get directions to thc nearest gas station.
36 5 5 We stopped at a rural (motfa) motel to get directions to the nearest gas station.
37 1 5 Every two weeks, Carol helps Philip (mulch) mulch the garden with fresh compost.
37 2 1 Every two weeks, Carol helps Philip (mluch) mulch the garden with fresh compost.
37 3 2 Every two weeks, Carol helps Philip (mfoch) mulch the garden with fresh compost.
37 4 3 Every two weeks, Carol helps Philip (mulhc) mulch the garden with fresh compost.
37 5 4 Every two weeks, Carol helps Philip (mulbv) mulch the garden with fresh compost.
38 1 4 I don't think that the brown (plant) plant in the kitchen has been watered in weeks.
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38 2 5
38 4 2 don h nt h J u™"M^ fa the kitchcn has bccn wat^ j » weeks.
38 5 3 Hon I t u u
br°Wn (P 'atn) P 'ant in the kitchen has b^n watered in weeks
39 Geo"^
39 2 4 Geo ! nott P f P^ °Ut °f the dishwasher and put il in th < cabi -<-
39 3 5 Geo S Zl 1 ^ PaUe P 'atC °Ut °f the dishwasher and Put il in «» cabinet.
39 4 1 Gen f t J^ C 63,1 (PCtte) P 'ate °Ut °f th£ dishwasher and put il in the cabinet
39 5 2 G n f nnt ^
^ P
!
aet)P,ateoutof^ dishwasher and put U in the cab^
HhinfI t h ^ (P1301) P
'ate
° Ut °f the dishwasher and put it in the cabinet.S J* 52 S JUSt reb£l) rebe ' againSt thdr Parents 10 state their independence,hink hat kids just (rbeel) rebel against their parents to state their independence
hink that kids just (rtuel) rebel against their parents to state their independence
hink that kids just (reble) rebel against their parents to state their independence
I think that kids just (rebta) rebel against their parents to state their independenceGreg thanked Carolyn for the rapid (reply) reply to the e-mail he sent her
Oreg thanked Carolyn for the rapid (rpely) reply to the e-mail he sent her.
Oreg thanked Carolyn for the rapid (rgaly) reply to the e-mail he sent her.
Greg thanked Carolyn for the rapid (repyl) reply to the e-mail he sent her.
Greg thanked Carolyn for the rapid (repgt) reply to the e-mail he sent her.
t was no surprise that the smaller (robot) robot won first place at the science fair
t was no surprise that the smaller (rboot) robot won first place at the science fair
It was no surprise that the smaller (rhaot) robot won first place at the science fair
It was no surprise that the smaller (robto) robot won first place at the science fair.
It was no surprise that the smaller (roble) robot won first place at the science fair.
The wedding roses were a pale (shade) shade of pink, matching the flower girl's dress.
The wedding roses were a pale (sahde) shade of pink, matching the flower girl's dress.
The wedding roses were a pale (sukde) shade of pink, matching the flower girl's dress.
The wedding roses were a pale (shaed) shade of pink, matching the flower girl's dress.
The wedding roses were a pale (shaol) shade of pink, matching the flower girl 's dress.
44 1 3 Growing up to 70 feet long, the largest (shark) shark in the ocean is the whale shark.
44 2 4 Growing up to 70 feet long, the largest (sahrk) shark in the ocean is the whale shark.
44 3 5 Growing up to 70 feet long, the largest (sukrk) shark in the ocean is the whale shark.
44 4 1 Growing up to 70 feet long, the largest (shakr) shark in the ocean is the whale shark.
44 5 2 Growing up to 70 feet long, the largest (shatz) shark in the ocean is the whale shark.
45 1 That rafe disease killed nine (sheep) sheep and seven goats on Uncle Fred's farm.
45 2 3 That rare disease killed nine (sehep) sheep and seven goats on Uncle Fred's farm.
45 3 4 That rare disease killed nine (sukep) sheep and seven goats on Uncle Fred's farm.
45 4 5 That rare disease killed nine (shepe) sheep and seven goats on Uncle Fred's farm.
45 5 1 That rare disease killed nine (shega) sheep and seven goats on Uncle Fred's farm.
46 1 1 The boy traced his handprint onto a colorful (sheet) sheet of construction paper.
46 2 2 The boy traced his handprint onto a colorful (sehet) sheet of construction paper.
46 3 3 The boy traced his handprint onto a colorful (suket) sheet of construction paper.
46 4 4 The boy traced his handprint onto a colorful (shete) sheet of construction paper.
46 5 5 The boy traced his handprint onto a colorful (shelo) sheet of construction paper.
47 1 5 The terrorist attack was a bigger (shock) shock to me than the Oklahoma City bombing.
47 2 1 The terrorist attack was a bigger (sohek) shock to me than the Oklahoma City bombing.
47 3 2 The terrorist attack was a bigger (sukek) shock to me than the Oklahoma City bombing.
47 4 3 The terrorist attack was a bigger (shokc) shock to me than the Oklahoma City bombing.
47 5 4 The terrorist attack was a bigger (shotv) shock to me than the Oklahoma City bombing.
48 1 4 The college registrar put an official (stamp) stamp on each of the 2000 diplomas.
48 2 5 The college registrar put an official (salmp) stamp on each of the 2000 diplomas.
48 3 1 The college registrar put an official (solmp) stamp on each of the 2000 diplomas.
48 4 2 The college registrar put an official (slapm) stamp on each of the 2000 diplomas.
48 5 3 The college registrar put an official (stagw) stamp on each of the 2000 diplomas.
49 1 3 At my church, we normally (stand) stand during all of the hymns and prayers.
40 1 2
40 2 3
40 3 4
40 4 5
40 5 1
41 1 1
41 2 2
41 3 3
41 4 4
41 5 5
42 1 5
42 2 1
42 3 2
42 4 3
42 5 4
43 1 4
43 2 5
43 3 1
43 4 2
43 5 3
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A 2T u ^ "0rmally (S°lnd) Stand duri"S al > of *» hymns and prayers.my church, we normally (stadn) stand during all of the hymns and prayers.A my church we normally (stahw) stand during all of the hymns and prayers
Ahhoueh £ I , l°* HI * * [™g (**> Start to their season ' th^ ^miserably.
M n"n u J I , e°
X
^
d 3 Str°ng (sam) Start t0 their season
'
they«W miserably.
AwTfE J' c°
X 3 Str°ng (S°lrt) Start t0 their season
'
they c"ded miserably.
J
6
^ ?°
x
J
ad 3 Stron§ (stat0 st«rt ^ their season, they ended miserably.Although the Red Sox had a strong (stals) start to their season, they ended miserablyMs. Bee had to buy another flexible (steel) steel ruler after Tim stole the first oneMs. Bee had to buy another flexible (setel) steel ruler after Tim stole the first one'
49 4 1
49 5 2
50 1 2
50 2 3
50 3 4
50 4 5
50 5 1
51 1 1
51 2 2
51 4 4 J! u ,
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) steel ruler after Tim stole the first one.
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52 1 5
52 2 1
52 3 2
52 4 3
52 5 4
53 1 4
53 2 5
53 3 1
53 4 2
53 5 3
54 1 3
54 2 4
54 3 5
54 4 1
54 5 2
55 1 2
55 2 3
55 3 4
55 4 5
55 5 1
Ms. Bee had to buy another flexible (steto) steel ruler after Tim stole the first one
1 om bought another wooden (stool) stool to replace the broken one in the dining room
1 om bought another wooden (sotol) stool to replace the broken one in the dining room
1 om bought another wooden (sabol) stool to replace the broken one in the dining room
1 om bought another wooden (stolo) stool to replace the broken one in the dining room
1 om bought another wooden (stota) stool to replace the broken one in the dining room.
Ca igraphy is an ancient (style) style of writing used by monks in copying scripture.
Calligraphy is an ancient (sytle) style of writing used by monks in copying scripture.
Calligraphy is an ancient (spble) style of writing used by monks in copying scripture.
Calligraphy is an ancient (styel) style of writing used by monks in copying scripture.
Calligraphy is an ancient (styad) style of writing used by monks in copying scripture.
While Paul was trying to pour (syrup) syrup on the pancakes, he got it on his clothes.
While Paul was trying to pour (sryup) syrup on the pancakes, he got it on his clothes.
While Paul was trying to pour (smpup) syrup on the pancakes, he got it on his clothes.
While Paul was trying to pour (syrpu) syrup on the pancakes, he got it on his clothes.
While Paul was trying to pour (syrgo) syrup on the pancakes, he got it on his clothes.
Natalie quickly washed the dirty (table) table before the party guests arrived.
Natalie quickly washed the dirty (tbale) table before the party guests arrived.
Natalie quickly washed the dirty (thole) table before the party guests arrived.
Natalie quickly washed the dirty (tabel) table before the party guests arrived.
Natalie quickly washed the dirty (tabat) table before the party guests arrived.
56 1 1 Nancy got sick after eating a big box of yellow (taffy) taffy from the candy store.
56 2 2 Nancy got sick after eating a big box of yellow (tfafy) taffy from the candy store.
56 3 3 Nancy got sick after eating a big box of yellow (thefy) taffy from the candy store.
56 4 4 Nancy got sick after eating a big box of yellow (tafyf) taffy from the candy store.
56 5 5 Nancy got sick after eating a big box of yellow (tafpb) taffy from the candy store.
57 1 5 Madeline finally found her lost (watch) watch under a park bench in Boston Common.
57 2 1 Madeline finally found her lost (wtach) watch under a park bench in Boston Common.
57 3 2 Madeline finally found her lost (wlech) watch under a park bench in Boston Common.
57 4 3 Madeline finally found her lost (wathc) watch under a park bench in Boston Common.
57 5 4 Madeline finally found her lost (watbv) watch under a park bench in Boston Common.
58 1 4 Caleb propped the door open with a thick (wedge) wedge of wood he found in the room.
58 2 5 Caleb propped the door open with a thick (wdege) wedge of wood he found in the room.
58 3 1 Caleb propped the door open with a thick (wloge) wedge of wood he found in the room.
58 4 2 Caleb propped the door open with a thick (wedeg) wedge of wood he found in the room.
58 5 3 Caleb propped the door open with a thick (wedup) wedge of wood he found in the room.
59 1 3 If we had fixed the loose (wheel) wheel earlier, the accident could have been prevented.
59 2 4 If we had fixed the loose (wehel) wheel earlier, the accident could have been prevented.
59 3 5 If we had fixed the loose (wufel) wheel earlier, the accident could have been prevented.
59 4 1 If we had fixed the loose (whele) wheel earlier, the accident could have been prevented.
59 5 2 If we had fixed the loose (wheta) wheel earlier, the accident could have been prevented.
60 1 2 I had to listen to my younger sister (yodel) yodel on our entire trip to Switzerland.
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60 4 5 dot ^
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ITEM CHARACTERISTICS IN EXPERIMENT 3
WORD
acrobat
airport
alcohol
athlete
balcony
bandage
blanket
bouquet
buffalo
cabinet
capture
costume
curtain
dentist
destroy
disturb
dolphin
evening
explain
factory
freckle
gravity
gymnast
highway
hostage
husband
inspire
jewelry
journal
kitchen
library
machine
magnify
mascara
measure
meeting
mistake
morning
mustard
oatmeal
opinion
orchard
paprika
perfume
pianist
pollute
propose
quartet
rainbow
POS
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
verb
noun
noun
noun
verb
verb
noun
noun
verb
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
verb
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
verb
noun
verb
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
noun
verb
verb
noun
noun
1
23
15
16
7
7
39
5
10
22
33
28
21
19
104
38
5
149
177
56
3
7
5
56
5
163
33
3
47
95
90
157
10
1
128
153
45
222
19
1
140
8
2
11
21
1
110
9
4
PRED UND TLint
_bifregSLint bifreq TLfin bifreq SLf
0 6.9 bo 2559 de 5000 ta 5000 ko
0 6.0 op 2703 eg 1176 tr 5000 hn
0 6.7 ho 3899 ba 2760 lo 5000 te
0 6.3 el 5000 od 1789 et 5000 ak
0.1 6.5 oc 2248 ar 5000 yn 442 gx
0 6.6 ad 5000 ub 1197 cg 1176 oy
0 6.8 kn 345 fr 1087 te 5000 ba
0 7.0 uq 8 °g 2200 te 5000 do
0.1 6.4 af 721 ek 175 ol 5000 ut
0 6.6 ni 5000 sa 2568 te 5000 fu
0 6.6 ut 2702 al 5000 er 5000 om
0 6.4 ut 2702 of 599 em 2934 aw
0 6.6 at 5000 ud 994 ni 5000 CO
0 6.6 it 5000 eb 704 ts 2771 dr
0 6.6 rt 2937 nl 292 yo 277 qe
0 6.7 ut 2702 ab 3277 br 1952 kv
0 6.3 hp 36 dg 430 ni 5000 vo
0 6.5 in 5000 ar 5000 gn 729 pz
0 6.8 al 5000 ek 175 ni 5000 ra
0 6.8 ot 3044 uk 90 yr 384 gn
0 6.9 kc 21 hs 305 el 5000 ot
0 6.5 iv 2320 OS 3397 yt 237 jf
0.2 6.4 an 5000 uz 85 ts 2771 br
0.1 5.7 wh 596 md 16 ya 421 qu
0 6.3 at 5000 uk 90 eg 1176 aj
0 6.5 ab 3277 ul 3674 dn 132 lm
0 6.7 ip 1841 aq 83 er 5000 oc
0 5.7 le 5000 to 5000 yr 384 pz
0 6.7 nr 211 vz 0 la 5000 be
0 6.3 he 23 bw 12 nc 5000 CO
0 6.0 ar 5000 en 5000 y 384 gv
0 5.3 ih 65 ab 3277 en 5000 am
0 6.6 in 5000 us 5000 yf 46 ph
0 6.6 ac 5000 or 5000 ar 5000 ow
0.1 6.3 us 5000 ox 450 er 5000 as
0 6.7 it 5000 al 5000 gn 729 qm
0.5 6.8 at 5000 eb 704 ek 175 of
0 6.6 in 5000 es 5000 gn 729 ye
0 6.8 at 5000 uk 90 dr 1445 tz
0.2 6.8 em 2934 ow 1901 la 5000 bu
0 6.5 in 5000 ac 5000 no 2765 ra
0 6.6 ah 299 of 599 dr 1445 kv
0 6.4 ir 2571 oc 2248 ak 856 Ot
0 6.1 uf 389 ah 299 em 2934 aw
0 6.4 in 5000 oc 248 ts 2771 In
0 6.2 ul 3674 eb 704 et 5000 of
0 6.6 op 2703 ug 980 es 5000 am
0 6.4 tr 5000 dx 0 te 5000 fu
0 6.9 bn 33 dr 1445 wo 1084 ra
bifreq
139
175
5000
856
0
387
2760
2093
2702
1130
3574
738
5000
1445
0
1
782
1
5000
729
3044
0
1952
1824
83
399
2248
1
2814
5000
0
3262
2483
1901
5000
0
599
353
72
1532
5000
1
3044
738
101
599
3262
1130
5000
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WORD POS FRF
release verb 39
respeel noun 139
seminar noun 4
soldier noun 98
spinach noun 2
stretch verb 61
suggest verb 200
tornado noun 19
torture verb 10
vitamin noun 15
volcano noun 3
6.9
5.7
5.5
6.5
6.4
7.0
6.4
6.5
5.0
6.4
5.5
TLint bifreq SLint bifreq TI fi n bifreq SI fin hif,^
ae 621 ou
ep 2073 aj
ni 5000 zo
id 2876 ub
an 5000 er
tc 5000 lo
eg 1176 oq
an 5000 om
ul 2702 eh
ma 5000 wu
ac 5000 o.v
5000 cs
83 tc
252 ra
1197 re
5000 he
5000 he
94 ts
3574 od
297 er
16 ni
1185 on
5000 oc
676 bs
5000 zo
5000 mo
23 dn
23 br
2771 1/
1789 eb
5000 om
5000 ca
5000 uc
2248
532
252
3215
132
1952
14
704
3574
5000
1427
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APPENDIX F
SENTENCES IN EXPERIMENT 3
TM CONGRP SENTENCE
1 1 The young but skilled (acrobat) acrobat entertained the audience at the circus
2 2 The young but skilled (acrboat) acrobat entertained the audience at the circus'The young but skilled (acrdeat) acrobat entertained the audience at the circus'The young but skilled (acrobla) acrobat entertained the audience at the circus
1 he young but skilled (acrobko) acrobat entertained the audience at the circusWe got cheaper rates from the smaller (airport) airport and were able to save moneyWe go cheaper rales from the smaller (airoprt) airport and were able to save moneyWe go cheaper rates from the smaller (aircgrt) airport and were able to save moneyWe got cheaper rates from the smaller (airpotr) airport and were able to save moneyWe got cheaper rates from the smaller (airpohn) airport and were able to save moneyUS very dangerous to combine (alcohol) alcohol with other drugs or risky activitiesUS very dangerous to combine (alchool) alcohol with other drugs or risky activities
US very dangerous to combine (alcbaol) alcohol with other drugs or risky activities
US very dangerous to combine (alcohlo) alcohol with other drugs or risky activities
ts very dangerous to combine (alcohte) alcohol with other drugs or risky activities
wasn't surprised when the stronger (athlete) athlete won the wrestling competition
I wasn't surprised when the stronger (atheltc) athlete won the wrestling competition
I wasn't surprised when the stronger (athodtc) athlete won the wrestling competition
wasn't surprised when the stronger (athleet) athlete won the wrestling competition
1 wasn't surprised when the stronger (athleak) athlete won the wrestling competition.
Peggy rarely went out onto the high (balcony) balcony because of her fear of heights
Peggy rarely went out onto the high (balocny) balcony because of her fear of heights.
Peggy rarely went out onto the high (balarny) balcony because of her fear of heights.
Peggy rarely went out onto the high (balcoyn) balcony because of her fear of heights.
Peggy rarely went out onto the high (balcogx) balcony because of her fear of heights.
6 1 1 The children put a thick (bandage) bandage on the wound until medical help arrived.
The children put a thick (banadge) bandage on the wound until medical help arrived.
The children put a thick (banubge) bandage on the wound until medical help arrived.
The children put a thick (bandaeg) bandage on the wound until medical help arrived.
The children put a thick (bandaoy) bandage on the wound until medical help arrived.
The blue and yellow (blanket) blanket matched nicely in the new baby's nursery.
The blue and yellow (blaknet) blanket matched nicely in the new baby's nursery.
3 2 The blue and yellow (blafrel) blanket matched nicely in the new baby's nursery.
7 4 3 The blue and yellow (blankte) blanket matched nicely in the new baby's nursery.
7 5 4 The blue and yellow (blankba) blanket matched nicely in the new baby's nursery.
8 1 4 Tyler bought the largest (bouquet) bouquet of flowers he could find for his wife.
8 2 5 Tyler bought the largest (bouuqet) bouquet of flowers he could find for his wife.
8 3 1 Tyler bought the largest (bouoget) bouquet of flowers he could find for his wife.
8 4 2 Tyler bought the largest (bouqutc) bouquet of flowers he could find for his wife.
8 5 3 Tyler bought the largest (bouqudo) bouquet of flowers he could find for his wife.
9 13 Yellowstone is home to the last wild (buffalo) buffalo herd in the world.
9 2 4 Yellowstone is home to the last wild (bufaflo) buffalo herd in the world.
9 3 5 Yellowstone is home to the last wild (bufeklo) buffalo herd in the world.
9 4 1 Yellowstone is home to the last wild (buffaol) buffalo herd in the world.
9 5 2 Yellowstone is home to the last wild (buffaut) buffalo herd in the world.
10 1 2 We had the wooden (cabinet) cabinet custom-made to match the dining room furniture.
10 2 3 We had the wooden (cabniet) cabinet custom-made to match the dining room furniture.
10 3 4 We had the wooden (cabsaet) cabinet custom-made to match the dining room furniture.
10 4 5 We had the wooden (cabinte) cabinet custom-made to match the dining room furniture.
10 5 1 We had the wooden (cabinfu) cabinet custom-made to match the dining room furniture.
4 4
5 5
2 1 5
2 2 1
2 3 2
2 4 3
2 5 4
3 1 4
3 2 5
3 3 1
3 4 2
3 5 3
4 1 3
4 2 4
4 3 5
4 4 1
4 5 2
5 1 2
5 2 3
5 3 4
5 4 5
5 5 1
6 2 2
6 3 3
6 4 4
6 5 5
7 1 5
7 2 1
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1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5
Although most spiders (capture) capture their prey using webs, some hunt their food
Although mo":; SElM^ **™ ^«^ * *
MhouS I P H^" 6 C3PtUre thcir Pr°y USin^ wcbs « s»™ hunt 'heir loud.
Althoueh E?" ^™ U^ Wcbs ' hum their food.
A^dv IP
1'"8 {CT°m CaptUrC thcir Pr^ us,"8 ^bs, some hunt their food.
17 i t a i , -0~ -i"^- Vv.u.iuiiih.j I.U9IUIIH' me u sco nartv
2 4 3 Andv w^t t tvT
St°re k°u^ 1 a su ' la^'c (cosofmc) costume for the disco party.
2 5 4 And ° I"
St°re b°Ught 3 SUitablC
(
C0SlUem
) COStume «W ^e disco party
3 1 4 We fiT £ b°Ught 3 SUUable (C0SlU3W) COStume for 'he disco party
3 2 t Z Y rePa,red tHe t0m (CUrtain > CUrtain and rePlaced 'he old carpel, too.
3 3 1 Z
C
r"
a Y rCpaired thC t0rn (CUrati
") CUrtain and rePlaced 'he old carpet, too
3d 9 w r"3 Y rCpaired thC t0m (curudin > curtain and rePlaced 'he old carpel, too.
n t \ ™ r™ Y
rCpaired th£ t0r
"
(curtani
>
curtain and rcPlaccd 'he old carpel, too.
U i I rT L y rCpaired thC t0rn (cUrtaC0) curtain and reP'aced the old carpet, too
1 3 Due to the complications, my primary (dentist) dentist referred me to an oral surgeon
^
4 Due to the complications, my primary (denitst) dentist referred me to an oral surgeon
! l ,
°Ue t0 the comPlications, my primary (denebst) dentist referred me to an oral surgeon
' 4 1 Due to the complications, my primary (dentils) dentist referred me to an oral surgeon
ill i u !° I f comPllcatlons > my primary (dentidr) dentist referred me to an oral surgeon.
1? 0 i o
belplcSsly watched the storm (destroy) destroy the house his grandfather built.
13 I 3 Ron helplessly watched the storm (desrtoy) destroy the house his grand father built
13 3 4 Ron helplessly watched the storm (desnloy) destroy the house his grandfather built
5 4 5 Ron helplessly watched the storm (destryo) destroy the house his grandfather built.
15 5 1 Ron helplessly watched the storm (destrqe) destroy the house his grandfather buill.
16 1 1 My roommates like to party, but they rarely (disturb) disturb me when I'm studying.
16 2 2 My roommates like to party, but they rarely (disutrb) disturb me when I'm studying.
16 3 3 My roommates like to party, but they rarely (disabrb) disturb me when I'm studying.
16 4 4 My roommates like to party, but they rarely (distubr) disturb me when I'm studying.
16 5 5 My roommates like to party, but they rarely (distukv) disturb me when I'm studying.
17 1 5 Near Australia, there is a healthy (dolphin) dolphin population in the ocean waters.
!
1 Near Australia, there is a healthy (dolhpin) dolphin population in the ocean waters.
17 3 2 Near Australia, there is a healthy (doldgin) dolphin population in the ocean waters.
17 4 3 Near Australia, there is a healthy (dolphni) dolphin population in the ocean waters.
17 5 4 Near Australia, there is a healthy (dolphvo) dolphin population in the ocean waters.
18 1 4 For their anniversary, Bert treated Becca to a romantic (evening) evening on the town.
18 2 5 For their anniversary, Bert treated Becca to a romantic (eveinng) evening on the town.183 1 For their anniversary, Bert treated Becca to a romantic (evearng) evening on the town.
1 8 4 2 For their anniversary, Bert treated Becca to a romantic (evenign) evening on the town.
IS 5 3 For their anniversary, Bert treated Becca to a romantic (evenipz) evening on the town.
19 1 3 We listened to the salesman (explain) explain the differences between the printers.
19 2 4 We listened to the salesman (expalin) explain the differences between the printers.
19 3 5 We listened to the salesman (expekin) explain the differences between the printers.
19 4 1 We listened to the salesman (explani) explain the differences between the printers.
19 5 2 We listened to the salesman (explara) explain the differences between the printers.
20 1 2 The city's enormous (factory) factory provided jobs for thousands of workers.
20 2 3 The city's enormous (facotry) factory provided jobs for thousands of workers.
20 3 4 The city's enormous (facukry) factory provided jobs for thousands of workers.
20 4 5 The city's enormous (factoyr) factory provided jobs for thousands of workers.
20 5 1 The city's enormous (factogn) factory provided jobs for thousands of workers.2111 Other than the tiny (freckle) freckle above my lip, my sister and I are identical.
21 2 2 Other than the tiny (frekele) freckle above my lip, my sister and I are identical.
21 3 3 Other than the liny (frehsle) freckle above my lip, my sister and I are identical.
21 4 4 Other than the tiny (frcckcl) freckle above my lip, my sisler and I are identical.
215 5 Other than the tiny (freckot) freckle above my lip, my sister and I are identical.
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1 The relat
22 3 2 The relat
22 4 3 The relat
22 5 4 The relat
23 1 4 To make
23 2 5 To make
23 3 1 To make
23 4 2 To make
24 2 4
24 3 5
24 4 1
24 5 2
25 1 2
25 2 3
25 3 4
25 4 5
25 5 1
26 1 1
26 2 2
26 3 3
26 4 4
26 5 5
27 1 5
27 2 1
27 3 2
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" lively weak (gravity) gravity of the Moon enables astronauts to jump very hH,
ve
y weak graivty) gravity of the Moon enables astronauts to jump very highive y weak graosty) gravity of the Moon enables astronauts to jump very high
ve y weak graviyt) gravity of the Moon enables astronauts to jump very high'
vely weak (gravijf) gravity of the Moon enables astronauts to jump very high
'
'
o the Olympics, the active (gymnast) gymnast practiced 80 hours a week
'
o the Olympics, the active (gymanst) gymnast practiced 80 hours a week
o the Olympics, the active (gymuzst) gymnast practiced 80 hours a week
3 Tn ™v ' ° T ° ympiCS ' the active (gymnats) gymnast practiced 80 hours a week.
24 t 3 n u n
°lympics
'
the active (gymnabr) gymnast practiced 80 hours a weekDriving on the flat (highway) highway through Kansas all day was quite boring
Driving on the flat (higwhay) highway through Kansas all day was quite boring
Driving on the flat (higmday) highway through Kansas all day was quite boring
Driving on the flat (highwya) highway through Kansas all day was quite boring
Driving on the flat (highwqu) highway through Kansas all day was quite boring
Alter being trapped in the building all day, the female (hostage) hostage was set free
Alter being trapped in the building all day, the female (hosatge) hostage was set free
Alter being trapped in the building all day, the female (hosukge) hostage was set free
After being trapped in the building all day, the female (hostaeg) hostage was set free
After being trapped in the building all day, the female (hostaaj) hostage was set free
Ever since my previous (husband) husband cheated on me, I'm slow to trust people.
Ever since my previous (husabnd) husband cheated on me, I'm slow to trust people.
Ever since my previous (husulnd) husband cheated on me, I'm slow to trust people.
Ever since my previous (husbadn) husband cheated on me, I'm slow to trust people.
Ever since my previous (husbalm) husband cheated on me, I'm slow to trust people.
Many high school teachers (inspire) inspire their students to think creatively.
Many high school teachers (insipre) inspire their students to think creatively.
Many high school teachers (insaqre) inspire their students to think creatively.
27 4 3 Many high school teachers (inspier) inspire their students to think creatively.
27 5 4 Many high school teachers (inspioc) inspire their students to think creatively.
28 1 4 J
|
m thought that his sister needed some formal (jewelry) jewelry for her wedding day.
28 2 5 Jim thought that his sister needed some formal (jewlery) jewelry for her wedding day.
28 3 1 Jim thought that his sister needed some formal (jewtory) jewelry for her wedding day.
28 4 2 Jim thought that his sister needed some formal (jewelyr) jewelry for her wedding day.
28 5 3 Jim thought that his sister needed some formal (jewelpz) jewelry for her wedding day.
29 1 3 Molly kept the secret (journal) journal hidden underneath her mattress.
29 2 4 Molly kept the secret (jounral) journal hidden underneath her mattress.
29 3 5 Molly kept the secret (jouvzal) journal hidden underneath her mattress.
29 4 1 Molly kept the secret (journla) journal hidden underneath her mattress.
29 5 2 Molly kept the secret (journbe) journal hidden underneath her mattress.
30 1 2 My mother loudly gasped when she saw the dirty (kitchen) kitchen in my apartment.
30 2 3 My mother loudly gasped when she saw the dirty (kithcen) kitchen in my apartment.
30 3 4 My mother loudly gasped when she saw the dirty (kitbwen) kitchen in my apartment.
30 4 5 My mother loudly gasped when she saw the dirty (kitchne) kitchen in my apartment.
30 5 1 My mother loudly gasped when she saw the dirty (kitchco) kitchen in my apartment.
31 1 1 The old rural (library) library used a card catalogue instead of an online database.
31 2 2 The old rural (libarry) library used a card catalogue instead of an online database.
313 3 The old rural (libenry) library used a card catalogue instead of an online database.
314 4 The old rural (librayr) library used a card catalogue instead of an online database.
315 5 The old rural (libragv) library used a card catalogue instead of an online database.
32 1 5 Little Johnny's unusual (machine) machine at the science fair could butter toast.
32 2 1 Little Johnny's unusual (macihnc) machine at the science fair could butter toast.
32 3 2 Little Johnny's unusual (macabnc) machine at the science fair could butler toast.
32 4 3 Little Johnny's unusual (machien) machine at the science fair could butter toast.
32 5 4 Little Johnny's unusual (machiam) machine at the science fair could butter toast.
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33 2 5 ItT ""'I
1"8 §
!
aSSeS (magnify) ma
^nify Print - maki"g " easier to discriminate text
33 3 1 So!
re
1mg8aSSeS(mag^
33 4 2 T^o
g 3SSeS (magUSfy) magnify Print
'
makin§ ^ easier toSEES text
34 1 3 Women wl h bh
(7*7 } ma§nify^ maldng h easier to discriminate text.
34 2 4 Won^nS^
34 3 5 ZrZ v. l! eyeS Sh°uld USe brown masacra) mascara to accentuate their lashes
34 4 1 Women"
W
I h
eyCS S
J°
Uld USC br°Wn (maS0"a
) mascara to accentuate he ashes
34 5 2 Worn n 3S h ^ \h°U,d^^ (maSCaar > maSCara t0 acc^ their she
s
35 2 3 The SAT and
Y me3SUr£) meaSUrC h°W g°°d y0U are at takin§ lhc test.
35 3 4 The SAT ap^
Y meaUSre) meaSUre how §ood you are at taking the test.
35 4 5 The SAT 2, aS Y me3°Xre) meaSUre h°W g°°d you are at takin§ the test.
35 5 1 Thl til nd ACT '
meaSUe
°
meaSUre h°W g°°d y°U are 31 takin§ the test.
36 1 Aft iY u , !"
0Stly
(measuas) measu™ how good you are at taking the test
36 2 I a f ^
3
u"
6 (meeting) meeting With my advisor
'
we can go out to lunch.
36 3 ? A J
3
"'
3 (m£eitng) meeting With my advisor
'
we can §° out to lunch.
36 4 A A ^ J
3
^ 3
u"
e (mee3lng) meeting With my advisor
'
we can go out to lunch.
Z \ t , f ,^ 3 bnCf (meetig") meetin§ with my advisor, we can go out to lunch
*
i
c ,
"
1 haVC 3 brief
(meetiqm) meeting with my advisor, we can go out to lunch
*/ 1 5 n fi mg taxes each year, a frequent (mistake) mistake is failing to sign the forms.
\L t i
11
lTg taxes each year ' a frequent (misatke) mistake is failing to sign the forms
n filing taxes each year, a frequent (misebke) mistake is failing to sign the forms
n filing taxes each year, a frequent (mistaek) mistake is failing to sign the forms
n filing taxes each year, a frequent (mistaof) mistake is failing to sign the forms
had a very busy (morning) morning yesterday but managed to get a lot of work done.
I had a very busy (morinng) morning yesterday but managed to get a lot of work done.
I had a very busy (moresng) morning yesterday but managed to get a lot of work done.
I had a very busy (mornign) morning yesterday but managed to get a lot of work done.
I had a very busy (morniyc) morning yesterday but managed to get a lot of work done.
The child spread (mustard) mustard onto the bread before adding the turkey and cheese.
The child spread (musatrd) mustard onto the bread before adding the turkey and cheese.
The child spread (musukrd) mustard onto the bread before adding the turkey and cheese.
39 4 f The child spread (mustadr) mustard onto the bread before adding the turkey and cheese.
39 5 2 The child spread (mustatz) mustard onto the bread before adding the turkey and cheese.
40 1 2 Anthony prepared a bowl of warm (oatmeal) oatmeal after coming in from the cold.
40 2 3 Anthony prepared a bowl of warm (oatemal) oatmeal after coming in from the cold.
40 3 4 Anthony prepared a bowl of warm (oatowal) oatmeal after coming in from the cold.
Anthony prepared a bowl of warm (oatmela) oatmeal after coming in from the cold.
37 4 3
37 5 4
38 1 4
38 2 5
38 3 1
38 4 2
38 5 3
39 1 3
39 2 4
39 3 5
40 4 5
40 5 1 Anthony prepared a bowl of warm (oatmebu) oatmeal after coming in from the cold.
41 1 1 Do you think that Roger's firm (opinion) opinion is backed by good evidence?412 2 Do you think that Roger's firm (opiinon) opinion is backed by good evidence?
413 3 Do you think that Roger's firm (opiacon) opinion is backed by good evidence?
414 4 Do you think that Roger's firm (opinino) opinion is backed by good evidence?
415 5 Do you think that Roger's firm (opinira) opinion is backed by good evidence?
42 1 5 They sold the estate with the lovely (orchard) orchard full of apple and pear trees.
42 2 1 They sold the estate with the lovely (orcahrd) orchard full of apple and pear trees.
42 3 2 They sold the estate with the lovely (orcofrd) orchard full of apple and pear trees.
42 4 3 They sold the estate with the lovely (orchadr) orchard full of apple and pear trees.
42 5 4 They sold the estate with the lovely (orchakv) orchard full of apple and pear trees.
43 1 4 The chef ran to the store to purchase (paprika) paprika for the Hungarian goulash.
43 2 5 The chef ran to the store to purchase (papirka) paprika for the Hungarian goulash.
43 3 1 The chef ran to the store to purchase (papocka) paprika for the Hungarian goulash.
43 4 2 The chef ran to the store to purchase (papriak) paprika for the Hungarian goulash.
43 5 3 The chef ran to the store to purchase (papriot) paprika for the Hungarian goulash.
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44 1 3
44 2 4 Anila £S!£ S£| "J- »- • ™>11 shop ta Paris.
44 3 5 An K h • v ^"'i'""' PCrfUmC IYom a sma " sh°P ln Paris
44 5 2
At,;i., u . i, ,i vr 7 ' «»«. iiwui ,i Milan snop in i o\\ nlown 'iriv.
An aE£ ! fcMr*- *» '»—:EE„„;,„. ., , vr / iiwni n Minn snop ii i o\\mow
n
45 1 -> U ,
hC Va,Uab
'? P"*- from a small shop in downto, Pa, is
45
CO
"
LSS l
?
al am a ter"blc (pianist) pianist and can't sing on key either
45 4 s ™w t am 3 lCrriblc (piaocsl) pianist and can ' 1 « either.con ess that I am a terrible (pianits) pianist and can't sing on key either
I confess that I am a terrible (pianiln) pianist and can't sing on key either
Does h u
US1,1CSS
;
P0 "UlC) P°"Ute thc Water
'
th^bY endangering our health?c a new business (polulte) pollute the water, thereby endangering our health?Docs ha new business (polcbtc) pollute thc water, thereby endangering our health''Docs ha new business (polluel) pollute thc water, thereby endangering our health''Does that new business (polluof) pollute thc water, thereby endangering our health'
1
he manager heard the engineer (propose) propose an excellent idea for the companyThe manager heard thc engineer (proopse) propose an excellent idea lor the companyThe manager heard thc engineer (prougse) propose an excellent idea lor the company
The manager heard the engineer (propocs) propose an excellent idea for the company
1
he manager heard the engineer (propoam) propose an excellent idea for the company
While the audience applauded, the proud (quartet) quartet gave their final bow
Whl e the audience applauded, thc proud (quatrct) quartet gave their final bow
While the audience applauded, thc proud (quadxet) quartet gave their final bow.
While thc audience applauded, the proud (quartte) quartet gave their final bow.
While the audience applauded, the proud (quarlfu) quartet gave their final bow.
Sue quickly took a picture of the distant (rainbow) rainbow before it faded away.
Sue quickly look a picture of the distant (raibnow) rainbow before it faded away.
Sue quickly took a picture of the distant (raidrow) rainbow before it faded away.
Sue quickly look a picture of ihe distant (rainbwo) rainbow before it faded away.
Sue quickly took a picture of thc distant (rainbra) rainbow before it laded away.
We were shocked when we heard the reporter (release) release unauthorized information.
We were shocked when wc heard the reporter (rclacsc) release unauthorized information.
We were shocked when we heard the reporter (relousc) release unauthorized information.
We were shocked when we heard thc reporter (rcleaes) release unauthorized information.
50 5 i We were shocked when we heard thc reporter (rclcaoc) release unauthorized information.
51 1 1
-M' showed her huge (respect) respect for missionaries by donating to the charity.
51 2 2 showed her huge (resepcl) respect for missionaries by donating to the charily.
5
1
3 3 Jill showed her huge (rcsajct) respect for missionaries by donating to the charity.
5' 4 4 Jill showed her huge (respctc) respect for missionaries by donating to the charily.
5
1 5 5 Jill showed her huge (respebs) respect for missionaries by donating to the charity.
52 1 5 Thc registration fee included a daily (seminar) seminar on how to manage your money.
52 2 1 The registration fee included a daily (semniar) seminar on how to manage your money.
52 3 2 Thc registration fee included a daily (semzoar) seminar on how to manage your money.
52 4 3 The registration fee included a daily (scminra) seminar on how to manage your money.
52 5 4 The registration fee included a daily (scminzo) seminar on how to manage your money.
53 1 4 Thc president gave the willing (soldier) soldier a medal for his bravery.
53 2 5 The president gave the willing (solider) soldier a medal for his bravery.
53 3 1 Thc president gave the willing (soluber) soldier a medal for his bravery.
53 4 2 Thc president gave the willing (soldire) soldier a medal for his bravery.
53 5 3 The president gave thc willing (soldimo) soldier a medal for his bravery.
54 1 3 Don't forget to pick up some fresh (spinach) spinach for our vegetarian lasagna.
54 2 4 Don't forget to pick up some fresh (spianch) spinach for our vegetarian lasagna.
54 3 5 Don't forget to pick up some fresh (spierch) spinach lor our vegetarian lasagna.
54 4 1 Don't forget to pick up some fresh (spinahc) spinach for our vegetarian lasagna.
54 5 2 Don't forget to pick up some fresh (spinadn) spinach for our vegetarian lasagna.
45 5 1
46 1 1
46 2 2
46 3 3
46 4 4
46 5 5
47 1 5
47 2 1
47 3 2
47 4 3
47 5 4
48 1 4
48 2 5
48 3 1
48 4 2
48 5 3
49 1 3
49 2 4
49 3 5
49 4 1
49 5 2
50 1 2
50 2 3
50 3 4
50 4 5
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55 2 3 Mos! evn
erienCe
H
rU"nerS (StretCh) StrCtch b0th beforc and ^ter a race.
55 3 4 !
xpenenced ™ners (strtech) stretch both before and after a race
55 4 5 Mo !
XP£nenCe
!
™nne"(^loch) stretch both before and after a
55 5 1 m
CXpenenced runner
« (strethc) stretch both before and after a race
56 1 ,' w
eXpenenCe
,
d runners
(stretbr> wretch both before and after a race'
56 ZlZ™^
56 3 3 ZlZlr^
56 4 4 We w excited o tl S \ i^ SUg°qSt) SUggCSt CX°tic ^^moon locations.
56 5 5 We w vc d n I T ' (SUgg6tS) SUggCSt CXOtic ^moon locations.
57 1 5 ZlW * , ,VraVd 3gent (SUggdz) SU^est exotic honeymoon locations
57 2 1 n o£ t0r"ad0) t0rnad° killed almost 700 Pe°Ple j" the Midwest.
57 3 7 J™ 3 maSS,Ve (t°rand0) t0r"ad0 m&d almost 700 in the Midwest
57 4 3 oS'
3 m3SS1Ve (toromd°) tornado ki«ed almost 700 people in the Midwest.
57 S 4 oS'
3 m3SS1Ve (t°rna0d) t0rnad
° killed almost 700 Pe°P!e i" the Midwest
58 1 wk i '
3 m3
u
S1Ve (t°rnaeb) t0rnad
° med almost 700 Pe°P'e in t^ Midwest
58 2 S wS
e
"
S3W
^
C°aCh (t°rtUre) t0rtUre his Players ^ runni"g I** my own legs hurt
58 \ 1 wJ
e
"
S3W
u
C03CH (t0rUtrC) t0rtUre his Players ^ runninS laPs < mV own legs hurt.
58 4 I Zl™
S3W
^
C°3Ch (t°rehre) t0rtUre his Play£rs by runnin§ laPs ' my own legs hurt.
58 5 ? wJ
6
"
S3W
^
C03Ch (t°rtUer) t0rtUre his Play£rs by running laPs > my own legs hurt
59 1 I Zu^ l
S3W C°3Ch (t°rtUOm) t0rtUrC his P13^8 by runnin§ laPs - my own legs hurt.When Katie got sick, she took her regular (vitamin) vitamin along with her medicationWhen Katie got sick, she took her regular (vitmain) vitamin along with her medicationWhen Katie got sick, she took her regular (vitwuin) vitamin along with her medicationWhen Katie got sick, she took her regular (vitamni) vitamin along with her medication
When Katie got sick, she took her regular (vitamca) vitamin along with her medication
Perhaps the most famous (volcano) volcano in the world is Mount Vesuvius in Italy.
Perhaps the most famous (volacno) volcano in the world is Mount Vesuvius in Italy.
Perhaps the most famous (volevno) volcano in the world is Mount Vesuvius in Italy.
Perhaps the most famous (volcaon) volcano in the world is Mount Vesuvius in Italy.
Perhaps the most famous (volcauc) volcano in the world is Mount Vesuvius in Italy.
59 2 4
59 3 5
59 4 1
59 5 2
60 1 2
60 2 3
60 3 4
60 4 5
60 5 1
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